CASE
NUMBER:
4’1

$04

PSC 1.
What analyses of its finances and operations, if any, has Delta performed to
a.
determine why it has been unable to earn its authorized rate of return over the last 10 years?
Provide each analysis and describe its results.
b.

If no analyses have been performed, explain why not.

RESPONSE
Delta has not performed any formal analyses, except information provided as a part of the
company’s budget. (See Delta’s response to item 93 of the AG’s data request.)

WITNESS: John Hdl

PSC 2.
Provide a schedule that compares for each year since 1987 Delta’s earned rate of return with
its authorized rate of return.

RESPONSE
Earned Rate of Return
12.56%
14.10%
9.80%
7.78%
7.68%
15.12%
14.97%
12.05%
8.52%
11.26%
5.85%
8.22%

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

(a)

Authorized Rate of Return

The rate case was settled with d1 intervenors and approved by the PSC. No specific
return on common equity W;IS stated in the settlement.

WITNESS: John Hal1

3.

Refer to letter from John F. Hall to Helen C. Helton of February 5,1999
(“Application”)at 3. Provide a schedule that compares for each year since 1987 Delta’s
marginal cost of serving new customers to its embedded cost per customer.

RESPONSE:
See attached.

column (d) shows the average embedded cost per customer of net distribution plant and
shows the estimated marginal cost per customer. The estimated marginal cost
column (i)
was calculated by applying a linear trend line to the net plant increase per additional
customer G.e., the increase in the net plant divided by the increase in the number of
customers.)
As can be seen from this attachment, Delta’s average embedded cost per customer is
growing at a high rate. Delta’s average embedded cost per customer is increasing because:
(1).Delta’s marginal cost is higher than its embedded cost, and (2) Delta is adding customers
at a moderately high rate.

WITNESS:

‘a

Steve Seelye
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PSC 4.
Refer to Application at 3. Why is Delta’s marginal cost of serving new customers greater
than the embedded cost of providing service?

RESPONSE:
Costs associated with serving a new customer have steadily increased over the years. Payroll
costs have increased for company crews and contractor crews. Also, the cost of materials to
serve the customer have steadily increased. In. the last four years, Delta has added Itron
ERTS (Electronic Reading Transmitters) to meters and implemented hand held meter
readers. The cost of the ERTS and labor to install them have had an impact on cost of
service.

WITNESS: John Hall

0

5.

Refer to Application at 3.
a.

Has Delta’s average unit cost increased over the past 10 years?

b.

Provide a schedule that compares for each year since 1987 Delta’s verage
unit cost, the percentage increase in Delta’s average unit cost, and the rate if
inflation.

RESPONSE
The information requested would involve determining the cost of providing service for the
past 10 years and would require a somewhat complicated analysis in order to calculate the
following: (1) operation and maintenance expenses, (2) depreciation expenses, (3) return on
investment (making a reasonable assumption with respect to return on rate base), (4) income
taxes, (5) taxes other than income taxes, and (6) rate base. We are hopehl that the
information supplied in response’ to item 3 is sufficient to answer the Commission’s
questions.

WITNESS: John Hal1

6. a. Provide a schedule that compares for each year since 1987 the percentage increase in
Delta’s marginal cost of serving new customers with the rate of inflation.

b. For each instance where the percentage increase in Delta’s marginal cost of
serving new customers differs from the rate of inflation, explain whay the
amounts differ.

RESPONSE:

a.

See response to item 3.

b.

Based on the analysis included in response to item 3, Delta’s marginal plant cost
has increased at a rate that is slightly below inflation. Because CPI-U is a
composite index for a large section of the economy, there is no reason to expect
that the two growth rates will be exactly the same.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

Assume that Delta had, beginning on January 1,1988, implemented the proposed
7.
mechanism (with the inflation adjustment discussed in Mr. Seelye’s testimony).
(a.) What would the annual percentage increase in revenue to Delta for each year
following implementation?
0.) What would Delta’s current rate, by customer class, be?

RESPONSE
(a) We don’t have the detailed historical data available to reconstruct the mechanism
beyond the July 1, 1995, which is the first month of the three budget years included in
the application. In our response to this data request (Item 7 ) and Item 28, we have
extended the calculations for an additional two years, through the 2000 budget period
which ends June 30,2000. However, it should be noted that the budgets prior to the
2000 budget were not prepared with the Alternative Ratemaking Mechanism in mind.
Therefore, much of the budget data such as monthly common equity, Mcf and
revenues by billing blocks and, in some cases, the breakdown between rate classes had
to be estimated when preparing Schedules A through C cont2ined in the Application.
Those Schedules were merely provided as examples to show how each component of
the mechanism would be derived and applied. While we believe that the cdculations
are reasonable for purposes of illustrating how the proposed mechanism works, the
aforementioned estimates and the rate case rates that were implemented during the
97-98 budget year clearly decrease the level of precision. The same is true with
respect to the attached Schedule A’s that were prepared for the 97-98 and 98-99
budget years provided in response to this data request. However, the AAC charges
computed for the 2000 budget-year contained in our response to Item 28 were based
on a budget that was prepared in anticipation of the implementation of this
mechanism.
Even if the mechanism had been in effect since January 1988, we assume that the
Annual Adjustment Component would have restarted at zero with the
implementation new rates pursuant to a general rate case. Delta’s current rates were
placed into effect on January 1,1998 pursuant to the Commission Order from Delta’s
last rate case, therefore, we believe that the currently effective Actual Adjustment
Components would be approximately the same as those calculated on the attached
Schedule A for the 98-99 budget year. However, the revised calculation of the Actual
Adjustment Components for the 97-98 budget year provided in response to this
request is, at best, xi estimate based on a number of assumptions. In computing a
AAC revenue deficiency for the 97-98 budget year that would correspond with
Delta’s current base rates, we estimated the impact of the rate case rates on net
income for a full year and added that amount to the Iiudgeted income available for
common. An estimate of the increased revenue b y rate class and by billing blocks was
also made since the Mcf deliveries weren’t budgeted by billing blocks at that time. As
a result of the number of estimites involved, we have not attempted to compute what
the ensuing Actual Adjustment Factor would have been after the six-month period
from January 1 through June 30,1998 under the AAC.

7. (page 2 of response)
The attached workpapers show an estimated percentage increase in revenue of 3.2%
for the 97-98 budget year, and an increase in revenue of 0.22% for the 98-99 budget
year.

@). The currently applicable Annual Adjustment Components (AAC) per Mcf as calculated
for the 98-99 budget year would be as follows:

Small
General Service
first 200 Mcf per month
next 800 Mcf per month
next 4000 Mcf per month
next 5000 Mcf per month
over 10000
Interruptible
first 1000 Mcf per month
next 4000 Mcf per month
next 5000 Mcf per month
over 10000
WITNESS: Randall Walker

Residential
$0.0181

Commercial
$0.0191
0.0116
0.0097
0.0070
0.0051

Lg. comm.
& Industrial

$0.0142
0.0116
0.0097
0.0070
0.0051

$0.0092
0.0060
0.0042
0.0023
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Earnings Per Common Share
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8. At page 4 of the Application, Mr. Hall writes: “Although the alternative rate mechanism
would likelyinvolve a comprehensive 3-year review, it is anticipated that such a review
would be less resource intensive and costly than a full-blown rate case.”
a. Describe the scope of the 3-year review proceeding.
b. Describe how the 3-year review proceeding will differ from a full-blown rate case?
c. Explain why the 3-year proceeding will be less resource intensive and costly than
full-blown rate case.

RESPONSE:
a.

The scope of the 3-year review will largely depend on the Commission and
intervenors. It is anticipated that the scope of the review will encompass the
following:
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Development and appl,ication of the AAC, AAF,and BAF
Impact of the mechanism on individual customer classes
Rate of return range utilized in the mechanism
Non-gas supply costs recoverable through the mechanism
Analysis of performance-based controls
Analysis of the utility’s non-gas supply costs
Analysis of cost of service and rate design

b.

If an acceptable framework can be developed in the current proceeding regarding the
information submitted in the annual &lings and other cost recovery issues, then we
anticipate that the %year review will be less resource intensive than a full-blown rate
case. By developing a common understanding in the current proceeding concerning
how the mechanism will operate, concerning the types of costs that are properly
recoverable through the mechanism, and concerning the scope of information that is
to be provided in the annual filings we anticipate that the three-year review will be
less intensive than a full-blown rate case.

c.

If an acceptable framework can be developed in the current proceeding regarding the
information submitted in the annual &lings and other cost recovery issues, then it is
anticipated that the 3-year review would be less formal, would not require as much
reliance on outside consultants, and would require less time and resources to be
spent on the activities such as submitting and answering interrogatories.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

.

9. Refer to Application at 4.
a. How often would the “zone of reasonableness” be revised?
b. What type of proceeding would be used to revise the “zone of reasonableness”?
Response:
a.

We propose that the zone of reasonableness be reviewed in the three-year
proceedings. If none of the parties in the proceeding proposes that the range be
modified, then the review could be shortened or eliminated. Although it would not
be anticipated, Delta or other parties could make a filing to modifythe rate of return
range between the three-year reviews.

b.

A formal filing would be required in order to revise the rate of return range. Unless
the parties to the proceeding can agree to an appropriate range, then it is anticipated
that an evidentiary hearing would be conducted to establish the zone of
reasonableness.

WTTNESS:

Steve Seelye

‘I I

10. Refer to the Application at 5. Describe the type of annual review of the utility’s rate of
return that would occur under Delta’s proposal.

RESPONSE:
We do not envision a formal review of the rate of return on an annual basis. However,
nothing would prevent the Commission, Delta or other parties from submitting a proposal
to modify the rate of return at any h e .

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

i l

11. How will the Commission meet its statutory duty to ensure “fair, just and reasonable”
rates if no review of a utility’s costs is made when adjusting the utility’s rates?

RESPONSE:
We are not proposing that the Commission forego reviewing Delta’s costs when it files to
adjust rates pursuant to the proposed alternative regulation plan. Delta will file detailed cost
information as a part of the annual filings, and the Commission would be able to conduct a
review of information filed.
In addition, the Actual Adjustment Factor (AAF)provides for a true-up of earnings
subsequent to the application of the Annual Adjustment Component (PLAC). The Balancing
Adjustment Factor (BAF) then ensures that the exact m o u n t s under the AAF are tracked,
thus ensuring that rates reflect actual historical costs reviewed by the Commission.
Delta’s proposal will enhance the Commission’s ability to ensure that the utility is charging
fair, just and reasonable rates. By submitting annual adjustments to rates that reflect the cost
of providing service and detailed information supporting the adjustments, the Commission
will be able to provide greater assurance that the utility is not charging rates that allow the
utility to earn a return that exceeds the range found to be fair just and reasonable by the
Commission.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

12. a. Is the process of adjusting rates based on the budgeted level of expenses mtamount
to establishing rates based on a forecasted test year?
b. (1)
If yes, explain why the Commission should approve a mechanism that
relinquishes any oversight authority over the reasonableness of costs to be included in
rates.
(2)

If no, why not?

RESPONSE:
Because Delta’s proposed plan would reconcile the application of the mechanism to
actual historical book costs, Delta’s proposal is not tantamount to establishing rates
on a forecasted test year. Delta is not asking the Commission to relinquish any
oversight authority over the reasonableness of Delta’s costs. The Commission will
be able to review the reasonableness of Delta’s costs on a one- and three-year cycle,
including the budgeted costs reflected in the Annual Adjustment Component (AAC),
the actual costs reflected in the Actual Adjustment Factor (AAF), and the actual
recoveries reflected in the Balancing Adjustment Factor (BAF).
The Annual Adjustment Component (AAC) is determined on the basis of budgeted
financial and operating results approved by Delta’s board of directors; however, the
Actual Adjustment Factor (AAF) and Balancing Adjustment Factor (BAF) are
determined on the basis of actual results per books. The AAC would go into effect
for a full year Iiased on budgeted information for the fiscal year, but the AAF will
perform a true-up calculation based on actual results for the fiscal year. The BAF
then acts as a true-up mechanism for the AAF and previous BAFs, in effect
reconciling actual Mcf sales to those used in calculating the factors. Therefore, the
net effect of the mechanisms is that rates reflect actual historical costs reviewed by
the Commission.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

13. At page 4 of the Application, Mr. Hall states: “The proposed alternative ratemaking
mechanism would save time and resources at the Commission while still allowing the
Commission to fulfill its obligations of ensuring that the utility is not over or under
earning.”
c -

Under Delta’s proposal, will the Commission be reviewing Delta’s operating costs
and earnings on an annual basis?
b. Ifyes,
Describe the scope of the annual review proceeding.
Describe how the annual review proceeding will differ from a full-blown rate
case.
Describe how the annual review proceeding will be time saving for the
Commission.

a.

RESPONSE:
a.

Yes.

b-

(1)

As with the 3-year review, the scope of the annual review will largely depend
on the Commission and intervenors. It is anticipated that the scope of.the
review will encompass the following:

Development and application of the AAC, AAF, and BAF
Impact of the mechanism on individual customer classes
Non-gas supply costs recoverable through the mechanism
Analysis of Performance-based controls
As explained in response to item 10 above, if an acceptable framework can
be developed in the current proceeding regarding the information submitted
in the annual filings and other cost recovery issues, then we anticipate that
the annual review will be less resource intensive than a full-blown rate case.
If an acceptable framework can be developed, then it is anticipated that the
annual review would be less formal, would not require outside consultants,
and would require less time and resources to be spent on the activities such
as submitting and answering interrogatories.
If an acceptable framework can be developed in the current proceeding
regarding the information submitted in the annual filings and other cost
recovery issues, then the Commission should be able to avoid time and
resources in scheduling, preparing for, and conducting evidentiary hearings.
Defining the information that will be filed in the one- and three-year reviews
should also save time and resources in developing a process for conducting
the review.

Although we cannot speak from actual experience on what internal steps the
Commission goes through to conduct a full-blown rate case, it is our
impression that it involves a complex team-oriented process of defining the
issues that will lie explored in a rate case, developing interrog-atories,
analyzing issues developed in the filing, reviewing and analyzing cost of
service studies, analyzing proposed rate designs, reviewing terms and
conditions set forth in Kite schedules, analyzing pro-forma adjustments, and
so forth. If appropriate guidelines can be determined for the annual reviews
under the alternative ratemaking mechanism, it will not be necessary for the
Commission to perform most of these activities. For example, it will not be
necessary in the one-year review for the utility to submit a fully allocated cost
of service study and for the Commission to review the cost of service study.
I t will not be necessary for the Commission to perform a complete review of
the utility’s base rates. It will not be necessary for the Commission to malyze
pro-forma adjustments. It will not lie necessary to examine the terms and
conditions set forth in the utility’s rates, such as non-recurring charges, rules
and regulations, connection m d reconnection policies. We would not
anticipate the Commission’s review to be nearly as extensive under an
alternative regulation mechanism as a full-blown rate case. Additionally, if M
acceptable framework can be established, the review could perhaps be
conducted in a more informal manner, thus obviating the need for an
eviden t i q hearing.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

--

14. Refer to the Application at 5. Explain why an annual review proceeding would not be as
adversarid as a general rate case proceeding?

RESPONSE:

By developing a common understanding in the current proceeding concerning how the
mechanism will operate, concerning the types of costs that are not properly recoverable
through the mechanism, and concerning the information that is to be provided in the annual
filing, we anticipate that much of the adversity that arises in a general rate case proceeding
can be avoided. Because of the more focused scope of the mechanism, many issues that
could potentially cause dispute in a general rate case would not likely be a part of the oneyear review of the alternative ratemaking mechanism. For example, we would not anticipate
that Delta would file a class cost of service s t u d y in the one-year review. Therefore, the
methodologies used to functionally assign, classify and allocate costs, which are often fiercely
debated issues, would not be explored in the one-year review. Likewise, revenue
requirement allocation issues would not be an issue in a properly structured one-year review.
It is not anticipated that cost of capital issues would be explored in the one-year review.
Modifications to the terms and conditions set forth in Delta’s rate schedules would not likely
be a part of the one-year review. Such modifications (e.g., changes in reconnection charges)
often create controversy in general rate case proceedings.

It has been our experience that periodic reviews conducted in other cost recovery
mechanisms are not nearly as adversarial as general rate case proceedings. For example, the
6-month and two-year reviews conducted in fuel adjustment clause proceedings are generally
not nearly as adversarid as rate cases, even though significant amount of costs are being
recovered through the fuel adjustment clause mechanism. The reviews are much more
focused, the structure for conducting the reviews are well defined, and the parties to the
proceedings can focus on a more narrowly defined set of issues. Our experience with other
mechanisms is very similar. Certady, there have been disputes in regard to the application
of demand-side management cost recovery mechanisms, gas supply cost recovery
mechanisms, and environmental cost recovery mechanisms, but the intensity of the disputes
and the complexityof the issues do not generallyrise to the level that is often experienced in
full-blown rate cases.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

I
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PSC 15.
Explain why Delta has chosen to adjust rates on an annual basis to achieve
a.
its desired level ofearnings rather than implementing cost saving measures.
Describe the actions that Delta has taken in the last 5 years to control or
b.
reduce costs and their results.
C.
Describe how Delta will use its additional revenues to “create new services
and to enhance existing services in order to attract and retain customers.”

RESPONSE:
Delta always strives to. operate as efficiently as possible while
a. and b.
providing safe, reliable service. Delta constantly implements cost savings anywhere possible.
This applies to each future budgeted year as well as during each year as that year progresses.
The reduction in Delta’s insurance expense for the next budget year is only one such
example.
Delta’s proposal to adjust rates will reflect such savings on a year-to-year basis, as
opposed to only being considered otherwise when a general rate case is filed. This proposal
is itself a cost saving measure, as it will save Delta and Delta’s customers the costly rate case
approach, especially if rate cases were filed annually.
Delta continually looks for ways to be more efficient and to do more with less.
Delta has, since its management audit in 1991-92, implemented all of the audit
recommendations. This resulted in more efficiency from Delta’s expenditures. For
example, 4 branch offices were consolidated into 2 locations. Through attrition, Delta’s
work force for operations and administration was reduced, while Delta’s customer base
continued to expand. Delta’s company construction forces were increased in order to
construct pipelines with the most efficient mix of company and contract construction crews.
Delta has continued to finance at the lowest possible rates and has refinanced its
debt when rates were advantageous in order to reduce interest costs. All of these reductions
and efficiencies were reflected in the rates in Delta’s rate case in 1997, and thus have, and
are, benefitting Delta’s customers.
C.
O n page 5 of John F. Hall’s letter of February 5, 1999 to Helen C. Helton,
the statement is made at the bottom of the page that “Businesses with stronger earnings can
typically devote resources to providing more and better services to attract new customers
and retain existing customers.” This statement was meant to highlight the fact that only by
being financially healthy can Delta finance its investments and be able to provide quality
service, create new services and enhance existing services. These things will allow Delta to
attract and retain customers. The customers will benefit by having the availability of natural
gas service as an option to electricity, or propane, or coal, or wood or oil. Thus, choices will
be made available to those who otherwise would be more limited as to their energy sources.

Specifically what new services or enhancements might be developed is hard to say.
This is a forward-looking statement, meant to contrast what is possible with a stronger,

I

financially-viable utility as opposed to one that is not. Without adequate earned returns,
creation of new services and enhancements are much less likely, if not almost impossible.

WITNESS: John Hal1

‘e

16. a. What effect will Delta’s proposal have on Delta’s retail prices over

(1) the short term?
(2) the long term?
c -

b. If the effect of the proposal is to increase Delta’s retail prices for natural gas, how
will the proposal better enable Delta to compete with alternative sources of energy
(e.g., electricity or propane)?

RESPONSE:
a. (1) During the 1999-2000fiscal year, the proposed alternative ratemaking mechanism
would produce an increase in revenue requirement of $1,242,419, which is 3.7% of total
revenues. (See Delta’s response to item 28 of the Cornmission’s data request.) We
cannot project what impact on prices that the mechanism will have on prices beyond this
fiscal year.
(2) In the long-term, the impact of the proposed mechanism on the price of natural gas
service cannot be determined.

b. In the short term, some form of price increase, either through a rate case or through the
alternative regulation plan, will be necessary if Delta is to remain a viable company and
continue to provide natural gas to customers in rural Kentucky. Delta currentlyhas an
alarmingly high payout ratio and percentage of debt and an alarmingly low interest
coverage. Delta had a payout ratio of nearly 110% during 1998 and a payout ratio of
more than 100% during 6 of the last 10 years. As of December 31,1998, Delta’s capital
structure consisted of more than 70% debt, which is one of the highest we have found in
the industry. During 1998, Delta had an interest coverage of 1.75x, which is one of the
lowest we have found in the industry. In the short run,Delta has no choice but to
increase prices. Therefore, in response to the question, either the alternative rate plan or
a rate case will be necessary to allow Delta to continue to compete with alternative
sources of energy.

In the long-run, it unlikely that continued increases in the price of gas service can be
sustained. At some point, Delta will be unable to connect new gas customers and will
begin to lose customers to its competitors. For this reason, Delta is extremely concerned
with the impact that price increases have on its abilityto compete, especiallywith
electricity. In addition to being able to offer low prices, Delta’s competitors are very
effective at marketing. In particular, Delta has had difficully in growing its base load
(ie., non-temperature sensitive load) through the customer installation of gas water
heaters and cooking appliances.

e

Increasing its residential base load is one of Delta’s top priorities. As a percentage of
total sales, Delta has the lowest residential base load sales of any major gas distributor in
Kentucky. (See attached.) A higher base load results in spreading fixed costs over a

i
Y

larger number of billing units which would result in a lower average price. Therefore, in
order to bring down the price of providing distribution service, it is important for Delta
to increase its residential base load. Additionally, a low base load translates into a higher
temperature sensitive load, which results in Delta's earnings being more sensitive to
fluctuations in temperature. By stabilizing its financial performance, Delta is hopeful
that the alternative ratemaking plan will enhance its ability to implement programs
targeted at increasing its residential base load and to execute a long-term plan to remain
competitive with other energy suppliers

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye
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17. Given current economic conditions and the current price of alternative fuels, how much
could Delta’s current rates increase and still remain competitive with alternative sources
of energy? (The response shall state a11 assumptions and identify the level of rates Delta
could charge and the price of each alternative fuel.)

RESPONSE:
The amount by which Delta’s current rates could increase and still remain competitive
cannot be determined without (1) considering the customer’s price/value proposition and
without (2) considering the equipment cost that the customer must incur in order to use
natural gas and the alternative energy sources.

e

With respect to the customer’s price/value proposition, residential customers often show a
preference for natural ps because of the perceived benefits in comfort. Customers
frequently express the view that gas heat is more comfomble than electric heat because they
believe gas furnaces heat their homes quicker than heat pumps and strip heaters. A common
observation offered by p customers is that they enjoy warm air coming out of the heating
vents. Customers also indicate a preference for natural gas over fuel oil and propane
because natural p is delivered directly to the home rather than having to deal with storage
tanks located on the premises. Some customers also prefer natural gas over fuel oil and
propane because of perceived safety considerations. It is not uncommon for customer’s
price/value proposition to vary by region. Since customers in rural areas are more
accustomed to heat pumps and fuel oil, the value they place on comfoort, convenience or
safety of natural gas might be lower. The availability of contractors and people who can
work on p appliances in an area can also affect the price/value relationship. If customers
have trouble finding someone to install gas equipment and perform maintenance on gas
appliances, then the customer may place a lower value on natural gas.
The customer’s price/value proposition can also be modified by promotional marketing and
advertisement. In Delta’s service territory, the electric utilities are very aggressive marketers.
Kentucky Utilities and the electric cooperatives, through the Touchstone Energy
Partnership, frequently run television and radio commercials as well as print advertisements
touting the benefits of electric energy. Additionally, some electric utilities offer rebates on
water heaters and other appliances, and in some cases offer free appliances, if the customer
chooses electric service over gas. It is extremely difficult to determine how these efforts
impact the price/value relationship.

Any analysis would also have to consider the cost of piping or wiring the home for natural
gas or electric service. Since virtually every home is wired for electricity, a smaller
incremental investment is generally required to wire the home for electric space heating,
water heating or cooking. Frequently, in spite of the incremental higher construction cost
for gas, builders will install gas space heating because of prospective home buyers show a
preference for g;ls heating, but will wire the home for electric water heating and cooking
because of the lower construction cost and because prospective home buyers do not show a
clear preference for these gas appliances.

Determining the amount by which Delta’s current rates could increase and still remain
competitive is equally difficult for industrial and commercial customers. For some
applications, electricity does not represent a viable alternative. Most bolilers, for example,
require a fuel such as natural gas,propane, boiler fuel, or coal. As with residential customers,
the equipment cost required to use natural gas and alternative energy sources must also be
considered.
Another factor that makes it difficult to determine the increase that could be made and still
remain competitive is that the cost of alternative energy sources vary significantly by region.
For example, the residential, commercial and industrial price of electric is different
depending on whether service is provided by Kentucky Utilities or one of the rural electric
cooperatives in Delta’s service area. In addition, fuel oil and propane operate in an
unregulated market; therefore, prices can vary from region to region and from month to
month.
Delta has not performed a detailed competitive assessment taking into the considerations the
factors mentioned above. However, Delta periodically constructs a rough estimate of the
cost of alternative energy sources for residential customers in the region. Based on
information compiled by Delta, the following table shows (1) the current estimated delivered
cost per MMBtu to a residential customer for natural gas, electric energy, propane, fuel oil
and coal, and (2) the difference between each of these alternative energy sources and natural
gas. We want to emphasize, however, that these differentials do not represent the amount
by which Delta’s current rates could increase and still remain competitive. One product or
service is not easily substitutal>le for another.

--

Residential
Energy Source

Difference from
Current Estimated Cost
($/MMBtu
on
Input Natural Gas
Basis)
($/MMBm)

Natural Gas

$6.69/ MMBtu

$O.OO/MMBtu

Electric Heating - Resistance $12.60/MMBtu
(Kentucky Utilities)

$5.91/MMBtu

Electric Heating -- High
Efficiency Heat Pump
(Kentucky Utilities)

$0.31/MMBtu

$7.OO/ MMBtu

$4.82/MMBtu

Propane

Fuel Oil (Summer Price)

$5.30/MMBtu

Coal (Customer Pickup)

$3.49/MMBtu

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

($3.20)/MMBtu

18.

a.

Is the proposed mechanism designed to improve operational and financial
performance?

b.

(1) If yes, identify the components of the proposed mechanism (other than
increased earnings) that would accomplish this result.

(2) If no, explain why the proposed mechanism should not be modified to
include components to improve Delta’s operational and financial performance.

RESPONSE:
a.

Yes.

b. (1) The proposed mechanism will significantly reduce the variability experienced in
Delta’s earnings and will help prevent financial harm that could result from such
variab&ty. By reducing earnings fluctuations, Delta can be more consistent in its
execution of long-term operating plans and in implementing marketing programs
designed to increase its base load, which is a major factor affecting its average unit
cost of providing gas distribution service.

In addition, by indexing Delta’s non-gas supply O&M expenses per customer to the
non-gas supply O&M expenses approved in Delta’s last rate adjusted for CPI-U,
Delta has an incentive to reduce its operation and maintenance expenses.

WITNESS:

a

Steve Seelye

i

19.

Provide a copy of the references listed in footnote 5 of the Application.

RESPONSE:
See attached.

WTT'NESS:

-Steve Seelye

Copyright 1998 The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.
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SECTION: UNBUNDLING; Pg. 9
LENGTH: 532 words
HEADLINE: NEVADA PUC APPROVES REGULATIONS TO DEFINE EFFECTIVE COMPETITION
BODY:
Effective competition for a gas service means "a market structure and a process under which an individual seller is
not able to mfluence significantly the price of the service," the Nevada Public Utilities Commission said in an order
approved at its July 23 meeting. The decision sets regulations that establish the process by which gas services will be
designated "potentially competitive," ultimately leading to full competition for that service.
According to the PUC's definition, effective competition means that an individual seller would not be able to' skew
the price by manipulating the number of sellers of the service, the size of each seller's share of the market, the ability of
sellers to enter or exit the market, and the price and availability of comparable substitutes for the service.
The Nevada PUC opened a generic rulemaking (97-8002) almost a year ago to explore potential approaches to
alternative-regulation plans and followed up last month with proposed regulations to define terms such as "potentially
competitive services" and effective competition (GUR, 3 July, special report). Last week's order adopted the new
regulations.

a

A party seeking to have the commission classify a gas service as "potentially competitive" must submit a written
request that identifies and fully describes the gas service. Necessary information will include the "technical and
common names" of the service as well as the facilities, personnel and any other resources or components needed to
classify the gas service as potentially competitive.
The request also must include the geographic market area for which the classification is being sought, the nature and
extent of the market in which the service is being provided or will be provided, the classes of customers to whom the
service will be provided and the source of revenues for the service. Further, it must declare any fact that is ''favorable to
classifying the service as a potentially competitive service," such as that it will not unduly harm a class of customers,.
will decrease the cost of providing the gas service to customers in Nevada or will increase the quality or innovation of
the service to Nevada gas customers.
The designation-seeker also must provide any facts showing that classifying the gas service "will advance the
competitive position of Nevada relative to surrounding states [and] will not otherwise jeopardize the safety and
reliability of the gas service in this state," the regulations said.
According to the July 23 order, the classification of a potentially competitive service will be limited to the boundaries
of the certificated service area of a single gas utility.
Once a gas service meets the requirements of a potentially competitive service, the commission will take three
actions: monitor the market to determine whether effective competition is occurring; classify a gas service as
competitive after determining that effective competition is occurring in the market for a service previously classified as
potentially competitive; and remove any pricing provisions in an alternative-replation plan that the commission
determines are no longer necessary.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
LOAD-DATE: September 01, 1998
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SECTION: STATE REGULATION; Pg. 8
LENGTH: 252 words
HEADLINE: OHIO COMMISSION APPROVES NEW RULES IMF'LEMENTING ALTERNATIVE

REGULATION
BODY:
The Ohio Public Utilities Commission last week adopted a set of rules to implement H.B. 476, the gas alternativer e d a t i o n bill signed into law last June by Gov. George Voinovich. The law f d y establishes customer choice as a
state policy in the supply of gas services.
To accomplish that goal, the law and the PUC rules allow local distribution companies to apply to the commission
for the opportunity to compete directly with gas marketers for noncore customers, thus enabling consumers to benefit
from having access to an array of gas suppliers, the March 13 order said.
The new rules (96-700-GA-ORD) also require a gas company to adopt a code of conduct to demonstrate how it is
guarding against cross subsidies or other anticompetitive actions involving its regulated and unregulated operations. The
utility's application also will need to show how the alternative-regulation plan will contribute to Ohio's
competitiveness in the global economy, promote competition for gas services and address customer inquiries.
Local public hearings are required when utilities that serve 15,000 or more customers seek alternative repulation.
For the utilities, one of the main features of the new law is that it deregulates all services other than commodity sales,
distribution and some ancillary services (GUR, 5 July, 7). For the purpose of establishing rates for regulated services it
also authorizes a utility to designate which of its gas supplies were obtained to provide unregulated services.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
LOAD-DATE: April 24,1997
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SECTION: Pg. 1
LENGTH: 1142 words
HEADLINE: GA. CONSIDERS 'BOnOMS UP' APPROACH TO DEREGULATING STATE GAS INDUSTRY
BYLINE: Bruce Millar
BODY:

A far-reaching gas deregulation bill co-sponsored by state Senate Majority Leader Sonny'Perdue has a strong chance
of passage by the Georgia Assembly this year, gas industry officials predicted earlier this week. Just days after its
introduction on Feb. 6, the legislation is stirring packed committee hearing rooms but, so far, little opposition.
Dubbed the "Natural Gas Competition and Deregulation Act" (Senate Bill 215), the legislation would establish a
regulatory framework for local distribution companies as they move from current tight control under the Georgia Public
Service Commission to the lighter-handed regulation.
The measure's sponsors consider the plan innovative because it provides for a "bottoms up" approach aimed at
preventing cherry-picking by requiring marketers to sell to fm customers as a prerequisite to competing in the highvolume, interruptible sales market.
Under the proposal, the Georgia Public Service Commission would issue a certificate of authority to any party
seeking to provide any commodity sales service or distribution service. Before Sept. 30,2001, the PSC could make a
finding that effective competition exists in a defined market when two conditions exist.
First, at least five certificated marketers, excluding utility affiliates, must be "actively marketing'' within the area.
Second, "at least one-third of the peak-day requirement for firm distribution service" must be served through marketers.
There also must be a showing that at least 18% of the fm requirements market is being served by marketers not
affiliated with the distributor.
After Sept. 30,2001, the PSC would consider another set of factors, including the number and size of alternative
providers of service, and the ability of alternative providers to make "functionally equivalent or substitute services
readily available at competitive prices, terms and conditions."
The bill also would: permit performance-based ratemaking; give certificated third-party gas suppliers access to
upstream facilities, including pipeline capacity, storage and receipt points; require utilities to unbundle traditional
services into separate city-gate supply and delivery services for all customers; and establish a universal service fund to
be overseen by the PSC.

In addition, it would provide for simultaneous entry of certificated marketers into the initial competitive gas market in
the state to guard against preferential selection of marketers or administrative barriers.

e

Stephen Loftin, a PSC research analyst, told Gas Utility Report that Perdue's proposal is much wider in scope than
one the legislator discussed with PSC officials, but never introduced, last year. Previously, Perdue indicated that he
favored a deregulation proposal, similar to those seen in other states, that would permit unbundling to allow marketers
to compete for gas commodity sales.

c-

I

"This goes much farther," Loftin said. "We're pretty sure this has never been tried anywhere else. If it has, we wish
they would let us know how it is working."
Another major difference in the new proposal is that so far the bill has not generated any vehement opposition, Loftin
said. At a Feb. 6 hearing before the Senate Finance and Public Utilities Committee, several parties offered criticisms of
the legislation, but none are considered insurmountable, he added. Perdue, who was instrumental in Georgia's passage
of 1995 legislation to deregulate the state's telecommunications industry, has acknowledged that the bill is not "perfect."

-

Loftin noted that interest in bringing gas competition to the state has grown. "Before, the only people involved'' in the
debate were utilities, marketers, large-volume customers, the consumers counsel and the PSC. "Now the bill is out there
and more people are beginning to ask questions," he said. "It's interesting, the committee room is getting more and more
crowded."
The legislation won plaudits from Atlanta Gas Light Co., which has disagreed with the PSC on the most desirable
approach for fostering more competition (GUR, 17 Jan, 11). Perdue's proposal is encouraging because it "goes a long
way" toward achieving many of the objectives of a proposal that the utility submitted last fall to a pair of legislative
committees studying the state's gas business, an Atlanta Gas spokesman said.
"It has the basic structure" of the company's proposal, he maintained. "There are some problem areas that need to be
ironed out, and we think that is doable. We are over there trying to accomplish that," the spokesman said. "The sense is
fairly optimistic that the bill will be passed."
The intent of the bill is to provide fair competition with-out any advantage or disadvantage for affiliated marketers, he
observed. The concerns that the utility does have center on "the degree that [intent] may not have been exactly fulfilled
in the first draft language."
The PSC also has some trouble with aspects of the bill, and Loftin said suggested amendments have been offered to
Perdue to address the commission's primary concerns. One problem is the legislation's requirement that once utilities
elect alternative regulation they must be subject to straight fixed-variable rates.
"We're very unhappy with that," Loftin said. "I told the [committee hearing] that no other legislature in the country
mandates one method over another in regulating prices."
A second PSC concern is the threshold at which a particular market would be considered competitive. Sufficient
competition can protect consumers, but the commission contends that the proposed threshold for deeming a market
competitive is too low. "Our concern there is obvious," Loftin said. While the bill requires that one-third of the peak-day
firm market be subject to competition in order for a market to be deregulated, it also allows an LDC marketing affiliate
to "grab up to 82% of the market." A threshold based on independent marketer sales of just 18% 'lis much too low," he
said.
Another issue is the PSC's desire for a fail-safe provision that would be activated in the event a market is deregulated
but fails to remain competitive. The PSC wants authority to re-regulate the market if competition fails, Loftin said.
Finally, the PSC is not satisfied with the bill's universal service fund provision, which would be supported by pipeline
rate refunds, earnings allocable to ratepayers under PBR programs and a surcharge added to f m delivery service rates.
The commission does not want to create a "fattened calf," Loftin said, adding that "we don't want word getting out that
you don't have to pay your gas bill because the state will." The PSC advocates a tightly drawn provision "that would not
cost people who pay their bills on time. That is just not fair," he said.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
LOAD-DATE: March 06,1997
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Copyright 1997 Pasha Publications Inc.
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March 19, 1997
SECTION: Vol. 14, No. 54
LENGTH: 463 words
HEADLINE: Pa. gas restructuring bill called progressive
BODY:
A bill being readied for introduction to the Pennsylvania Legislature would completely unbundle the merchant
function at the state's gas utilities, opening up their systems to transportation down to the residential level.
Republican Rep. Frank Tulli plans to introduce his Natural Gas Choice and Competition Act on March 26, and has so
far signed on 33 co--sponsors.
The bill would require utilities to begin providing unbundled services to retail customers by Jan. 1, 1999.
Restructuring proposals must be submitted to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC) by Dec. 30,this
year, and the commission would then have nine months to act on the plans. If a proposal is rejected, the utility would
have 30 days to refile.
"What Rep. Tulli is doing is long overdue, and the direction he's going should bring significant benefits to the
consumers of Pennsylvania," said Craig Goodman, senior vice president for law, regulation and public policy at ERI
Inc., a unit of Equitable Resources that handles legal matters for distributor Equitable Gas and other divisions. He noted
that the PUC and Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge have received rave reviews for their work on electric competition, and
the gas bill 3 s a good encore."
A draft of the bill includes language that the PUC could certify marketers to become suppliers of last resort, in
addition to gas distributors. Utilities will be allowed to charge a nom-bypassable rate to allow cost recovery for low-income and conservation programs. Marketers wishing to serve customers would have to be licensed by the PUC,
demonstrating their financial and technical fitness.
Opening up the possibility of marketers serving as the supplier of last resort is "a very progressive position,"
Goodman said. "The more ways that obligation can be satisfied, the greater price competition can be in the
marketplace."
Utility proposals must include unbundled rates; a universal service and conservation plan; procedures for ensuing
direct access to all licensed natural gas suppliers; impact on utility employees; and other information the PUC may
require.
The bill also would allow the use of performance--based rates or other alternative regulation,
No utility, including municipally--owned systems, would be allowed to compete for customers on another system
until they have unbundled their own services, providing direct comparable access across the state.
That language would "encourage companies to open up their systems faster and more transparently," Goodman added.
"It would not be fair to let [a utility] compete while they have their own doors closed to competition."
So far the PUC has not taken a formal stand on the proposal, but a spokesperson noted the commission is pro-competition. SG
-

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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20.

Refer to the Application at 8 -10.
a.

Provide a copy of the current Rate Stabilization and Equalization Plans for
Alabama Power Company and Alabama Gas Company and the Orders of the
Alabama Public Service Commission in which approval for those plans was
granted.
c-

b.

(1) List all other regulated public natural gas or electric utilities that have
alternative regulation plans similar to Delta’s proposal.
(2) For each utility listed above, provide its alternative regulation plan and the
order of the appropriate regulatory commission in which the plan was
approved.

C.

For each plan provided in response to Item 20(a) and 2001).
(1) Identify the provisions that are similar to those contained in Delta’s
proposal.

(2) Identify and describe all provisions for cost conti’inment.
(3) Describe the extent of regulatory oversight of the level of operating costs
that are included in the annual rate adjustments.
(4) State if the utility is subject ot any annual review of revenues and

(5) Describe how changes in the allowed rate of return can be made.

RESPONSE
a.
Attached is what we believe are the current RSE tariffs for Alabama Power
Company and Alabama Gas Company and the order approving the RSE for Alabama Gas
Company. We do not have a copy of the order approving the RSE for Alabama Power
Company.
b. (1) We have not conducted an exhaustive review of alternative regulation plans for
natural gas and electric utilities. With the exception of the two Alabama utilities listed above,
we are unaware of any other gas or electric utility that has an alternative regulation plan
similar to Delta’s proposal.
The Alabama plans utilize budgeted data on an annual cycle; however, unlike Delta’s
plan, the Alabama mechanisms never fully reconcile to actual historical costs. Both plans
have a revenue cap on the annual adjustment. Both plans have operation and maintenance
cost controls. Both plans have an equity cap of 60 percent. Both plans have a bandwidth or
range with respect to the return on equity. Clearly, the O&M cost controls, the equity cap
C.

and the ROE bandwidth are constraints on cost. We have no knowledge of the extent of
regulatory oversight, the review process or how changes may be made to the allowed rate of
return.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

a

ALABAMA GAS CORPORATION

Fourth Revised Sheet No. 44
Superseding Third Revised Sheet No. 44
-

RATE STABILIZATION AND EOUALIZATION FACTORS (RSE1

--

APPLICABILITY

Applicable as an integral part of each rate schedule of the Company in which reference is made to
this Rate Stabilization and Equalization Factor (RSE) and to Special Contracts as applicable.

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
It is the purpose of the RSE to lessen the size of rate increases by permitting the Company,
through the operation of a filed and approved tariff provision, to adjust its base rates more readily
to achieve the rate of return allowed it in the rate orders of the Commission. By the provisions
hereof the base rates are also decreased if the designated rate of retum is exceeded. Other
provisions limit the impact of any one adjustment.

P1,XCATION OF RSE FACTOR AND CALCULATION PROCEDURES;
Monthly bills on December 1, 1996 shall be adjusted (increased or decreased) by the applica(C
tion of an RSE computed in accordance with the procedures described herein with respect to
the return on average common equity produced by the Company's budget, for the fiscal year
ending Sgtember 30,1997 at rates in effect immediately prior to December 1, 1996.
(C
Volumes used to compute recovery of the RSE shall be those volumes estimated to be billed
during the period December 1, 1996 through: September 30,1997. For purposes of
(C
subsequent quarterly RSEmmputations, the Company's budget shall be revised by the effects
of this provision and shall be as it were the official Company budget for the remainder of the
fiscal year ending September 30, 1997 until such budget is revised by the Company's
(C
Board oLDirectors. Monthly bills on and after April 1,1997 shall be adjusted by the
(CI
application of the RSE in accordan& with the procedures fuaher described herein. An W E
shall be computed to be effective December'l,' 1997and each'December 1thereafter. Rates
(C)
effective December 'r shall be adjusted (imcreased or decreased) in accordance with the RSE
computed with respect to the return on average & m o n equity (RCE) produced by the
Company's budget, as approved by its Board of Directors, for the fiscal ye& beginning
October 1,1997 and each October 1thereafter using base rates in effecton the
(C)
immediately preceding October 1. Should the retun p r o d u d by such budget produ? a
return on average common equity at ;he end of the Company's fiscal year that is higher
than the RSE range, rates shall be reduced to produce a return on average common equity at the
Adjusting Point of the M E range by the end of the Company's fiscal year. Similarly, if
the return on average common equity produced by such budget is below the WE equity

ISSUED: 03/20/97 Issued in compliance with the
Cornmission's order dated October 7, 1996 in
Dockets 18046 and 18328

EFFECTIVE: 10/7/96

,e

ALABAMA GAS CORPORATION

Fourth Revised Sheet NO. 45
Superseding Third Revised Sheet No. 45

RATE STABILIZATION AND EOUALIZATION FACTORS (RSE) (Con’t.):

-range, rates shall be increased to produce a return on average common equity at the Adjusting
Point of the WE range by the end of the Company’s fiscal year. If such return on average
common equity is within the RSE range, no M E rate adjustment will be made.
Since the Company’s budget will be used to compute the annual adjustment, quarterly reviews of
the Company’s return on common equity at the end of the fiscal year using a combination of
actual and budget results will be made. Rate reductions will be allowed if the quarterly reviews
indicate that the Company’s return on average common equity at September 30 will be aboye the
RSE range, such rate reductions to be effective April 1, July 1 and October 1 of each year as
appropriate. However, no rate increases will be allowed as a result of the quarterly reviews
which would otherwise be effective on April 1, July 1 and October 1 of each year.
i

3

-

2

Calculations of the quarterly reviews of the RCE shall be made with the closing of the Company’s
books for the first month of each of the three applicable calendar quarters (the Points of Test).
The RSE effective April 1 will be derived following a Point of Test at J&uary 31;.the RSE
effective July 1derived following a Point of Test at April 30; and the M E effective October 1
derived following a Point of Test at July 31.

If the RCEcomputed with respect to the Company’s budgeted fiscal year ending September 30
shall be less than 13.15% of greater than 13.65% (being the Equity Return Range), the base rates
under the respective rate schedules and Speciai Contracts as applicable shaU be adjusted by the
amount necessary, in total,.to restore the RCE to 13.4% (being the Adjusting Point in the Equity
ktum Range), except that only rate decreases shall be allowed for the RSEs effective April 1,
July 1 and October 1.

The RSE shall be developed by the foxmula attached as Appendix A hereto. The RSE shall be
compufed through the tabulations specified on Appendix B hereto directly from the actual results
recoded in the books of account of the.Coqany, kept as required by the Uniform System of
Accounts, and by the Co&any’s budget as approved by its Board of Directors. Such
Appendices, including the definitions therein, and the Special Rules Governing Operation of the
M E constitute an integral part of this tariff provision.
RSEs computed to be effective December 1,1996 and thereafter, as allowed, shall
be placed on the commodity charges of all rate schedules and Special Contracts to which
the RSE is applicable. Commodity charges of the Company’s rate scheduIes and applicable
Special Contracts, as adjusted, shall be further adjusted by applying the current quarterly RSE
adjustments, as allowed, to the total of the previously effective adjustments.
ISSUED:

03/20/97 Issued in compliance with the
Cornmission’s order dated 10-7-96 in Dockets 18046 and 18328

.

(C)

EFFECTIVE: 10/7/96
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U T E STABILIZATION AND EOUALIZATION FACTORS (RSEI cont:

PERCENTAGE LIMTTAT'iON:

c

Annual increases or decreases derived by the operation of the RSE shall be limited to not
more than four percent (4%) of the Annual Revenue (AR) as hereinafter defined.

Certain cost control measurements shaU be designed and implemented to enmurage
restraint in the Company's Operation and Maintenance expense levels by achieving expense
levels within an acceptablerange Suitable both to ensure adequacy of the distriiution system
and its operations and to encourage efficient produ&ity levels for the benefit of the
ratepayers. To that end, the following cost control design is applicable to Rate RSE and
shall be computed through the tabulations specified as Appendix C hereto:

The measure of efficiency shall be operation and maintepnce expense
1)
( O w per customer, which is a commoe accepted performance standard of the natural
gas distriiution industry.
The Index for mcasurcment shall be the national Consumer Price Index for
2)
all Urban Consumers (CPI-U) (the Index).
There will be an annual fiscaI year review based upon the completed €ked
3)
O&M per customer eqense compared to the expected O&M per customer expense
(defined as the immediately precedjng fiscal year O&M expense per customer multiplied

y&s

by the Index).

If O&M expense per customer as compared with the Index is plus (+) or
l2S% (the Index Range), there will be no adjustment. To the extent the
Cumpanfs O&M expense per Custbmer exceeds the IndexRange, the Company will return
thrGqwutcrs (75%) of the difftrcncc to customers though the adMtmcnt to be eff&e
December 1 through Septcmbcr 30. To the extent the Company's O&M expense per
customer is less than the Index Range, the Company will net one-half (50%) of the
difference to rate reductions, if any, tffcctiveApril l,or Ju€y 1 or October l, otherwise the
Merencc will be added to the RSE adjustment
to be effective the next December 1throu&
4)
minus (-)

the following September 30.

For purposes of the above-referenced cost control measurement,expenses
5)
related to changes in accounting principles and methods shall be excluded, as appropriatC.
The initial filing of this Cost Control standard shall be made December 15,1990.
-e

ISSUED: 4 / 5 / 9 4

Issued in complkance w i t h APSC
O r d e r in Informal D o c k e t NoU-3'534 dated: 4 / 4 / 9 4

EFFEC~IVE 4 / 4 / 9 4

A l a b a m a Gas C o r p o r a t i o n

T h i r d R e v i s e d Sheet NO. 4 7
S u p e r s e d i n g Second Revised S h e e t NO. 4 7

. .

R a t e S t a b i l i z a t i o n and E q u a l i z a t i o n F a c t o r s ( R S E ) c o n ' t :
c-

I n a d d i t i o n , s h o u l d t h e common e q u i t y component a t September 3 0
e x c e e d 60% of t o t a l c a p i t a l i n c l u d i n g short-term d e b t and
long-term d e b t due w i t h i n one y e a r a pro-forma c a p i t a l i z a t i o n
w i l l be determined, t h r o u g h t h e t a b u l a t i o n s s p e c i f i e d as Appendix
D , h e r e t o , i n which t h e l e v e l of long-term debt w i l l be i n c r e a s e d
f r o m t h a t a t September 30 by a n ' a m o u n t e q u a l t o t h e amount t h a t
t h e l e v e l of common e q u i t y w i l l be decreased i n order t o a c h i e v e
a n imputed c a p i t a l s t r u c t u r e a t September 30 c o n t a i n i n g a common
e q u i t y component o f 6 0 % w h i l e t h e l e v e l of t o t a l c a p i t a l ' s h a l l
remain unchanged from t h a t a t .September 30.
N e t income will be
a d j u s t e d pro-forma f o r t h e e f f e c t of a n a d d i t i o n a l i n t e r e s t
c h a r g e c a l c u l a t e d on t h e i n c r e a s e d lorig-term d e b t s o imputed,
u s i n g t h e i n t e r e s t y i e l d rate as p u b l i s h e d i n t h e Wall S t r e e t
J o u r n a l f o r 10+ y e a r High Q u a l i t y C o r p o r a t e Bonds o n t h e most
r e c e n t b u s i n e s s d a y . p r e c e d i n g September 30.
A pro-forma r e t u r n
on common e q u i t y (RCE) .for t h e a c t u a l f i s c a l y e a r ended September
30 w i l l t h e n b e c a l c u l a t e d baSed on t h i s imputed n e t income and
c a p i t a l s t r u c t u r e . K-ae- i m p u t e d . R C ~ d ~ ~ v e ~ ~ e " ~ ~ - i t y " ' R e t u r
Range, a revenue adj&ment
w i l l be determined, through t h e
t a b u l a t i o n s s p e c i f i e d as Appendix A h e r e t o , ( r e p l a c i n g ACE o n
Appendix. A w i t h t h e Common E q u i t y level imputed on l i n e ( 8 ) of
Appendix D h e r e i n ) , t o restore t h e i m p u t e d RCE t o t h e A d j u s t i n g
P o i n t i n t h e E q u i t y R e t u r n Range a n d t h e amount of t h e a d j u s t m e n t
passed back t o c u s t o m e r s t h r o u g h t h e a d j u s t m e n t t o b e e f f e c t i v e
I f t h e computed
December 1 t h r o u g h t h e f o l l o w i n g September 30.
RCE i s \"thin
or below t h e E q u i t y R e t u r n Range, no a d j u s t m e n t
w i l l be made.

SUED:

12/10/90

I s s u e d i n . c o m p l i a n c e w i t h APSC
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APPENDIX A
RATE S T A B I L I Z A T I O N AND EQUALIZATION FACTORS ( R S E ) FORMULA:

T h e RSE s h a l l be c a l c u l a t e d i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e formula s e t ( c
o u t below and s h a l l be a p p l i e d so as t o a d j u s t t h e base rate;u n d e r t h e r e s p e c t i v e r a t e s c h e d u l e s a n d S p e c i a l C o n t r a c t s as
applicable:

-

(AROR

RCE)

(ACE)
(1-t) ( 1 - R ) ( 1 - T )
AR

If

x AR)(R~)

RSE

=

(C

Mcfs
If

(AROR

-

RCE)

is equal t o
o r less t h a n
4 % then,

(ACE)

(1-t) ( 1 - R )

(1-T)

AR

(MOR

-

(C

1

Rs

'

(4%

i s greater t h a n
48, then,

RCE)

(C

Rs

(ACE)

(E)

(1-t) ( 1 - R )
Mcfs

=

(1-T)

(C

RSE

Where,
AROR =
RCE/ =
ACE =

A d j u s t i n g p o i n t of E q u i t y R e t u r n Range ( 1 3 . 4 % ) .
R e t u r n on average common e q u i t y ( ( A p p e n d i x B ) .
(C
1 3 month average common e q u i t y (Appendix B).
(C
.Annual r e v e n u e s of t h e Company for t h e most r e c e n t ( c
twelve months e n d e d September 30 of t h e pre-budget y e a r
The b u d g e t e d M c f sales o r t r a n s p o r a t i o n under r a t e ( c
s c h e d u l e s a n d S p e c i a l C o n t r a c t s , as a p p l i c a b l e , f o r
service r e n d e r e d f r o m t h e RSE e f f e c t i v e date to t h e e n d
of t h e f i s c a l year,
The t o t a l r e v e n u e from e a c h respective r a t e s c h e d u l e (c
b l o c k and S p e c i a l C o n t r a c t , as applicable, f o r t h e most
r e c e n t twelve months a v a i l a b l e ,
The total revenues from a l l r a t e s c h e d u l e s ' a n d S p e c i a l (c
C o n t r a c t s , as applicable, for t h e m o s t r e c e n t t w e l v e
months available.
Combined Revenue Tax a n d APSC F e e rate.
Combined F e d e r a l a n d S t a t e income taxes =
F + S
2FS
1 - FS
F b e i n g t h e s t a t u t o r y Federal income t a x r a t e a n d S .
b e i n g t h e s t a t u t o r y S t a t e income t a x r a t e to the e x t e n t
s u c h rates are n o t a f u n c t i o n of t h e Tax A d j u s t m e n t

AR=

Mcfs =

Rs- =
Rt =

R =
T =

-

RSE =

t =
CSSUED:

Rider.
>
R a t e RSE p e r u n i t of volume ( M c f ) f o r R a t e S c h e d u l e ( c
b l o c k s a n d S p e c i a l C o n t r a c t s as a p p l i c a b l e .
F r a c t i o n of f i s c a l y e a r r e m a i n i n g a t R S E e f f e c t i v e d a t e (N
t i m e s 1 / 2 AROR.

l.2/10/?0

-

I s s u e d i n c o m p l i a n c e w i t h APSC
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APPENDIX .B

. .

RATE STABILIZATION AND EQUALIZATION FACTORS (Con't)
DETERMINATION OF RETURN ON AVERAGE COMMON EQUITY (RCE)

The RCE will be computed f o r the twelve-month period endintat the budget fiscal-year September 30. The c o m p u t e d RCE
shall be calculated in accordance with the f o r m u l a and
specificaticns set out below:

1.

Twelve Months Statement
of Income
Actual Net Income

September 30, 19

- months

S

Budget Net Income
months
(See Section 2 B )
Dividends on Preferred Stock
Balance f o r Common ( 1 ) + ( 2 ) - ( 3 )

-.
\
/

Plus Expense Adjustment:
Civic Club Dues
Country Club Dues
.Dinner Club Dues
Lobbying Expense
Donations

$

Total Expense Adjustment
After Tax Expense Adj
(5)

-

x ,63784f

$

.

Adjusted Balance for
Common (ABFC) ( 4 ) + ( 6 )
Average Common Equity (ACE)

$

RCE = ( 7 ) / ( 8 ) x 100

e

(C

8

*Or current factor if tax rate changes to the extent
such factor is not a function of the Tax Adjustment
Rider

Order in Docket Nos. 18046
18328 d a t e d 12/3/90

&

Second Revised Sheet NO.
.supersedingFirst Revised Sheet No.

A l a b a m a Gas Corporation

47c
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~

APPENDIX B con't

-2.

REVENUE AND EXPENSE ANNUALIZATION:

(C

The revenue and expense annualiza ion shall utilize the
actual results of the months of the current budgeted fiscal
year prior to the point of test in combination with the
budgeted results of the months subsequent to the point of
test for a total of twelve months ending September 30.
A.

ACTUAL NET INCOME:

(C:

Actual Net Income shall be as recorded on the Company's
books for the actual months of the current-fiscal year
at the point of test.
B.

BUDGET NET INCOME:

(CI

Net Income for the budgeted months of the current
fiscal year subsequent to the point of test shall be
taken from the Company's current budget as approved by
the Company's Board of Directors and as herein modified
for fiscal year 1991.

ISSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC
Order
in Docket
Nos. 18046 i?
- ,- _ - _ - - .

,

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90

APPENDIX C

Rate S t a b i l i z a t i o n and E m a l i z a c i o n Factors ( C o n t ‘ d )
Determination of C o s t C o n t r o l Measurements (CCX)
(N)

Prior
Fiscal Year

Current

Fiscal Year
(B)

(A)

>&M Expenses:
O&M Expense p e r Books
Adjustments ( N e t ) *
A d j u s t e d O&M Expense
Average Customers

O&M/Customer (3) +(4)

$

Increase (Decrease)
(B5)-(A5)

s

j

P e r c e n t a g e Change
(B6)+(AS)

LPI-U:

a
%

tnde

I Range:

O W

Allowed:

High ( A S ) + ( A s ) x ( B l l )
L a w (AS)+(=) x ( B 1 2 )

-

Ldj ustment Required:
If ( B S ) > ( B 1 3 ) : ( B 1 3 ) - ( B S ) , or
If ( B S ) < ( B 1 4 ) : ( B 1 4 ) - ( B 5 ) , or 0
;ross Amount (815) X(B4)
ret Adjustment: If (816) >0: (816) x SO%
Otl
If ( B 1 6 ) < 0 : ( B 1 6 ) x 75%
tevenue Taxes (817) x - 0 5 6
djustment (817)+(B18)

*

s
@

-*
E x p l a n a t i o n t o be a t t a c h e d

‘SSUED 12/14/92

---. -

Issued in compliance w i t h
n

n
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~
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APPENDIX D

PRO-FORMA RETURN ON COMMON EQUITY.(RCE)
at September 30, 19

I. Computation of Common Equity Limitation:
Common Equity
Long-Term Debt
Long-Term Debt due within 1 year
Short-Term Debt
Preferred Stock
Total Capitalization (1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)
Allowed Common Equity Percentage
.
Common Equity Limitation (6)x(7)
(If Line (1) \ Line ( 8 ) complete
Section 11)'

$

$

60.0%

7

11. Computation of Pro-forma RCE:

Pro-forma Long-Term Debt
Adjustment ( 1) - ( 8 )
Interest Yield Rate (lo+ yr High
Quality Corporate Bonds
I
19
)
September
'Pro-forma InterestAdjustment (9)x(10)
Income Taxes .36216* x line (11)
Pro-forma Net Income Adjustment (11)-(12)
12 Months Net Income September 30, 19
Imputed Net Income for RSE (14)-(13)
Pro-forma RCE (15) f(8)
.

-

-

S

a

%

s

$

* Or current effective income tax rate

ISSUED: l2/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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Second Revised Sheet NO.
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SPECIAL RULES GOVERNING OPERATION OF

48
4f1

RSE

I.

The Commission finds that the adoption of RSE and theresulting reduction of the number of general rate increase
requests filed by the Company, given the increased monitoring
and auditing provisions of the RSE and this agreement, will
increase the Commission's ability to fulfill its statutory
duty to supervise the overall operation of the Company as
provided in Title 37, Code of Alabama (1975). The absence of
lengthy and time-consuming hearings occasioned by general
rate cases brought by this Utility will provide a better
opportunity for the Commission and its staff to effectively
monitor the Company's daily operations and to investigate
regulatory
matters
which
heretofore
have
remained
unaddressed.

2,

The Commission finds. that this increased supervision is
essential to the protection of the Company's retail
customers, and is a proper and necessary exercise of the
Commission's statutory responsibilities.
The Commission
expressly acknowledges t'hqt its function is to regulate the
Company, not to:substitute its judgement for that of the
Company's. management, subject to the demonstration that the
Company is honestly, economically and efficiently managed.

3.

Given the unique nature of the RSE, the Coinpany recognizes
the Commission's increased over-sight responsibilities and
the need for additional monitoring by the Commission and its
staff above the previous levels of reporting, auditing and
inspection. The Company by acceptance of these Rates commits
it-selfto cooperate fully with the Commission, its staff, the
Attorney General of the State of Alabama, and any successor
State agency charged with the duty of .representing the
interests of the consuming public in this regard.

.-

4.

In furtherance of the Commission's increased monitoring role
and activities, the Company agrees as follows:
(a) The Company shall furnish to the Commission, its staff,
and on request, to the Attorney General or any successor
State agency charged with the duty of representing the
consuming public, all reports and other data which are
identified on Exhibit "A" hereto, and which are not otherwise
furnished under this Paragraph 4 .
(b) The Company shall provide to the Commission, its staff,
and on request t h e State agency responsible for representing
the consuming public, entries on Appendices B and C to Rate ( c ]
RSE at least four weeks prior to the initiation of an
increase or decrease derived by the operation of RSE.

ISSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90

First Revised Sheet No.
Superseding Original Sheet No.
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Special Rules Governing Operation of RSE con't:
(c) The Company shall provide to the Commission, its staff,
and the State agency representing the consuming public,,.
financial schedules related to the operation of the RSE which
the Company prepares on a regular basis as requested.

(d) The Company shall produce at its General Office upon
request by the Commission, its. staff, or the State agency
charged with representing the consuming public, published
projections of the Company's financial condition which have
been made in the normal course of business.

(e) The Company shall provide the Commission, its staff, and
on request the State agency charged with representing the
consuming public, all preliminary and final prospectuses
promptly after filing.
(f) The Company agrees to provide the Commission, its staff,
and on request the State agency charged with representing the
consuming public, copies of its Audited Financial Statements
as soon as they become available.

(4) The Cornpang agrees that if the Commission, its staff, or
the State agency charged with representing the consuming
public, makes a-reasonable request for any documentation or
explanation of any accounting entries that support Appendices
/ B , C and/or D to the RSE, the Company.shal1, within five(C1
working days from the receipt of written request provide full
and complete response to said request.
(h)
The Company agrees that its refusal or delay in
complying with the reasonable data requests under item (g)(TI
. above of the Commission, Commission staff and the State
agency charged with representing the consuming public, in
,connection with Rate RSE shall, unless the Company can (after
notice and opportunity for hearing) show just and reasonable
cause for its refusal or delay, have the effect of suspending
the next succeeding quarterly increase in operation of the
RSE for the number of days equal to the number of days the
Company has failed to comply with any such data requests.
5.

The Company and Commission agree that the Uniform System of
Accounts as used in the .RSE is the system of accounts in
effect as of the date of this agreement. The Commission and
Company further agree. that any modifiction or amendment to
the Uniform System of Accounts by the NARUC shall not be
binding on the Commission in computing the RSE unless and
until adopted by the Commission.

with
ISSUED: 12/10/90 Issued
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Special Rules Governing Operation of RSE con't:
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6.

The Company pledges its good faith and cooperation in all
areas pertaining or relating to activities by the Commissionor its staff in the exercise of its monitoring,. auditing and
inspection functions as well as the specified reporting
requirements imposed upon the Company herein.

7.

Limited Complaint Proceedings Respecting Computation of the
RSE. The Commission may hold limited complaint proceedings
(Section 37-1-83, et seq,) to inquire into the amount,
accuracy and compliance with the Uniform System of Accounts
or into any material changes in accounting treatments of all
expenditures and book entries of the Company utilized in the
computation of the RSE adjustment or to make inquiries into any facets of the Company's operations involving questions
relating to honest, efficient or economical management, In
any such complaint proceedings, the burden of proof as to the
amount and verification of expenditures, as to any material
changes in accounting treatments, and as to conformity with
the Uniform System of Accounts shall be upon the Company, and
the burden of proof' in- any challenge to the Company's
conformity to .the standard of honest, efficient and
economical management shall be upon the complainant or the
Commission.
Changes, if any, made in the amount of any numbers or items
'in Appendix B of the RSE as a result of such a complaint
proceeding shall be effective on the next quarterly
immediately following the
computation under the RSE
resolution of the complaint proceeding by the Commission. If
the changes indicate an over collection by the Company
pursuant to the RSE, a further compensation adjustment factor
based upon the amount of such over collection shall be
returned to customers as the Commission may order: providing,(C)
-however, that such compensating adjustment shall apply only
to collection pursuant to the RSE rider and shall apply to
adjust for over collection for no more than two calendar
quarters prior to the quarter in which the complaint is
resolved by the Commission,
Any complaints under this procedure shall be heard and
resolved by the Commission prior to the quarterly adjustment
of the quarter following the filing of such complaint if
possible, but in no event later than the beginning of the
second quarter following the filing.
If the delay is
occasioned by the Company's fault or refusal or inability to
proceed upon proper notice, any complaint unresolved by the
beginning of such second quarter shall be deemed to be
resolved against the Company until such time as the complaint
is resolved by the Commission.
Nothing in this paragraph
shall be deemed as restricting or abrogating any right of
appeal to the Courts under applicable law.

ISSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with

APSC

EFFECTIVE:
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Special Rules Governing Operation of RSE con't:

a.

The Company agrees to make no general retail rate increase
The
filings to be effective prior to December I, 1993.
Commission, in consideration of the Company's acceptance of
the modifications to Rate RSE contained herein, agrees to
make no change .in the RSE nor reductions. in the rate
schedules to which they apply, to b e ' effective prior to
December 1, 1993, and to make no changes in the RSE range
before July 31, 1992.
Adjustments hereunder shall continue
after November 30, 1993, provided however, the Commission
may, after reasonable notice to the Company, affirmatively
vote to modify Rate RSE or discontinue the operation of Rate
RSE after such date without changing rate levels then in
effect.
It is, however, expressly understood by both the
Company and the Commission, that an unforeseen event ,
whether physical o r economic, of 'the nature of force majeure
may occur, and in such event, the Company and the Commission
shall consult in g o o d - faith t o determine whether such
commitments should be modified and, failing agreement
thereon, the parties may take such actions as in good
conscience they deem appropriate.

9.,

To facilitate effective monitoring a n d . t h e orderly flow cf
data, the Commission and the Company shall each designate an
individual or office to or through which all questions,
information requests and visits shall be coordinated.
Any
such requests for information (including specifically,
requests to visit any Company premises) shall be upon
reasonable
advance
notice
transmitted
through
the
coordinators and shall be consistent with the safe and
conduct of the Company's business.
However, nothing
- orderly
in this paragraph shall be construed as restricting in any
manner the Commission in the proper exercise of its
regulatory rights, power, authority, jurisdiction and duties
as provided in Title 37, Code of Alabama (19751, as amended.

I S S U E D : 12/10/90
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EXHIBIT A
SPECIAL RULES GOVERNING OPERATION OF RSE (Cont'd)

--

Documents to be provided:
Balance Sheet

2.

Statement of Income - Current Month, this year, last year; 12
Months Ended, this year, last year.

Each Month

4,

Meters Billed, Sales Mcf and Revenue by Customer Class. Current Month, Year-to-Date.
Annual Operating Budget*

5.

Annual Construction Budget

60

Annual Financial Report (i.eo FERC Form 2 )

7.

Audited Financial Statements as available.

8.

The Company will provide other documents related to the RSE
upon reasonable request by the Commission Staff.

3.

.-e

-

1.

(D)

iI

\
/

I

* Revisions to the budget will be submitted no later than
each Point of Test date.

-

e
\
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April, 1990 Billings

Second

AVAl LABILlTY

Same as the specific rate incorporating this Rate RSE by reference.
APPLlCABl LlTY

Applicable as an integral part of each rate schedule of the Company in which reference is made
to this Rate RSE.
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

.

It is the purpose of Rate RSE to lessen the impact, frequency and size of retail rate increase
requests by permitting the Company, through the operation of a filed and approved rate, to
adjust its charges more readily to achieve the rate of return allowed it in the rate order of the
Commission. By provisions in the rate the charges are also decreased if the designated rate of
return level is exceeded. Other provisions limit the impact of any one adjustment.
APPLICATION OF RATE RSE AND
CALCULATION PROCEDURES

Monthly bills on and after April 1, 1990, shall be adjusted (increased or decreased) by the
application of a rate stabilization and equalization factor ("RSE Factor") in accordance with the
Procedure herein described. The Company's rate of return on end-of-period common equity,
separated to the retail electric service (IIRRCE'I), shall be computed for the twelve-month period
ended January 31, 1990. If the RRCE as so computed shall be less than 13.0% or more than
14.5% (13.0 - 14.5% being "the Equity Return Range"), then the current monthly bills under the
respective rate schedules subject to this Rate RSE shall be increased or decreased by amounts
per kilowatt-hour necessary, in total, to restore the RRCE to 13.75%, the "adjusting point" in the
Equity Return Range.
The RSE Factor shall be developed by the formula attached as Appendix A hereto. The RRCE
shall be computed directly from the books of account of the Company, kept as required by the
Uniform System of Accounts, through the tabulations specified on Appendix B hereto. Such
appendices, including the definitions therein, and the Special Rules Governing Operation of
Rate RSE and CNP constitute an integral part of this rate.

)RATE RSE
RATE STABILIZATION AND
EQUALIZATION FACTOR
I By order of the Alabama Public Service Commission dated March 5,1990 in Dockets #I8117 and #18416.

PAGE

EFFECTIVE DATE

REVISION
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April, 1990 Billings

Second

The RSE Factor shall be revised for application in each subsequent calendar quarter by an
RRCE computed with respect to the twelve-month period ending with the first month of the prior
calendar quarter (the "point of test"). (For example, the revision of the RSE Factor for use in the
period October 1, 1983 through December 31, 1983, will be derived from an RRCE computed
for the twelve-month period ending July 31, 1983.) For monthly billings in the calendar quarters
commencing April 1, 1990 and thereafter, the kilowatt-hour charges under the respective rate
schedules shall be adjusted by applying the current, quarterly revision of the RSE Factor to the
existing kilowatt-hour charges as theretofore adjusted for the cumulative effect of all prior RSE
Factors.

LIMITATIONS
Except as provided herein, each increase or decrease derived by the operation of the RSE
Factor shall be limited to an adjustment of no more than 2% of the total retail revenues of the
Company (IIRRI') for the twelve-month period used to compute the RRCE. Further, there shall
be no two consecutive quarterly adjustments in the same direction. In the event this
consecutive quarterly limitation causes a quarterly rate adjustment to be avoided, then the
Company shall carry fonvard to the next succeeding quarterly adjustment (if any) a percentage
equal to the mathematical difference between 2% and the amount of the RSE percentage
adjustment computed for the quarter immediately preceding the quarter for which the
adjustment was avoided. This carry-forward percentage (or a portion thereof) shall be used in
addition to the 2% limitation for that next succeeding quarterly adjustment (if any), but only to
the extent the RSE test for that next succeeding quarter provides for an additional percentage
adjustment (above 2%) to reach the adjusting point in the RRCE range. In no event shall
increases exceed 4% for any calendar year.
Moratorium Period - Rate RSE shall not operate to increase charges under any rate schedule to
which it applies prior to the adjustment (if any) to take effect on July 1, 1991.

OTHER LIMITATIONS AND PROVISIONS

B

Capital Structure. The common equity ratio of Alabama Power Company at April 30, 1985 was
36.0%. With Rate RSE in effect and with expected increases in retained earnings, the
Company's common equity ratio would be expected to improve toward higher levels more
common in the industry. It is, however, possible to increase common

I

RATE RSE
RATE STABILIZATION AND
EQUALIZATION FACTOR
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Second

equity by infusions of capital investment and the intent of Rate RSE is to provide a measure of
rate stabilization and equalization. Rate RSE will therefore be further restricted in its operation
so that increases in the Company's common equity ratio in excess of 2-1/2 percentage points in
any twelve-month period used to compute the RRCE will not be recognized in the operation of
the rate. Further, if any increase attributable to infusions of equity investment capital (and not
attributable to net increases in retained earnings nor retirement of outstanding debt) shall cause
the Company's common equity ratio to exceed 40%, then such increase will not be recognized
in the operation of the rate.
Jurisdictional Allocations. In the computation of RRCE and the RSE Factor, it is necessary for
jurisdictional purposes that allocations be made as between electric and nonelectric operations
and then as between retail electric service and electric service other than retail. For the
applications of this Rate RSE, the Company's cost-of-service study filed with and reviewed by
the Commission has been used for the July, 1989, RSE Factor and thereafter, with these entries
in Appendix B:
Page 1, line 16
Page 2, line 11
Page 2,Line 17

Retail Electric Investment Factor
Retail Expense Allocation Factor
Retail Electric Allocation
Factor (for AFUDC)

95.33%
94.91%
94.30%

Similar studies will be prepared and filed annually beginning May 1, 1990, and the most recent
cost-of-service study shall be used in computation of RRCE and the RSE Factor. Corrections or
revisions proposed thereto, if not accepted by the Company, may be made the subject of a
limited complaint proceeding under the Special Rules Governing Operation of this Rate. If such
a complaint proceeding is instituted and not completed before the next succeeding RSE
computation, the lower of the existing factors or the newly filed factors shall be used in
computations under this rate until such complaint proceeding is resolved.
COMMISSION-REQUIRED ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisinn Expense. In its decision in Alabama Power Companv v. Alabama Public Service
Commission, 359 So. 2d 776 (Ala. 1978), the Supreme Court of Alabama recognized advertising
expense as an allowable expense for a utility company in a ratemaking proceeding. However,
as an additional constraint upon expenditures by the
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Company, in each computation under Rate RSE one-half (1/2) of the amounts in Accounts 909
and 930.1 will be disallowed.
Lobbvina ExDense. The expenses of lobbying are appropriately charged to Account 426.4 and
will not be charged to the ratepayer in any computation of this Rate RSE or otherwise.
Donations. In its decisions in Alabama Power Co. v. Alabama Public Service Commission, 359
So. 2d 776 (Ala. 1978) and Alabama Power Co. v. Alabama Public Service Commission, 390
So. 2d 1017 (Ala. 1980), the Supreme Court of Alabama has ruled that charitable donations
(Account 426.1) cannot be proper expenses of a utility company for ratemaking purposes.
Unless and until this matter is dealt with otherwise by legislation or subsequent court rulings,
the Company will not undertake to move such expenditures from "below-the-line" to "abovethe-line" status in any computation under this Rate RSE or in any ratemaking proceeding.
Civic Club Dues. Civic club dues are properly charged to Account 426.5 and will not be charged
to the ratepayer in any computation of this Rate RSE or otherwise.

* Gulf States Settlement. An amount of $22,409,642 (reduced by appropriate Federal and state
income taxes) shall be added as a Commission-Required Adjustment for each of the quarterly
RSE computations for the periods beginning with the January 1992 test and ending with the
July 1994 test. This Commission-Required Adjustment will expire and have no effect for the
October 1994 test for an adjustment (if any) to be effective January 1, 1995.
SPECIAL RULES

The Special Rules Governing Operation of Rates RSE and CNP constitute an integral part of
this rate.

RATE RSE -APPENDIX A
RATE STABILIZATION AND
EQUALIZATION FACTOR
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The rate stabilization and equalization factor (RSE Factor) will be initially developed, and
thereafter changed whenever, at the point of test, the retail return on common equity (RRCE) is
not within the designated range of returns (Equity Return Range). The RSE Factor shall be
calculated for each respective affected rate schedule in accordance with the formula set out
below and shall be applied in that schedule so as to adjust the kilowatt-hour charges as the
same may have been adjusted by any previous applications of Rate RSE:
If IAROR - RRCE)(RCE)
1- T
RR

-S
BR
/L%xRR) BRt
KWH,

is greater
than L%, then

If IAROR - RRCEMRCE)
1- T
is equal to,
RR
or less than
L%, then

=

RSE Factor*

S
-BR
IAROR-RRCEMRCE) BRt = RSE Factor*
1- T
KWH,

*Rounded to nearest .0001 cent
Where, for the twelve-month period ending at the point of test,
AROR =

Adjusting point of Equity Return Range (13.75%)

RRCE =

Retail return on common equity

RCE =

End-of-period retail common equity

T=

Combined Federal and State income taxes = F + S - 2 FS
1 -FS
F being the statutory Federal income tax rate and S being the statutory State income
tax rate

RR =

Total retail revenues from sale of electricity recorded for the twelve months ended at
the point of test.
Applicable percentage limitation = The established percentage limitation at the point
of test.

L% =

D

RATE RSE - APPENDIX A
RATE STABILIZATION AND
EQUALIZATION FACTOR
By order of the Alabama Public Service Commisslon dated March 5,1990 in Dockets #I8117 and #18416.
Effective for December 1,1982 billings and tfiereafter; modified effective for July 1,1985 blllings and thereafter; modified
a
i
effective for April 1,1990 billings and thereafter.
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BR, =

The base rate revenue recorded from each respective retail rate schedule for
the twelve months ended at the point of test. "Base rate revenue" from any
schedule excludes amounts from Rate ECR and Rate T.

BRt =

The total base rate revenues recorded from all retail rate schedules for the twelve
months ended at the point of test. Such base rate revenues exclude amounts from
Rate ECR and Rate T.

KWH, =

The kilowatt-hour sales recorded by retail rate schedule for the twelve months ended
at the point of test.
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Retail return on common equity (RRCE) = Retail net income for common equity
(RNI) + retail common equity (RCE)
Determination of retail common equity (RCE):
Non-Electric
Total Amount
Col. 1
Col. 2

1. Electric Plant in Service (Account 101)
2. Electric Plant Held for Future Use
(Account 105)
3. Construction Work in Progress-Electric
(Account 107)
4. Accumulated Provision for Depreciation of
Electric Utility Plant Credit (Account 108)
5. Electric Plant Acquisition Adjustments
(Account 114)
6. Steam Heat Plant (Account 118)
7. Accumulated Provision for Depreciation of
Steam Heat Plant-Credit (Account 119)
8. Nuclear Fuel-Net (Account 120)
9. Nonutility Property (Account 121)
I O . Accumulated Provision for Depreciation
and Amortization on Nonutility
Property-Credit (Account 122)
11. Fuel Stock (Account 151)
12. Materials and Supplies (Account 154)
13. Merchandise (Account 155)
14. Total
15. Electric Investment Percent
(Line 14, Col. 1 - Col2 and UPS
) + Col. 1
investment of $
16. Retail Electric Investment Factor
17. Retail Investment Separation Factor
(Line 15 x Line 16)
18. Common Equity (Accounts 201,207-21 6)
19. Retail Common Equity (Line 17 x Line 18)

$

$

-----------------------------

$

% (D)
%
%
$
$

===============

===============

-
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Determination of retail net income for common equity (RNI):
Total Electric

.

Electric Operating Revenue:
1. Sale of Electricity (Accounts 440-448)
2. Other Operating Revenues
(Accounts 450-456)
3. Total Operating Revenues (Line 1 + Line 2)

$

Electric Expenses:
4. Electric Operation and Maintenance Expenses
(Accounts 401 and 402)
5. Electric Depreciation and Amortization
Expenses (Accounts 403407)
6. Taxes Other Than Income Taxes
(Account 408.1)
7. Other Revenue Credits (Accounts 44748,
44749,454 except 454-06, and 456 except
456-10)
8. Electric Expenses Other Than Income Taxes
(Lines 4, 5, and 6 - Line 7)
9. Operating Income Before Income Taxes
(Line 3 - Line 8)
I O . Income Taxes (Accounts 409-41 1)
11. Retail Expense Allocation Factor
12. Retail Expenses Other Than Income Taxes
) x Line 11
(Line 8 - UPS Expenses of $
13. Retail Operating Income Before Income
Taxes (Line 3 - Line 12)
14. Retail Income Taxes (Line 13 + Line 9) x
Line 10
15. Net Retail Electric Operating Income
(Line 13 - Line 14)
16. Electric Allowance for Funds Used During
Construction (AFUDC) - Gross

%

Retail Electric

RATE RSE -APPENDIX B
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17. Retail Electric Allocation Factor
18. Retail Electric AFUDC (Line 16 - UPS
Investment AFUDC of !§ ) x Line 17
Interest Expense and Preferred Dividends:
19. Interest Expense (Accounts 427-431)
20. Preferred Dividends (Account 437)
21. Total Interest Expense and Preferred
Dividends (Line 19 + Line 20)
22. Retail Interest Expense and Preferred
Dividends (Line 21 x Retail Investment
Separation Factor)
23. Commission-Required Adjustments
(net of tax)
24. Retail Net Income Available for Common
Equity (Line 15 + Line 18 - Line 22 + Line 23)
RNI = RRCE $-- = -%
RCE
Notes:
Note (A):

Note (B):

Note (C):
Note (D):

%
(D)

%

(C)

$ ===============

To conform with cost-of-service procedures, the total of subaccount
44748 (Sales for Resale-Nonassociated Companies-Nonterritorial) and
subaccount 447-49 (Sales for Resale-Nonassociated Companies-Territorial)
are excluded from Line 1 and are included in Line 7.
To conform with cost-of-service procedures, the total of Account 451,
subaccount 454-06 (Rent from Leased Property on Customers' PremisesOther), and subaccount 456-10 (Miscellaneous Electric Revenues-Return
Check Charge) are included on Line 2. The remaining subaccount for
Accounts 454 and 456 are included on Line 7.
Developed on Line 17 of retail common equity computation.
To conform with cost-of-service procedures and to afford proper recognition of
investment and associated allowance for funds and expenses associated with
Unit Power Sales to nonassociated utilities, the investment and associated
allowance for funds and expenses associated with such sales have been
accounted for on Line 15, page 1, and Lines 12 and 18, page 2.
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FREEZE OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
AND
MORATORIUM ON INCREASES
UNDER RATE RSE

The terms and conditions of Rate RSE are frozen and there will be a moratorium on any
increases under Rate RSE prior to the adjustment (if any) to take effect for July billings of 2001
Rate RSE will, however, continue to operate during this period with respect to any decreases
produced in accordance with its terms.

STATE OF ALAEAMA
ALABAMA PU6UC SERVICE COMf41SSlON

. -.

~ 0 . ~ 0 ~ 9 9 1

MONTGOMERY. ALABAMA 36 1 0 1 -099 I

ALABAMA CAS CORPORATION,

APPLICATION: For ( I ) Authority 10
implement rate refunds to customers;
and (1) Renewal and Exlension of Rate
Stabilization and Equalition (Rate RSE)

Applicant

Docket 2SGOO
Dockets I8046 and 1832s

--

ORDER

BY THE COMMISSION:

On August 8,1996, Alabama Gas Corporation (Alabama Gas, Applicant or the Company) made

application (the Application) to the Alakana Public Service Commjssion (the Commission) for (1) authority

to refund approximately 617.1 million (hcludims accrued herest) of supplier refunds (Docket 25600,
here'der the "Refimd Docket"); (2) a final ordet m Commission Docket 22944 (hereinafter the "iRP
Docket") declining to adopt two federal standards set forth by Congress in the Federal Energy Policy Act

of 1992, 15 U.S.C.A. Sections 3203(a)(3) (Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) and 3203(a)(4)
(In~mconservah
* nand
o
Demand Management (DSM)

(hereinailex collectively referred to es the

"FEPAScsndards"]; and (3) renewaland e x t d o n of Rate RSE,with no change, through January 1,2002

-

mDockets 18046 and 18328 (the "RSEDockets"). By seqarate order issued on this date, the Cornmission

entered its final order in the IRP Docket declining to adopt of the afsremtioned FEPA Standards for

d g a s utilitiesunder3&jrtrisdictian
..

By Notice to d herested parties dated August 15, 1996, the Commission scheduled a public
meeting to be held on Septembex 10,1996 to conssider the Application At that meeting, representatives
from the Commission's Energy and Advisory Divisions were present and padcipated. Additionally, the
'

of the Attorney GenenI of the State of
following parties other than Applicant appeared: The Office

Alabama (Attorney General) representing the customers of Applicant, and Mobile Gas Senice Corporation
Wobiie Gas) (appearkg in Docket 22944 for the limited purpose ofsupporting the Company's request that

-

Docket 3600
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the Commission resolve the IRp Oocket by declinibq to adopt the FEPA Standards). In addition Mr.
Stanley We-

appeared

made a statement regardins the matters covered by these dockets. Mr.

WeimMn who was formerly employed by the Legal Services Corporation of Alabama (,LegalS e r v i c e

~

has previously represented clients who are customers of Applicant in proceedings involving Applicant
behre this Commission includmg Dockers 18046. I8328 and 11944. However, at the September 10. 1996
public meeting, Mr.WeiSrman noted that he was not appearing on behalfof Legal Services. and m e r that
he was not representing a client in these proceedngs. Accordingly, while Mr. Websman was aUowed to
hUy participate in the meeting, the Commission finds that Mr. Weisrman is not a party and does not
represent any party to these proceedings. All parties were afforded the opportunity to: (1) review the
record previously developed m the subject dockets; (2) hUy participate in the public meeting; and (3) make
c

whatever statements, comments and information requests they deemed appropriate.
During the public meeting, the Energy Division staff indicated for the record that with respect to

the RSE Docks Rate RSE is working as the C o d o n intended and the Company is in full compliance
withthe CormnisSionk Decembv 3,1990 Order in Dockets 18046 and 18328 (herehailer the "1990 RSE

order"). The Energy Division staffalso noted that it had fully reviewed the Company's app!ication and
concurred with the Companfs submissionwith respect to both the Refund Docket and the I
W Docket.
The Attorney General's representative stated on the record that his office has

IK)

objection to the

Commhion's entering an order: (1) approving the Company's method of disbursing r e h d s as outlined
mthe Application (and as fixrther d

-

i

d herein); (2) declining to adopt the FEPA Standards for either

Alabama Gas or Movie Gas, and (3) continuing the I990 RSE Order for an additional five-yeat term 8s
r e q d in the Application. As stated above, the C o d o n , by separate oder in the IRP Docket,has

issued its finalorder declining to adopt the FEPA Standards fbr naturalgas diiiution companies d e r
itsjUliSdiCti0a
The CommMonhas reviewed the Application filed by the Applicant with respect to the Refimd
Docket and the RSE Dockets and findsas follows:

ILJmmas
ABackground

Applicant has quested that the C o d s i o n approve Applicant's proposed method of distn'butbg
rehnds as outlined in the Application. The Commission has carellly reviewed both the sources and
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proposed distribution of the r e f i d s d m i d in the Application and findsthat the Company has been able
to secure these rehds for iu customers due in large part to the comprehensivesupply planning process

--

the Company 'implemented in '1984 shortly after the Commission's implementation of Rate RSE. Before

dcscriimg the refhds indetail the Comm'irsion will review the historicalbacksround that led to Applicant's
receiving these refunds.

The natural

industry has undeqone tremendous change in the last decade. During this time, the

Company has focused on the supply plannins area in order to capitalize on these regulatory changes to bring
lower priced gas to its customers. Prior to 1984. Applicant purchased almost its e n t h supply of natural
gas from Southern Natural Gas Company (Southem) which is a natural gas company as defined in the

Natural Gas Act (15 U.S.C. Section 71746)) and is regulated by the Federal Enerpy Regulatory

-

Commission (FERC). As part of Applicant's ongoing efforts to most effectively manage its gas supply
obligations, Applicant, with this CoannissiOn's approval, in 1984 began a program to dived@ its gas
supply portfolio by entering into firm supply contracts with other suppliers including Transco Energy
Marketing Company m C O ) , Basin P i i e Corp.

(Basin)and Taurus Exploration Company, Inc.

(Tams) tix a portionofis ~Veran
supply, all of which contracts were approved by the C6mmi&on. The

pr;Cing fir firm gas under these contracts was ewer than the cost of firm gas sold under Southem's thenexisting tarifE Moreover, Applicant negotiated provisions in all three contracts, such that in the event

certain ofSouthem's rateswere adjusted downward retroactivelythrough an order of the ERC, the rates
under the E M C O YBasin and Taurus coorrtracts also would be adjusted and Appticant would be entitled to

-

refbds corresponding to the adjusted rates.

As a finther integral part ofApplicam3strategic supply planning process, h m 1989 through 1995,
Applicant m t m n e d and actively particilwaed 'ma number of SouthemesDockets at FERC,fncludinB but

not limited to, Southemestak=por-pay docket, six (6)rate case! dockets, and SouthemesFERC Oder 636
cesmcturing docket. The purpose ofApplicant's participation was to insure that the rates charged the

Company (ad ultimately its customers)as a resuit ofthese fedetal rate proceediigs were as reasariable as
possible, and to the extent possible, to secure whatever level of refunds might be appropriate at the.
conclusionof the p t w d h g s . Applids participation included the filing of testimony and connhnts, as

well as participationin numerous Settlementconferencesin those Dockets during the six y w period they
were pending at FERC. In addition, this Commission actively participated in these same federal
proceedings in support of the appropriate level of gas costs for App5cant's customers.

Docket 35600
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On March 15.1995. afierprotmaed setdement negotiations among the various parties to a number
ofpending FERC promedimes involving Southern Southern filed a comprehensive settlement with FERC
-

7

in the form of a Stipulation and Agreement (hereinafier "the Global Settlement") to resolve all issues in
Southern's six pending rate cases. as well as all gas supply realignment (GSR)and transition cost issues
resulting from the implementation of E R C Order 636. The Global Settlemrnt was approved by the FERC
on April 1 1.1996. ?he Global Settlement. which was supported by customers representing more than 90%
ofthe throughput on Southern's system as well as this Commission,provided for: (1) the implementation
of reduced settlement rates commencine on March 1, 1'995;(3) the resolution of all GSR and other
tmition cost issues resultmg from FERC Order 636; (3) lower GSR cost recovery through the reduction
of, and earlier payout os GSR cow,(4)a three-year moratorium on general rate increases fiom Southern;

and (5)the r e s o l d n and dispositionof aIl rate case and GSR refunds for supporting parties. With respect
to this last PO*

the Global Settlement, as approved by FERC, provided that all rate case refunds would

be used to offi a portion of Southern'smndning GSR liability. In addition, as a result of the recalculated
GSR

for the period January 1,1994 to Februaty 28,1995, Southern was obligated to r c h d

overcollected GSR costs resulting from the Global Settlement. Effective April 1,1995,Applicant began
F * b gto its customers the gas cos savin@ relating to the r e d u c e d settlement rates and the reduced payout

of GSR costs.
The r e b d s that are the subject of the Refund Docket can be broken down into two principal

-

categork (1) refids generatedas a d

t of the Global Settlement; and (2) refunds generated as a result

ofApphnt's 'memention and participation in other FERC p d i g s . The refunds and their proposed
distnlbution to customers are descri'' as fbflows:

B. S
1.

On or about April 30, 1996, Applicant received h m Southern r&&

of S4,522.896

representing Applicant's proportiorrateshare of overpaid Gas Supply ReaQnnmt (GSR) costs (hereinafter

the "GSR Refhd");
2. On or about J a n m y 16, 1996, Applicant received from TEMCO a refund in the amount of
66,251.1 10 repnsenting refids due as a result of the renoactive restatement of Southern*srates under the

Global Settlement, against which rates the TEMCO pricing mechanism was indexed:

'
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3. On or about March 31.1996, Appkant receivai Gom Taurus a refund in the amount of S75,823

representing refunds due as a,result of the retroactive restatement of Southern's rates under the Global
c-

Settlement against which rates the Taurus pricing mechanism was indexed:
4.

On or about March 31.1996. Applicant received f7om Basin a refind in the amount ofS365,150

representing refimds due as a result of thc retroactive restatement of Southern's rates under the Global
Settlement against which rates the Bash pricing mechanism was indexed: and
5.

On or about May 2, 1995 Applicant received fiom Southern a refimd in the amount of

$3294,575 (hereinafter the "IT Revenue Credit Refund'? representins r e b d s of Applicant's pro rata share

.

of IT revenue credits.

c. -

1

o

-

l

n

w

p

:

.

.

. .

1. From Mar& 24, 1995 through July 3 1, 1995, Applicant received h r n Southem refunds of

62,781279 in payment of Applicant's proportionate share of a take-or-pay volumetric refimcl related to
Southern's overrecoveryof takeor-pay costs (hereinafter the Take-or-Pay Rehd?;

2. &tween October 1995 and July 1996, Applicant received &rn Southemrrfunds of $339,966

in payment of Applicant's proportionate share of a Gas Research Institute (GRI) Sufcharge refund; and
3. In Deanher 1995, Applicant receivkd fiom Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Company (Transc~)

a r e h d in the amount of $2.299 in payment of Applicant's proponionate share of a iinn aansportation
refund.

The costs to which these refunds relate were passed on to an customer classes ia various
proportions in accordance with Applicant's Tariffas approved by this Commission. A&rdim&ly, the

C o d o n h c l s that it ki reasonable and in the public interest to disttiiute these t e h d s plus interest at

I

the 90 day T-bill rate, less &dated expeoxs of adminisaation, in a manner that most closely corresponds

I

to the manner in which the original costs were cotlected fiom customers, as follows:

-
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(a) cllimlll e d C

u

_-

m

Chart Billed Customers are those customers on Rate Schedules LC. LI and T that are billed'for
usage 011 a calendar month basis. C U S ~ Oeligible
~ ~ K for refunds under this section are C

U S ~ O ~ofK

Applicant who: (1) were Chan Billed Customers of Applicant during the applicable refund periods and are
going wncerrs at the time the refunds are d'mriiuted by Applicant: and (2) had their volumes transported

on Southern's system by Applicant acting as the c~nomer'sagent for pipeline tramportarionduring the ttne

periods covered by these refunds. For each rehnd (net of estimated adminiitive expenses identified in
paragraph 3 below), Applicant proposes to fim compute a per unit refund (per Mcf for sales C

U S ~ O ~and
~ K

per Mh4Btu for transportation customers) by dividing the total volumes purchased or transponed, as the case may be, on Southern's system during the time period covered by the refund into the total refund
-.
amount ?hen, for each Chart Billed Customer, for each month ofthe applicable refund period. Applicant .

proposes to compute the gross individual refund by multiplying the associatd user bffled volumes by the
applicableunitmfimd. For transportadoncustomasthat received pipeline aansportationpursuant to Rate .

sdreduleP OfApplicant's Tariff(&

'T Rate"), Applicant proposes to reduce the resultinggross krdividual .

refimdby the sam penxmge ofdiscount provided hthe P Rate computation Similarly,cons'ment with
the Commission's past practice in computing past rehds, for any customer that received a Competitive
Fuel Clause (CFC) discount to its billed rate for any month, Applicant proposes to subtract that discount

from the gross individual refund to determine the net refund due. Applicant also will include in the
customer's refund computation, ifapplicablqrevenuetaxes and state utility taxes amiutable to the refund.
Applicant proposes to distribute refunds a t t r i i l e to customers that were chart billed during the

concerns at the time of refids in accordance with paragraph @) below.
b)

4

Applicant pmposes to subtract the total amount of GSR, Take-or-Pay and IT Revenue Credit
refmds applicable to eligile Chart Billed Customers h nthe total GSR, Take-or-Pay and IT Revenue
Credit refunds received and dism%utethe residual in accordance with paragraph 2 below.

ofS

2.

l%sfimk
The remaining refunds relate to costs that were paid by Applicant's gu sales customers.
Accordingly, Appkmt has proposed to distribute all refimds other than those specified in the precedins
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p m g r q h I(a) (including accrued interest at the 90 day T-bill rate) on an MCF basis as a credit to Ells of
gas sales customers of Applicant who were cu~tomersduring the rehnd period January I . 1995 thmush

December 31, 1995 (hereinafter the "Refund Period') which is the most recent twelve'month perioaavailable for calculat*hgand d m i u t i n g refimds. For any customer who received a CFC discount to its
billed rate in any month that dmount will be subtracted from the customer's refund to determine the net
r e m due. Applicant has averred that the determination of the Refund Period is in the public interest and
is consistent with previous refund orders of this Commissionin that it will allow distribution of r e h d s to
the maximum number of customen at the lowest administrative cost thereby distriiuting these refund
dollars in an efficient and economical manner.
3.

-

Applicant has estimated the adahimative COR of calculating and dmiuting the refunds as bill

credits to be SISOyOOOcomprised ofthe foUowing: (a) %U,OOOto calculate and d i i e r e h d s to
eligible Chan Billed Customers;and @) $125,000 to calculate and dmiute ali other refimds. In the event

that the total expense of making all refunds is greater or less than $150,000, Applicant has requestedthat
the d f i m c e be debiied et credited, as appropriate, to Applicant's GSA Account balance and dkposed
of as directed in the Gas Supply Adjustment Rider of Applicant's Tariff. The Commission finds this
request to be reasonable and proper and it is therefore approved.
4.

Eiu&gs

The Commission finds that Applicant's proposal fir dsaibuting r e h 4 as outlined above, k
reasonable and proper and should be approved. The Commission M e r finds that the refund periods

descni for the various refundsiue reasonable and appropriate, will result in an efficient and equitable
apportion'mgofrefirndstecusto~andiueconsistemwithpastre~ordersofthisCannnission.The
C o d o n further 6nds &it m view of the cost savings firom crediting bills rather than Mi t e h d

checks,it is proper fbr Applicant to disaibute these refimds as credits to customers' bills for customers who
are on-line on the date the refin#ls are distn'buted and in the firm of a check fbr any eligible c u s t o m who
is off-lineon the didbum
' n date and whose refund amount exceeds $3.00, unless the off-line customer has
a balance owing Applicant, in which case the refilnd will be applied against the customer's O - C k

balance. Applicant shalldisaibute the refunds to customers in accordance with this Order prior to JanuarY
31, 1997.

-
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lluumJm
ABackmound
In the Application. Applicant has requested that the Commission extend the 1990 M E Ode:.
without change, for a term of fiw yean through January 1.2002.
0y way of background Rate RSE was fim established for the Company and for Alabama Power

Company by Commission orders dated January 25. 1983 and November 17. 1987,. respectively, which
orders were examined by the Supreme Court of Alabama in the companion cases of Graddick v. A-I

,-

441 So2d 386 (Ala. 1983) and m

a- M

V. A l a b

,441 So.2d 565 (Ala. 1983. In those opinionsthe C o w approved the action-

of the Cornmission in adopting Rate RSE rates and afhned the establishment of Rate RSE as a valid
exercise of the Commission's regulatory authority:

...

We have examined Rates RSE
and the special d e s related thereto and
find that they are legal and proper in every respea, they represent an
appropriate exercise of the [Alabama Public Service Cornmission's]
regulatory authority, they are in compliance with this court's mandate, and
they arejust and reasonable.. to consumers represented by the Alabama
Public Service Commission

.

In addition, the Supreme Court ;Alabama

again affirmed the implementation and extension of

Rate RSE as a valid exercise of the Commission's regulatory authority in

..

v. A

m

496 S0.2d 21 (Ala. 1986).

When the Commission hithlly adopted these rates in 1983, it found that "the ratemaking principles

-

reflected in Rate RSE...constitute a sisnificanty improved method of setting nanual gas utility rates
su&ient to provide the Company with stable and adequate returns, to provide the public with the lowest

possible rates consistent with the cost of service, to ameliorate the impact of increases required,and to

deaease rates promptly if the desigmed ma of returnare exceeded".

No.

18046,18328 and 18622, Order p. 3 (Jan. 25,1983)

i

Since its original adoption in 1983, Rate RSE

f5r the Company has been renewed and extended by Commission Order on three other occasioas
1987 and most recently 1990

- in each b

Do&&

- 1985,

c e following extensive public participation. meetings and

negotiations among all interested panics. As a result of each extension and renewal, modifications have
been made to fine tune the RSE concept and tailor it more to the needs of a seasonal MtUral gas distribution
company while also protecting consumers.
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The Company has averred. and the Commission agrees. that Rate W E has worked well for the
Company during its thirteen years and has worked particularly well as modified by the 1990 RSE Order
which added significant additional consumer safeguards. RSFs implementation and continuation as 0 replatoq*tool in Alabama has streamlined and stabilized the regulatory and ratemaking processes, has
replaced the Company's requests for large. complicated rate increases with annual and quarterly rate
I

adjustments that are easier to understand. less significant and easier to monitor. and overall. has enhanced

..

the effixtivenessand reduced the cost of utility regulation in Alabama. Also, with its implementation in
1983 and with subsequent renewals in 1985, 1987 and 1990, Alagasco's RSE process?from the beginning

to present has been subject to significant public review, input and comment. The Commission notes that
fmm the beg'mning, Rate RSE has been a regulatory agreement negotiated between the Commission and
the Company, with input fiom the Office of the Attorney General and other panies, and as such contains
numetous safeguards and checks and balances that have been negotiated over time to ensure that the

Company'smes mjust and reasonable to both the Company and the consumers as requiredby Alabama

Code Section 37-1-80.
Moreover, RSE has created a regulatory environment that has facilitated long range strategic
planning and f o s t d cooperation between Commission staffand the Company during a the of wmendous
industry transition Prior to the adoption of Rate RSE, a significant portion of AIapsco maaagement's
tkne was devoted to the p~piitationaialand subsequent appeal of rate case filings before the C o d i o n ,
with inadequate time available to develop a comprehensive plan for addresingsignificantissues ficing the

industry., Importantly, during that time period, contacts with the Commission and StaeF, except for
occasional filings, consisted primarily of adversarial rate case pnx?edures. In such an environment, the
Commission had limitedoppomurity to become 6miliar with the day-today opetatioas of the Company

or the dynamics or problek of the industryas thoroughly as they do today.
It is undisputed that the implementationand continuation of Rate RSE have resulted in two very

sisn;ficant benefits for the company and its customers. First, RSE has'-

.._-

II *

_.--.------

the Company's management

to refine a planning p'oces~to address indusay issues and changes of major significance to the CompaWs
customers, such as p supply d w d c a t i o n by-pass, and competition Indeed, as the Commission found

in the 1990 RSE Order, "The Company has utilized this regulatory environment to focus on important
indumy issues,particularly m the gas supply

which wiU enable the Company to continue to @om

well in the future." 1990 RSE Order, p. 21. Additionally, due to the r q l a r informationexchange resulting

-
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fiom Rate RSE. the Commission is now hmiliar with the Company's supply planning and procurement
practices &omthe specificsof how daily peak requirements are met to the general concepts underlying the

Company's overall supply strategy in response to such changes as FERC Order 636. As a result of this
exchange of information and dialogue, the Commission and its staff better understand how recent
developments m the industry \vi11 affect services and how the Company plans to respond to these changes

to the benefits of its customers.
Prior to the last extension of RSE in 1990, pursuant to a Commission directive. RSE was reviewed

by the independent consulting firm of Theodore. Bany and Associates (TJ3&A) which, after a thorough
review of the Companfs operations and financial data, found that RSE was working as intended, that the -

Company was in full compliance with all aspects of the Commission's RSE order and that consumers had

' il

-.

benefited as a result of the adoption of RSE for the Company.
Subsequent to reviewing theTB&A Repon as well as the iecord developed during the 1990 renewal
process, h e Commission relined RSE again to afford cu~omers
additional rate protections, while at the
Same time dowing the Company the opportunity to earn its authorized rate of return as requaked by

Alabama Code Section 37-1-80.

The additional co~umerpmtections implemented in the

1990 RSE

Order include: (1) a cap on the increases inoperating and maintenance which the Company can pass to

c u s t o m through rates; (2)a cap of 4% of prior year's rwenueson the amount of annual revenue i!meaSe
the Company can implement under Rate RSE; (3) a reduction in the number of opportunities for an
increase per year h m four quarterly incxses to one annual increase, followed by oppormnitks for
L

..

.

decmss in the following threequaners (there have been twelve (12) quarterly decreases under Rate RSE

since this change was implemented in 1990); (4) a limitaton of percentage of equity in the Company's
capitalsbuaunfbr ratemakingpqoses a% 60%aquiry; (5)arealtimetemperatureadjustment that adjusts

. -

each customer's bill on a monthly bask, thereby pteventing the Company k r n overcollecting its costs
during colder than normal weather or undmIlecting its costs when the weather is warmer than n o d (the
Commission has since implemented a similar provision for Mobile Gas Service Co+Cation); and (6)a

e

modificarion to the &mmisSion's municipal acquisition guidelines to eliminate growth h m the calculation
of the price of an acquired municipal system
In addition to these additional s&guads implemented in the I990 RSE Order, fiom the beg-&,

Rate RSE has provided a specific and detailed procedure for reviewing various components of the

-
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Company's U E filings. This procedure provides additional consumer protection beyond th: already
provided under the Alabama statutory provisions.
c -

B.
In addition to the other findings contained herein. the Commission finds that overall. through the
dqmtion of Rate RSE's operation dx Company has m g e d to provide its customers with quality service
at favorable and stable rates and that much of the Company's success has come as a result of the stability
provided by Rate RSE. In hct, Applicant's lates today, when adjusted €or inflation. are 26% lower than
they were when RSE was implemented in 1983.

Clearly, the Company has utilited this regulatory

environment to focus on impOrtant industry issues. panicularly in the gas supply area. which w
i
l
l enable the

Company to continue to perform well in the future.

-

The Commission further finds that Rate RSE. as modified in the 1990 RSE Order. is fair.

reasonable, m thepublic inter-

and should be continued. M e r thtteen years of operation, Rate RSE is

no longer an experimental m e mecharusm,
'
but one that has proven success in addressing some of the
*hhuxntproblems oftraditional utility regulation,thereby enabling the Commissionto better carry out its
statutory purpose. Based 011: (1) the satistictory and proven operation of the rates which have been in

place for over thirteenyears and which have been the subject of three reviews by the Commissionand its

staff and all interested parties since 1983; and (2) the continued successcitl results of the Company in
'bplementing its supply planning process as evidenced by the gas cost savings and refunds d m i herein,
as well as other imovatiw programs designed by the Company to improve customer senice and capitalize

-

on the benefits of competition, the Commission hds that Rate RSE has continued to work well to the
advanrage ofconsmers,the Company and the Commission, and should be continued.without c h g e under
the terms ofthe 1990 RSE Order through January 1,2002.
3.

W . ORDEB[NGPAR AcJRAPH,
c
Consideringthe foregoing findmgs and the entire record in Dockets 18046,18328 and 25600 to
date, IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That:
(1) T k Company'sapplication for approval to d d b u t e refunds in the manner descnid herein

is in the public interest and is hereby granted. Applicant shall distribute the refunds in accordance with this
Order prior to January 3 1, 1997.
(2) Rate RSE and the Special Rules Governing O p t i o n s of Rate RSE as stated in the 1990 RSE

- ..
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Order are in the public interest and shall continue to operate. without change, throush Jan?

I. 2002.

.4djustmenrs under Rate RSE shall continue afier January I , 2002. provided. howeyer. the Commission
may, afier reasonable notice to the Company and a public hearing, aflirmativelyvote to modify Rate RSE

or discontinue the operation of Rate RSE after such date.
(3) In furtherance of the goals of providing stable rater.. the Cornpiny commits. by its acceptance

ofthis rate order. to make no general rate increase filings [other than those prescrikd under Rate RSE and
the other provkions of Applicant's Tarif€Jto be effective prior to January 1, 2002. It is likewise the
commiunent of the Commission by reason of the Company's acceptance of this order. to make no change
in Rate RSE, nor reductions in the rate schedules to which they apply, and to make no changes in the Retail-

Common Eq+

(RCE) range to be efhxive prior to J a n q 1.2002. However, it is expressly recognized

that an d o m e e n event, whether physical or economic. of the nature of force rrujcuc may occur. In such
event, the Company and the Commission shall consult in good Gth to determine whether such

e

commitments should be modified and, failing agreement thereon, the Commission and the Company may
take such actions 8s in good conscience they deem appropriate.

(4) The Company shall indicae its acceptamx of this Order and its provisions in writing by a filing

with the Commission within eight (8) working days of the date hereof

ITIS THEREFORE ORDERED, That all orders directives and requirements set out herein shall
be fully complied with by all affected parties.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That this Order shall be effective as of the date hereof.
DONE at Montgomery, Alabama, this the 7th day of October, 1996
.. .

ALABAMA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

.,<

U A.

a

Charles B. Martin,Associate Commissioner

&h.i>

ATTT3T;A True -3py,
Walter

.

omas, r., Secretary

PSC 21.
Refer to the Application at 11.
a.
List and describe each step in the process by which Delta’s Board of
Directors reviews and approves Delta annual budget.
b.
What information is provided to Delta’s Board of Directors during its
budgetary process?
c.
Provide all written procedures, guidelines, internal standards, rules, policies,
and regulations that govern Delta’s budget process and are used to evaluate the budgetary
proposals.

RESPONSE
See Delta’s Response to Items 92, 93 and 98 of the Initial Request for Information
by the Attorney General dated June 4,1999.
There are no other written procedures, guidelines, etc. The evaluation of Delta’s
proposed budget is performed at the Board meeting wherein Delta’s Board considers all
budget areas and approves the budgets for the next year.

WITNESS: John Hall

22.

Refer to the Application at 12.
a.

Describe how the “Budgeted ROE’’ is determined.

b.

Provide details of the Budgeted ROE used in the calculations set forth in
Schedule A.

RESPONSE
a.

The Budgeted ROE is determined by dividing the net income available for
common by the budgeted common equity.

b.

The supporting data used to determine the budgeted ROE are set forth in
the responses to item 7 and item 28 of the Commission’s data request.

WITNESS:

John Hall

At page 12 of the Application, Mr. Hall states that “if the application of the
23.
M C [Annual Adjustment Clause] would increase Delta’s rates to an uncompetitive
level, then, subject to Commission approval, we could reduce the annual revenue
deficiency amount.’’
a.

How will Delta determine that rates will be at an uncompetitive level?
Describe in detail the analysis of energy costs that Delta will use to make this
determination.

b.

How will Delta determine the amount of the requested increase if the amount
permitted under the AAC would place rates at an uncompetitive level?

RESPONSE:
If Delta experiences a reduction in its customer count or if Delta realizes a reduction in its
temperature normalized sales due to competitive pressures, then Delta will conduct a
competitive assessment, as discussed in response to item 17, to determine whether limiting
an increase in the AAC will help Delta remain competitive.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

24. a.

What is the effect o€ using budgeted costs in establishing rates through the
proposed mechanism as opposed to using the level of costs included in Delta’s
last rate case?

b. Does the use of the budgeted costs effectively negxte my Commission decision in
Delta’s last rate case to disallow certain costs?
c. Why is the use of budgeted costs a reasonable approach to ratemaking?

RESPONSE
a.

The proposed mechanism uses budgeted Mcf sales volumes to calculate the pricing
adjustment. Therefore, using the level of costs included in Delta’s last rate case in the
alternative regulation plan would be inappropriate unless the costs are somehow
adjusted to reflect increases or decreases in the number of customers and increases or
decreases in total sales volumes. Additionally, using the level of costs from the last rate
case would not represent a reasonable alternative to filing a rate case because it would
not account for increases (or decreases) in the cost of providing service.

b.

No. The Commission can prescribe in the current proceeding the types of costs that
are not recoverable through the mechanism. In addition, the O&M cost index
incorporated in the performance-based cost controls is based on the O&M expenses
authorized by the Commission in Delta’s last rate case.

C.

Budgeted costs are only used during the first year of the mechanism (Le., the AAC). All
budgeted costs are fully reconciled with actual historical costs during the second year of
the mechanism (Le. the AAF). This is similar to how the GCR mechanism operates
with respect to gas supply costs.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

25.

a.

How will Delta determine the 12-month average equity for purposes of
calculating the AAC?

b. Will Commission adjustments, if any, from prior rate cases be taken into
consideration in calculating this amount?

c. Why would a 12-month average of equity better represent the m o u n t to use in
calculation of AAC, constrasted with a 13-month average, as is commonly used by
the Commission for determining average balance sheet accounts?

RESPONSE
a.

The worksheet provided in response to item 7 of the PSC shows the methodology
for calculating 12-month average equity for purposes of cdculating the AAC.

b.

Yes. The equity will be adjusted for Canada Mountain and the other subsidiaries,
consistent with the determination in the rate case.

c.

The proposed mechanism operates on a 12 month cycle; therefore, a 12-month
average equity matches the period used determining the other costs reflected in the
mechanism.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

PSC 26.
Provide the calculations supporting the Composite State and Federal Tax Rate used in the
calculations found in Schedule A.
RESPONSE:

See attached.

WITNESS: John Hal1

/

P

I

e

Computation of Composite Federal and
Kentucky Income Tax Rates

____________________--_-_-_-_---_--Assume pre-tax income of
State income rate of

8.250%

Taxable income for Federal
income tax computation

$91.750

__________
34.00%

Federal income tax at

$100.000
8 -250%

$31.195

_________-

Total state and Federal
income taxes
Therefore, the composit
Federal
State
Total

e

a

rat

i
31.195%
8.250%

0

Explain why Delta did not use the fiscal year 1998-99 budget for its example in
27.
Schedule A to the application.
RESPONSE:
The purpose of Schedules A through C were merely to show examples of how each
component of the proposed mechanism would be derived, implemented and applied. The
initialAAF, which is linked to the results from application of the AAC, is not implemented
until three months after conclusion of the first fullyear under the AAC when the hancial
results are known. Likewise, the initial BAF, which is linked to the results from application
of the M F , is not implemented until three months after conclusion of the hrst full year
under the M F . Therefore, in order to illustrate at least one full year’s application under
each component, three fullyears of billing and financial data was needed, both actual and
budpeted. As a result, we had to begin the example with the 1995-96 budget year. A
calculation of the AAC (Schedule A) for the budget year that began in July 1998 served no
purpose in what we were attempting to illustrate, nor would there have been a full year of
actual AAC billing and results therefrom.

WITNESS: Randall Walker

28.

Provide a revised version of Schedule A to the Application using the Budget year
1999-2000 as the basis for the rate adjustment. Include all supporting schedules as if Delta
were filing the Alternative Regulation Mechanism for the first time to be effectiveJuly 1,
1999.
RESPONSE:
Attached hereto is a calculation of the Actual Adjustment Component (AAC) for the budget
year 1999-2000, along with the supporting schedules.

WITNESS: Randall Walker
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Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.

Fhcal2000 Budget
Income Statement Summary
by financial statement caption
c

2000
Budget
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Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.
Common Equity
1999 Budget
and
2000 Budget

Common Equity
Monthly
Average
. .

1998

1999

1999

2000

July
Aug
SeP
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
Jun

23,291,297
23,093,128
22,190,890
22,077,356
22,551,438
22,332,101
23,OI 5,649
23,919,456
23,757,295
24,406,363
24,473,063
23,727,208

23,236,270

July
Aug
SeP
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
APr
May
Jun

23,391,908
23,085,608
22,061,948
21,917,348
22,191,748
22,012,388
23,043,888
23,954,488
23,887,128
24,318,828
24,297,628
23,445,368

23,134,023
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Refer to the Application at 20. Explain why “it is unlikely that the implementation
of the alternative regulation plan will not have an impact on how investors will view Delta’s
long-term risk profile.”
29.

RESPONSE:
Since Delta is proposing to implement the alternative regulation plan on an experimental
basis for a period of three years, investors should not expect that the mechanism win be
implemented on a permanent basis. Because the mechanism is experimental and not
permanent, the implementation of the mechanism should not affect how investors view
Delta’s long-term risk profile.

WTI’NESS:

Steve Seelye

PSC 30.
Refer to Direct Testimony of John F. Hall at 2. Explain how Delta’s proposal will ensure
that Delta’s customers are receiving “the lowest and most current rates.”

RESPONSE
Delta’s proposal will keep rates current and will reflect current and expected levels of
revenue, expense and capital. There will be little lag between revenues and expenses.
Therefore, rates will reflect a11 known or expected items, on a current basis, and any
additional revenue sources or reduced expenses will be reflected in rates. Normally, such
would only be reflected in the next general rate filing. Thus, rates will be “the lowest and
most current” as compared with the present method.

WITNESS: John Hall

--

-

PSC 31.
Refer to Direct Testimony of John F. Hall at 3.
a.

What are “the cost control measures in the plan” to which Mr. Hal1 refers?

b.

How do these measures ensure that specific costs are reasonable?

RESPONSE:
a.

The control measures are discussed in Mr. Steve Seelye’s testimony starting on page
7.

b.

The starting point for the 0 & M expense will \>e the approved 0 & M expense
from Delta’s last rate case that will be adjusted only for changes in the Consumer
Price Index for Urban Consumers since that rate case. The Commission will also
have the availability to review the Company’s Annual Operating Budgets before the
fiscal year.

WTNESS: John Hall

32. Refer to Direct Testimony of John R. Hall at 3. List and describe the differences in
Delta’s proposal and Alabama Gas Company’s current Rate Stabilization and Equalization
Plan.
RESPONSE
(1) The most significant difference between the two plans is that Delta’s proposed Alt Reg
Plan contains an Actual Adjustment and a Balancing Adjustment whrch are designed to
insure that Delta wiU not over-or-under earn as a result if the mechanism. While the
Alabama Plan provides for the charges to be subsequently adjusted (“point-of-test”)
three times during the during the implementation period, it never fully reconciles actual
results for a fiscal yeat- since the last adjustment appears to contain two months of
budgeted data.
(2) The Delta Alt Reg Plan provides for a cap on the annual adjustment of 5% of revenue
whereas the Alabama Plan has a 4% cap.
(3) The Delta Alt Reg Plan, as amended, contains certain performance controls based a
comparison of the actual non-gas supply O&M expenses with the indexed non-gas
supply O&M expenses. The indexed O&M expenses are based on the approved
expenses from Delta’s last rate case adjusted for changes in the CPI (see Seelye
Testimony, page 7). If the actual expenses fall within a range off 1.5% of the indexed
expenses, actual expenses would be used in the calculations. If the actual exceeds the
indexed by more than 1.5%, Delta would only include 50% of the amount whch actual
is above 101.5% of the indexed. Conversely, if the actual expenses are below the
indexed by more than 1.5%, Delta would be allowed to increase the actual expenses by
50% of the amount which actual is less than 98.5% of the indexed.
The Alabama Plan also contains O&M controls which are adjusted for changes in the
CPI. However, the underlying base used to calculate the indexed O&M expenses appear
to be based on actual expenses in prior years rather than the approved O&M amounts
established in a prior rate case. In the Alabama Plan, the comparison range of actual to
indexed expenses is f1.25.
(4) The annual adjustment under the Delta Alt Reg Plan runs concurrently with the budget
year whereas, under the Alabama Plan, the adjustment is implemented beginning with
the h d month of the budget year and remains in place through the second month of
the following budget year. Therefore, it appears that the results of the Delta Alt Reg
Plan are clearly more measurable than the Alabama Plan.

WITNESS: Randall Walker

7

L’

e

33.

Refer to Direct Testimony of William Steve Seelye at 4.
a.

Describe the “performance-based ratemaking mechanism” that was the subject
of Case No. 97-171.

b.

Is it correct to describe the mechanism proposed in Case No. 97-171 as a
targeted incentive program?

c.

Is it correct that the mechmism proposed in Case No. 97-171 required certain
performance criteria to be met before ratepayers bore any additional costs or
shared any cost savings?

d.

How is the mechanism proposed in Case No. 97-171 similar to Delta’s
proposed Alternative Regulation Plan?

e.

How does the mech;inisms proposed in Case No. 97-171 differ from Delta’s
proposed Alternative Regulation Plan?

f.

Does Delta’s proposed plan in Mr. Seelye’s opinion contain any incentive
mechanism to improve performance in my particular area?

RESPONSE:

a.

The performmce-based ratemaking mechanism that was approved in Case No. 97-171
was a modification to LG&Es gas supply clause that provided a system of rewards and
penalties if certain performance criteria were or were not met with respect LG&E’s gas
supply costs. Prior to the implementation of its perfommce-based ratemaking
mechanism, LG&E had a @is supply clause that provided for full recovery of LG&E‘s
gas costs. LG&E‘s gas supply clause uses budgeted costs for an upcoming three-month
period, and then reconciles the recovery of these budgeted costs with actual costs once
the information is available. LG&E’s performance-based ratemaking mechanism
worked as an adjunct to the @is supply clause mechanism. The performance-based
ratemaking mechanism compares LG&E’s gas costs to a cost index, and allows LG&E
to retain 50 percent of the savings if LG&E performs better than the index and requires
LG&E to absorl:, 50 percent of the costs if LG&E performs worse than the index. The
mechanism also allows LG&E to retain a portion of off-system gas sales revenues and
uses a benchmark to calculate and performance incentive for releasing unneeded
pipeline transportation capacity.

b.

Yes.

c.

Yes.

d.

The alternative regulation mechanism originally filed in this proceeding closely mirrors
LG&E‘s g s supply clause. The amendments made by Delta to introduce additional
perform,mce-based cost controls, 21s described on pages 7-9 of the testimony of Steve
Seelye, mirrors some of the concepts introduced in LG&E‘s performance-based
ratemaking mechanism. Similar to LG&E’s gas supply clause (as well as Delta’s gas
supply clause), Delta’s alternative regulation plan allows the utility to adjust rates to
reflect the recovery of costs on the 1)asSis of budgeted cost information filed for an
upcoming period. Similar to the gas supply clause, budgeted costs in Delta’s alternative
regulation plan are then reconciled with actual costs utilizing an “actual adjustment,”
and a final reconciliation of amounts Idled under the actual adjustment is made through
the application of a “balance adjustment.” As in LG&E‘s performance-based
ratemaking mechanism, Delta’s alternative regulation plan would compare Delta’s
operation and maintenance expenses to an index and would be allowed to retain 50% of
the savings if Delta performs better than the bottom end of a deadband around the
index (98.50 of the operation and maintenance expenses from the last rate case adjusted
by CPI-U) m d would lie required to reduce rates by 50% of the excess costs if Delta
performs worse than the top end of the deadlimd around the index (101.50% of the
operation and maintenance expenses from the last rate case adjusted by CPI-U).

e.

Delta’s proposed mechanism differs form LG&E gas PBR in the following respects.
First, Delta’s proposed mechanism operates on non-gas supply costs, whereas LG&E’s
PBR operates on gas supply costs. Second, the underlying recovery mechanism being
proposed by Delta for non-gas supply costs would not necessary provide for full
recovery of revenue requirements (since it utilizes a range around the authorized rate of
return), whereas LG&E’s gis supply clause provides for full cost recovery. Third,
Delta’s performance-based cost controls utilize ;I deadband around the cost index,
whereas LGBrE’s PBR does not utilize a deadband.

f.

Yes. As described ;11iove, Delta’s proposed plan includes an incentive mechanism to
improve Delta’s performance with respect to non-gis supply operation and
maintenance expenses.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

34. At pages 4, lines 15-17 of his testimony, Mr. Seelye states: “[Tlhe prhary objective of
the proposed mechanism is to establish a process, on an experimental basis, for
ensuring that Delta’s rate of return falls within the range found fair, just, and reasonable
by the Commission.”
a. What, if any, are the other objectives of the proposed mechanism?

b. List and describe any benefits, other than a refund of excess earnings, that will accrue

I

to Delta’s customers from the proposed plan.

RESPONSE:
a.

Other objectives of the proposed mechanism include: (1) providing a less resource
intensive and less costly process for adjusting rates, (2) providing a process for
reflecting the current cost of providing service, (3) providing greater stability in Delta’s
earnings, and (4) providing incentives to reduce non-gas supply operation and
maintenance expenses.

b.

Several benefits will accrue to Delta’s customers. First, by providing greater financial
stability, the proposed mechanism will allow Delta to remain financiallyviable. If Delta
fails financially, rural customers will lose the choice they currently have between natural
gas and electric energy. Second, customers will realize cost savings associated with
Delta adjusting its rates. Third, customers will realize cost savings based on the targeted
incentives incorporated into the performance-based cost controls.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

35. Refer to Direct Testimony of William Steven Seelye at 5. Would the revenue
requirements resulting from the Annual Adjustment Component (“AAC”) be my
different from the revenue requirements that would be determined under a forecasted
test year rate case filing under KRS 278.190?

RESPONSE:
The AAC would run concurrently with Delta’s fiscal year, but rates implemented pursuant to
a forecasted test year methodology under I a S 278.190 would not correspond to the same
fiscal year. However, the underlying concepts are the same. It should be pointed out that
the Actual Adjustment Factor (AAY provides a full reconciliation with actual historical costs
after the AAC has been in effect for a full year and actual historical costs are available.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

PSC 36.
What is the effect on revenues for the budget periods ending in 1999 and 2000 of the two
“performance-based ratemaking measures” which Mr. Seelye describes at pages 7 through 9
of his testimony? Provide all supporting assumptions, calculations, and underlying data used
to make these calculations.

RESPONSE:
There are none. The performance-based measures applies to actual historical cost and
would therefore not apply to the M C . It would, however, apply to the calculation of the
AAF, which is based on actual results.

WITNESS: Steve Seelye

37. a. Why was the Consumer Price Index for Urban Consumers (“CPI-U”) selected as the
index to measure the reasonable level of cost increases since Delta’s last rate case?

b. (1) Identify the other indices that Delta considered for this purpose.
(2) For each index identified above, state why it was not selected.
c. Provide all workpapers, show a11 calculations, and state all assumptions used in
evaluating each index.

RESPONSE:
a.

CPI-U was selected because the index is readily available, it is widely used as an index
for inflation, it was used in Alabami Gas Company’s alternative regulation plan to
index non-gxs supply costs, and, on a number of occasions, the Commission has
accepted CPI-U as an appropriate cost index for normalizing utility operation and
maintenance expenses. For example, in Case No. 92-346, the Commission
authorized the use of CPI-U for purposes of normalizing injuries and damages
expenses based on a ten-year average. (See Union Light, Heat, and Power, Case No.
92-346, Order dated July 22, 1993, page 34.) Additionally, in its orders in Case No.
90-041 and Case No. 90-158, the Commission computed storm damage expenses by
taking a 10-year average of actual expenses adjusted for inflation by using CPI-U.
(See Union L;Qht, Heut, and Poiver; Case No. 90-041, Order dated October 2, 1990;
LmisdLe Cas und Electric Conpuy, Case No. 90-158, Order dated December 21,
1990).

b.
and c. No other index was considered.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

PSC 38.
Provide a schedule that compares for each year since 1987 annual changes in Delta’s non-gas
supply operation and maintenance expenses with changes in the CPI-U.

RESPONSE:

Yo Change in 0 & M
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

WITNESS: John Ha11

YOChange in CPI-U
3.4%
4.0
5.2
4.7
4.7
3.1

3.0
2.5
3.0
2.8
2.3
1.7

39.

Refer to Direct Testimony of William Steven Seelye at 8, lines 8-14.
a. Explain the impact of the indexed O&M expenses in one year on the budgeted
level of expenses in the followingyear that are included in the AAC.

b. What limitation on cost increases for the annual increase in the budgeted revenue
requirement used in the AAC, if any, did Delta consider?
RESPONSE:
a.

The AAC is calculated based on budgeted costs in the frrst year and in the second
year actual historical O&M expenses will be compared to the indexed O W for
purposes of calculating the AAF. Therefore, only actual O M expenses are
compared to the indexed o&M expenses.

b.

None. CPI-U is a metric based on historical data. As such, CPI-U for a 12-month
period would not be available until the 12-month period had actually occurred.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

40.

Refer to Direct Testimony of William Steve Seelye at 9, line 3. Why should Delta be
permitted to recover any of the expenses that exceed the indexed level of expenses?

RESPONSE:
In order to be equitable, any application of a targeted incentive mechanism should be
symmetric (i.e., the same mechanism should apply if the utility realizes cost savings or
realizes an excess). Other targeted incentive mechanisms approved by the Commission have
applied incentives in a symmetric fashion. (See for example, the targeted incentive
mechanism approved in Case No. 97-171.) Since Delta is proposing to share any O&M
expense savings with the customers on a 50/50”/0 basis, any m o u n t s that exceed the top end
of the threshold should also be shared on a 50/50”/0 basis.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

41. a. Would Delta’s incentive to contain costs under the proposed mechanism be less than

under traditional regulation where no shortfall in earnings is recovereable? Explain.

b. How is the non-gas supply O&M expense control provision beneficial to the
customers of Delta?
c. If Delta is permitted to recover the full amount of any excessive cost increases
through the proposed mechanism, why should the proposed mechanism be
considered a performance-based ratemaking concept?

Response.
a.

No. By incorporating specific performance measures in the alternative regulation, the
mechanism will provide Delta with a measurable target as well as a clear and
understandable reward for performing better than the target. Such targets generally
act as powerful motivational tools for improving corporate performance. For this
reason, it is likely that the incentive measures included in Delta’s mechanism will act
as a stronger incentive than what is provided by traditional regulation to control
O&M expenses.

b.

In addition to providing Delta with a more focused incentive to reduce O&M
expenses, Delta’s incentive to control costs must be considered in the context of the
other provisions of the alternative regulation mechanism. Delta’s proposed
mechanism would stabilized Delta’s earnings, would protect customers from the
utility realizing excessive earnings, and would provide a more cost effective approach
to adjusting rates. The incentive measures included in the proposal can be viewed as
an adjunct to a rate of return collaring mechanism necessary to provide the utility
with a strong incentive to control its costs. This is similar to how the targeted
incentive mechanisms approved by the Commission for several gas utilities in the
state provide an incentive for utilities to control their gas supply costs which would
otherwise be fully recovered through the application of the gas supply cost recovery
mechanisms (GCRs and GSCs,) incorporated by the utilities.

c.

Under its proposal, Delta would not be permitted to recover the full amount of any
excessive cost increases. The incentive measures would place a quantifiable
limitation on the amount of O&M expenses that could be recovered through rates.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye

PSC 42.
Have either of the performance-based controls been factored into the
a.
calculations set forth in Schedule A to Mr. Seelye’s testimony?

b.

If no, provide a revised Schedule A that reflects the effect of these controls.

RESPONSE
a.

No.

b.

As indicated in response to item 36 of the Commission’s data request, Schedule A is
not affected by the performance-based cost control. Also, see response to item 7.

WITNESS: Steve Seelye

PSC 43.
Provide a copy of first Rate Stabilization and Equalization Plan that the Alabama Public
Service Commission approved for Alabama Gas Company.

RESPONSE
See attached.

WITNESS: Steve Seelye

<
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RATE STABILIZATION AND EQUALIZATION FACTORS
(RSE)
_ _ _ . '

'

APPLICABILITY:
Applicable as a n i n t e g r a l p a r t of each rate s c h e d u l e of the
Company in which r e f e r e n c e i s made t o this R a t e S t a b i l i z a t i o n and
E q u a l i z a t i o n Factor (RSE) and t o S p e c i a l C o n t r a c t s as a p p l i c a b l e .

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT:
xt is the p u r p o s e of t h e RSE t o l e s s e n the S i z e of r a t e increases
by p e r m i t t i n g the Company, through t h e o p e r a t i o n of a f i l e d and
approved t a r i f f p r o v i s i o n , t o a d j u s t i t s base rates more r e a d i l y
t o a c h i e v e t h e r a t e of r e t u r n a l l o w e d it in t h e r a t e orders of
the Commission. By the p r o v i s i o n s h e r e o f the base rates are also
decreased if t h e d e s i g n a t e d rate of r e t u r n is exceeded.
Other
p r o v i s i o n s limit t h e impact of any o n e a d j u s t m e n t .

APPLICATION OF RSE FACTOR AND CALCULATION PROCEDURES:

e

0

or decreased) by the a p p l i c a t i o n of an RSE computed i n accordance
w i t h t h e p r o c e d u r e s described herein w i t h r e s p e c t to tlie r e t u r n
on a v e r a g e common e q u i t y produced by t h e Company's budget, for
the f i s c a l year e n d i n g September 30, 1991 a t rates in e f f e c t

An RSE shall be computed t o be e f f e c t i v e December 1, 1991 and (CI
e a c h December 1 t h e r e a f t e r . Rates e f f e c t i v e December 1 s h a l l be
a d j u s t e d ( i n c r e a s e d or decreased) in a c c o r d a n c e with t h e RSE
computed w i t h respect to t h e return o n a v e r a g e common e q u i t y
(RCE) produced by t h e Company's budget, as approved by its Board
of Directors, for t h e fiscal year b e g i n n i n g October I, 1991 and
each O c t o b e r 1 t h e r e a f t e r using base rates i n effect on the
i m m e d i a t e l y p r e c e d i n g October 1. Should t h e r e t u r n produced by
s u c h b u d g e t p r o d u c e a r e t u r n on a v e r a g e common equity a t the end
of t h e Company's f i s c a l y e a r t h a t i s h i g h e r t h a n t h e RSE range,
rates s h a l l be r e d u c e d t o produce a return on average common
e q u i t y at t h e A d j u s t i n g P o i n t of t h e RSE range by t h e end of t h e
Company's f i s c a l year,
S i m i l a r l y , i f t h e r e t u r n on a v e r a g e
common e q u i t y p r o d u c e d by such budget is below t h e RSE e q u i t y
ASSUED: 1 2 / 1 0 / 9 0 Issued i n , c o m p l i a n c e w i t h APSC
O r d e r i n docket Nos. 1 8 0 4 6 &
18328 dated 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: l Z / l S m
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Rate Stabilization and Equalization Factors (RSE) con't:
range, rates shall be increased to produce a return on average
common equity at the Adjusting Point of the RSE range by the end
of the Company's f i s c a l year.
If such return on average common
equity is within the RSE range, no RSE rate adjustment will be
made.

(c)

Since the Company's budget will be used to compute the annual
adjustment, quarterly reviews of the Company's return on common
equity at the end of the fiscal year using a combination of
actual and budget results will be made. Rate reductions will be
allowed if the quarterly reviews indicate that the Company's
return on average common equity at September 30 will be above t h e
RSE range, such rate reductions to be effective April 1, July 1
and October 1 of each year as appropriate.
However, no rate
increases will be allowed as a result of - t h e quarterly reviews
which would otherwise be effective on April 1, July 1 and October
1 of each year.

I
I

!

e

Calculations of the quarterly reviews of the RCE shall be made ( C ) l
with the closing of the Company's books for the first month of
I
each of t h e three applicable calendar quarters (the Points of
Test).
The RSE effective April 1 will be derived following a
Point of Test at January 31; the RSE effective July 1 derived
following a Point o f Test a t April 30: and the RSE effective
October 1 derived following a Point of Test at July 311.

If the RCE computed w i t h respect to the Company's budgeted fiscal (C
year ending September 30 shall be less than 13.15% or greater
than 13.65% ( b e i n g the Equity Return Range), the base rates under
the respective rate schedules and Special Contracts as applicable
shall be adjusted by the amount necessary, in total, to restore
t h e RCE to 13.4% (being the Adjusting Point in the Equity Return
Range), except that only rate decreases shall be allowed for the
RSEs effective April 1, July 1 and October I.
The RSE shall be developed by the formula attached as Appendix A
hereto.
The RSE shall be computed through the tabulations
specified on Appendix B hereto directly from the actual results
recorded i n the books of account of the Company, kept as required
by the Uniform System of Accounts, and by the Company's budget as
approved by its Board of Directors.
Such Appendices, including
the definitions therein, and the Special Rules Governing
Operation of t h e RSE constitute an i n t e g r a l part of this tariff
provision.

e

RSEs computed to be effective December 15, 1990 and thereafter,(C)
as allowed, s h a l l be placed on the commodity charges of all rate
schedules and Special Contracts to which the RSE is applicable.
Commodity charges of the Company's rate schedules and applicable
Special Contracts, as adjusted, shall be further adjusted by
applying the current quarterly RSE adjustment, as allowed, to the
total of the previously effective adjustments.
ISSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC

Order in qocket Nos. 18046
18328 dared 12/3/90

&

EFFECTIVE: 12/1s/go
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Rate Stabilization and Eaualization Factors ( R S E ) can't:
EFFECTIVENESS:

(C)

Changes in RSE with supporting workpapers shall be filed with tne
Commission not later than four weeks prior to the effective dates
described herein and shall become effective on such dates unless
otherwise ordered by the Commission. This tariff provision shall
continue through November 30, 1993, except that the Equity Return
Range shall be eligible for reconsideration by the Commission at
its discretion after July 31, 1992. If during the extension
period capital costs have significantly changed from those
experienced currently, t h e Equity Return Range may be adjusted to
reflect the then-existing economic conditions.
Adjustments
hereunder shall continue after November 30, 1993, provided
however, the Commission may, after reasonable notice to the
Company, affirmatively vote to modify Rate RSE or discontinue the
operation of Rate RSE after such date without changing rate
levels then in effect.

e

COMMISSION-REOUIRED ADJUSTMENTS:

Lobbying Expense. The actual expenses of lobbying for the most
recent 12 months will not be charged to the ratepayer in any
computation of the RSE or otherwise.
DOAatlOnS.
Actual charitable donations for the most recent 12
months will not be charged to the ratepayer in any computation of
t h e RSE or otherwise.

Civic Club, Dinner Club and Country Club Dues.
Actual civic
club, dinner club and country club dues for the most recent 12
months will not be charged to the ratepayer in any computation of
the RSE or otherwise.
For purposes of computing the RSE, interest
Interest Income.
income w i l l be considered t o be utility income.
Such treatment
as utility income shall not be considered a precedent for any
future general rate cases.

Capital Structure.
Rate RSE will be further restricted in its
operation so that the Company's common equity for purposes of RSE
will be increased only by increases in retained earnings.
Any
other increases t o common equity will require the specific
approval of the Commission.

a
ISSUED: k2/10/90

Issued in compliance with APSC
Order in Docket Nos. 18046 &

EFFECTIVE:

12/15/90
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Rate Stabilization and Equalization Factors ( R S E ) con't:

Xn addition, should the common equity component at September 30 (N1
exceed 60% of total capital including short-term debt and
long-term debt due within one year a pro-forma capitalization
will be determined, through the tabulations specified as Appendix
D, hereto, in which the level of long-term debt will be increased
from that at September 30 by an amount equal to the amount that
t h e l e v e l of common equity will be decreased in order to a c h i e v e
an imputed capital structure at September 30 containing a common
equity component of 60% while the l e v e l of total capital shall
remain unchanged from that at September 30..-- Net income will be
adjusted pro-forma for the effect of an additional interest
charge calculated on the increased long-term debt so imputed,
using the interest yield rate as published in the Wall Street
Journal for 10+ year High Quality Corporate Bonds on the most
recent business day preceding September 30.
A pro-forma return
on common equity (RCE) for-the actual fiscal year ended September
30 will then be calculated based on this imputed net income and
capital structure. If the imputed RCE is above the Equity Return
Range, a revenue adjustment will be determined, through the
tabulations specified as Appendix A hereto, (replacing ACE on
Appendix A with the Common Equity level imputed on line ( 8 1 of
Appendix D herein), to restore t h e imputed RCE to the Adjusting
Point i n the Equity Return Range and the amount of the adjustment
passed back to customers through the adjustment to be effective
December 1 through the following September 30. If the computed
RCE is within or below the Equity Return Range, no adjustment
will be made.

CSSUED: I2/1079 0 Issued in compliance w i t h APSC
Order in Qocket Nos. 18046 6
18328 dated 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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APPENDIX A
RATE STABILIZATION AND EQUALIZATION FACTORS (RSE) FORMULA:
T h e RSE shall be calculated i n accordance with the formula set (C)

out below and shall be applied so as to adjust the base' rates
under the respective rate schedules and Special Contracts as
applicable:
If

-

RCE) (ACE)
(AROR
(1-t) (1-R) (I-T)
AR
(4%

is greater than
4%, then,

Rs
x.AR)(Rt)

=

(Cl

RSE

Mcfs

If

(AROR - RCE) (ACE)
(1-t) ( 1-R) (1-T1
AR
(AROR

e

-

RS

(Rt)

(1-t) (1-R) (1-TI .
Mcf s

=

RSE

Where *

AROR =

Adjusting point of Equity Return Range (13.4%).
Return on average common equity (Appendix B),
13 month average common equity (Appendix 8 ) .
AR =
Annual revenues of the. Company for the most recent
twelve months ended September 30 of the pre-budget year
Mcfs =
The budgeted Mcf sales or transporation under rate
schedules and Special Contracts, as applicable, for
service rendered from the RSE effective date to the end
of the fiscal year,
Rs =
The total revenue from each respective rate schedule
b l o c k and Special Contract, as applicabld, for the most
recent twelve months available.
Rt =
The total revenues from all rate schedules and Special
Contracts, as applicable, for the most recent twelve
months available.
Combined Revenue Tax and APSC Fee rate,
R =
Combined Federal and State income taxes =
T =
F + S
2FS
1
E'S
F being the statutory Federal income tax rate and S
b e i n g the statutory State income tax rate to the extent
such rates are not a function of the Tax Adjustment
Rider.
RSE =
Rate RSE per unit of volume (Mcf) for Rate schedule
blocks and Special Contracts as applicable.
t =
Fraction of fiscal year
remaining at RSE effective date
times 1/2 M O R .
EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
ISSUED: 12/.L0/90 Issued in compliance with APSC
Order i n Dpcket Nos. 18046 &
18328 dated 12/3/90. .
RCE =
ACE =

-

e

RCE) (ACE)

is equal to
or less than
4% then,

-
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APPENDIX B
RATE STABILIZATION AND EQUALIZATION FACTORS (Con't)
DETERMINATION OF RETURN ON AVERAGE COMMON EQUITY (RCE)
1.

(C)

The RCE will be computed f o r the twelve-month period ending
at the budget fiscal.'year September 3 0 .
The computed RCE
shall be calculated in accordance with .the formula and
specifications set out below:
Twelve Months Statement
of Income
Actual Net Income

September 30, 19

- months

months
Budget Net Income
(See Section 2 T - -

S

-_..-

Dividends on Preferred Stock

Balance for Common (1)+(2)-(3)

$

Plus Expense Adjustment:
Civic Club Dues
Country Club Dues
Dinner Club Dues
Lobbying Expense
Donat ions

$

Total Expense Adjustment
After Tax Expense Ad].
(SI x . 6 3 7 8 4 +
Adjusted Balance for
Common (ABPC) ( 4 1 + ( 6 )

S

Average Common Equity (ACE)

%

RCE = ( 7 ) / ( 8 ) x 100

*Or current factor if t a x rate changes to the extent
such factor is n o t a function of the Tax Adjustment
Rider

~ ; L / i o / g o Issued rn compliance w

Order in Docket Nos. 18046
18328 dated 12/3/90
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APPENDIX E con't

2.

REVENUE AND EXPENSE ANNUALIZATION:

(C,

The revenue and expense annualization shall utilize the
actual results of the months of the current budgeted fiscal
year prior to the point of t e s t in combination with the
budgeted results of t h e months subsequent to t h e p o i n t of
test for a total of twelve months ending September 30.
A.

ACTUAL NET INCOME:

(Cl

Actual Net Income shall be as recorded on the Company's
books for the actual months'of the current fiscal year
a t the point of test.
B.

BUDGET NET XNCOME:

(C)

Net Income for t h e budgeted months of the current
fiscal year subsequent to the point of test shall be
taken from the Company's current budget as approved by
the Company's.Board of Directors and as herein modified
f o r fiscal year 1991.

SSUED: 1 2 / 1 0 / 9 0

Issued in compliance with APSC
Order in Docket Nos. 18046 6,
18328 datek 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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APPENDIX D

PRO-FORMA RETURN ON COMMON EQUITY (RCE)
at September 30, 19

-

I. Cornpu ation of Common Equity Limitation:
Common Equity

$

Long-Term Debt
Long-Term Debt due within 1 year
Short-Term Debt
Preferred S t o c k
Total Capitalization (1)+( 2 1 + ( 3 ) + ( 4 )-_..*
+( 5 1
Allowed C o k o n Equity Percentage.
Common Equity Limitation ( 6 ) x . ( 7 )
(If Line (1) Line (8) complete
Section 11)

>

60.0%

7

11. Computation of Pro-forma RCE:

Pro-forma Long-Term Debt
Adjustment ( 1 ) - ( 8 )
Interest Yield Rate (lo+ yr High
Quality Corporate Bonds
I
September - , 19
Pro-forma InterestAdjustment
(9)x(LO)
Kncome Taxes .36216* x line (11)
Pro-forma N e t Income Adjustment (11)-(12)
12 Months N e t Income September 30, 19Imputed Net Income for RSE (141-(13)
Pro-forma RCE (IS) :(8)

$

-

*

Or current effective income tax rate

[SSUED: l2/10/90 Issued in compliance w i t h APSC
Order in D,ocket Nos. 18046 6
l832$ dated 12/3/90
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SPECIAL RULES GOVERNING OPERATION OF RSE

0

1.

The Commission finds that the adoption of RSE and the
resulting reduction of the number of general rate increase
requests filed by the Company, given the increased monitoring
and auditing provisions of the RSE and this agreement, will
increase the Commission's ability to fulfill its statutory
duty to supervise the overall operation of the Company as
provided in Title 37, Code of Alabama (1975). The absence of
lengthy and tirne-consuming hearings occasioned by general
rate cases brought by this Utility will provide a better
opportunity .for the Commission and its staff to effectively
monitor the Company's daily operations and to investigate
regulatory
matters
which
heretofore
have
remained
-. .> .
unaddressed.

2.

The Commission finds that this increased supervision is
retail
essential to the protection of the Company's
customers, and is a proper and necessary exercise of the
Commission's statutory responsibilities.
The Commission
expressly acknowledges that its function is to regulate the
Company, not to substitute its judgement for that of the
Company's management, subject to the demonstration that the
Company is honestly, economically and efficiently managed.

3.

Given the unique nature of the RSE, the Company recognizes
the Commission's increased over-sight responsibilities and
the need for additional monitoring by the Commission and its
staff above the previous levels of reporting, auditing and
inspection. The Company by acceptance of these Rates commits
itself to cooperate fully with the Commission, its staff, the
Attorney General'of the State of Alabama, and any successor
State agency charged with the duty of representing the
interests of the consuming public in this regard.

4.

In furtherance of the Commission's increased monitoring role
and activities, the Company agrees as follows:
(a) The Company s h a l l furnish to the Commission; its staff,
and on request, to the Attorney General or any successor
State agency charged with the duty of representing the
consuming public, all reports and other data which are
identified on Exhibit "A" hereto, and which are not otherwise
furnished under this Paragraph 4.

0

(b) The Company shall provide to the Commission, its staff,
and on request the State agency responsible for representing
the consuming public, entries on Appendices B and C to Rate (C
RSE at least four weeks prior to the initiation of an
increase or decrease derived by the operation of RSE.

ASSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC
Order in Docket Nos. 18046 6

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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S p e c i a l Rules Governing Operation of RSE con't:

( c ) The Company shall provide to the Commission, its staff,
and the State agency representing the consuming public,
financial schedules r e l a t e d to the operation of the RSE which
the Company prepares on. a regular basis as requested.
( d ) The Company shall produce at its General Office upon
request by the Commission, its staff, or the State 'agency
charged with representing the consuming public, published
projections of the Company's financial condition which have
been made in t h e normal course of business.

( e ) The Company shall provide the Commission, its staff, and
on request the State agency charged with representing the
consuming public, all -preliminary and- final prospectuses
promptly after filing.

( f ) The Company agrees to provide the Commission, its staff,
and on request the State agency charged with representing the
consuming public, copies of i t s Audited 'Financial Statements
as soon as they become available.

(g) The Company agrees that if the Commission', its staff, or
State agency charged with representing the consuming
public, makes a reasonable request for any documentation or
explanation of any accounting entries that support Appendices
B, C and/or D to the RSE, the Company shall, within five(C1
working days from the receipt of written request provide full
and complete response to said request.
the

(h)
The Company agrees that its refusal or delay in
complying with the reasonable data requests under item (gI(T1
above of the Commission, Commission staff and the State
agency charged with representing the consuming public, in
connection with Rate RSE shall, unless the Company can (after
notice and opportunity for hearing) show j u s t and reasonable
cause for its refusal or delay, have the effect of suspending
the next succeeding quarterly increase in operation of the
RSE for the number of days equal to the number of days the
Company has failed to comply with any such data requests.
5.

The Company and Commission agree t h a t the Uniform System of

Accounts as used in the RSE is the system of accounts in
effect as of the date of this agreement. The Commission and
Company further agree that any modifiction or amendment to
the Uniform System of Accounts by t h e NARUC shall not be
binding on the Commission in computing the RSE unless and
until adopted by the Commission.

S S U E D : 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC

Order in Dgcket Nos. 18046 a
18328 dated 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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Special Rules Governing Operation of RSE con't:
6.

The Company pledges its good faith and cooperation in all
areas pertaining or relating to activities by the Commission
or i t s staff in the exercise of its monitoring, auditing and
inspection functions as well as the specified. reporting
requirements imposed upon the Company,herein.

7.

Limited Complaint Proceedings Respecting Computation of the
RSE. The Commission may hold limited complaint proceedings
(Section 37-1-83, et seq.1 to inquire into the amount,
accuracy and compliance with the Uniform System of Accounts

or into any material changes in accounting treatments of all
expenditures and book entries of the Company utilized in the
computation of the RSE adjustment or to make inquiries into
any facets of the Company's operations- involving questions
relating to honest, efficient or economical management.
In
any such complaint proceedings, the burden of proof as to the
amount and verification of expenditures, as to any material
changes in accounting treatments, and as to conformity with
the Uniform System of Accounts shall be upon the Company, and
the burden of proof' in any challenge to the Company's
conformity to the standard of honest,
efficient and
economical management shall be upon the complainant or the
Commission.
Changes, if any, made in the amount of any numbers or items
in Appendix B of the RSE as a result of such a complaint
proceeding shall be effective on the' next quarterly
computation under
the R S E
immediately
following
the
resolution of the complaint proceeding by the Commission. If
the changes indicate an over collection by the Company
pursuant to the R S E , a further compensation adjustment factor
based upon the amount of such over collection shall be
returned to customers as the Commission may order; providing, (Cl
however, that such compensating adjustment shall apply only
to collection pursuant to the RSE rider and shall apply to
adjust for over collection f o r no more than two calendar
quarters prior to the quarter in which the complaint is
resolved by the Commission.
Any complaints under this procedure s h a l l be heard and
resolved by the Commission prior to the quarterly adjustment
of the quarter following the filing of such complaint if
possible, but in no event later than the beginning of the
second quarter following the filing.
If the delay is
occasioned by the Company's fault or refusal or inability tO
proceed upon proper notice, any complaint unresolved by the
beginning of such second quarter shall be deemed to be
resolved against the Company until such time as the complaint
is resolved by the Commission.
Nothing in this paragraph
shall be deemed as restricting or abrogating any right Of
appeal to the Courts under applicable law.
ISSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC
order in Docket Nos. 18046 6r
18328 dated 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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Special Rules Governing Operation of RSE con't:
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*

a.

The Company agrees to make no general retail rate increase
filings to be effective prior to December 1, 1993.
The (C)
Commission, in consideration of the Company's acceptance of
the modifications to Rate RSE contained herein, agrees to
make no change in the RSE nor reductions in the rate
schedules to which they apply, to be effective prior to
December 1, 1993, and to make no changes in the RSE range (C)
before July 31, 1992. Adjustments hereunder shall continue
after November 30, 1993, provided however, the Commission
may, after reasonable not ice to the -.Company, affirmatively
vote to modify Rate R S E ' o r discontinue the operation of Rate
RSE after such date without changing rate levels then in
effect.
It is, however, expressly understood by both the
Company and the Commission, that an unforeseen event , (C)
whether physical or economic, of .the nature of force majeure
may occur, and in such event, the Company and the Commission
shall consult in good faith to determine whether such
commitments should be modified and, failing agreement
thereon, the parties may take such actions as in good
conscience they deem appropriate.

9.

To facilitate effective monitoring and the orderly flow of
data, the Commission and the Company shall each designate an
individual or office to or through which all questions,
Any
information requests and visits shall be coordinated.
such requests for information (including specifically,
requests to visit any Company premises) shall be upon
reasonable
advance
not ice
transmitted
through
the
coordinators and shall be consistent with the safe and
orderly conduct of the Company's business. However, nothing
in this paragraph shall be construed as restricting in any
manner the Commission in the proper exercise of its
regulatory rights, power, authority, jurisdiction and duties
as provided in Title 37, Code of Alabama (19751, as amended.

SSUED: 12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC
Order in D o c k e t Nos. 18046 &

18328 dated 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90
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Alabama Gas Corporation

EXHIBIT A
SPECIAL RULES GOVERNING OPERATION OF RSE (Cont'dl
Documents to be provided:
1.

2.

Balance Sheet

-

Each Month

Statement of Income

-

Current Month, this year, last year; 12

Months Ended, this y e a r , last year.

-

3.

Meters B i l l e d , Sales Mcf and Revenue by Customer Class
Current Month, Year-to-Date.

4.

Annual Operating Budget+

5.

Annual Construction Budget

6.

Annual Financial Report (i.e. FERC Form 2 )

7.

Audited Financial Statements as available.

8.

The Company will provide other documents related to the RSE
upon reasonable request by the Commission Staff.

.-

<.

--

Revisions to the budget will be submitted no later than
each Point of Test date.

ZSSUED:

12/10/90 Issued in compliance with APSC
Order in Docket Nos. 18046 6
18328 dated 12/3/90

EFFECTIVE: 12/15/90

44. Refer to Direct Testimony of William Steve Seelye at 9.
a. How was the average common equity level of 60% determined?

b. Provide an analysis of the average common equity for the past 5 years for companies
comparable to Delta.

RESPONSE:
a.

A 60% equity cap was included in the Alabama Gas Company mechanism.
However, we believe that 60% represents a reasonable cap.

b.

The attached table shows equity percentages for a panel of 29 natural gas distribution
companies as of December 31,1998. With 30.6% equity, Delta has the second
lowest equity percentage in the panel. Therefore, it is unlikely that the 60% percent
cap included in the proposed mechanism will have any impact during the foreseeable
future. We currently do not have equity percentages for the panel of utilities going
back 5 years. As more information becomes available it will be provided as a part of
this data request.

WITNESS:

Steve Seelye
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Refer to the Apr ication, note 7.
(a.) Why is the revenue recovered from the application of the customer charge attributed
to the first block only?
(b) Does the method of calculating the AAC increase the proposed mechanism’s rate
impact on residential and small usage customers?

RESPONSE:
45(a) As shown on Page 4 of Schedule A in the Application, 100% of residential and
94.9% of commercial volumes fell within the first billing block. Therefore, since Viaually all
the non-customer charge billings fall within the first block, it seems logical to combine the
revenues from the customer charge billings with the Mcf billings for the hrst block. This is
also consistent with the Alabama methodology. Because the industrial volumes are spread
more uniformly through the billing blocks, one could possibly make an argument that the
customer charge revenues be spread among billing blocks. However, just as good an
argument could also be made for including the customer charge revenues with the Mcf
billings for the first block of even the industrial customers simply due to the rationale behind
declining block commodity-based rates.

45@) No. As indicated in response to Item 45(a), all residenaal volumes fall with the first
block and virtually all commercial volumes fall within the initial billing block. Therefore, the
proposed methodology shouldn’t increase the impact on either the residential or small users.

r.

c

e

Refer to the Application, Schedule A, at 4. Provide the workpapers, show all
supporting calculations, and state all assumptions used to establish the allocations to rate
class billing blocks shown.

46.

RESPONSE:
Attached hereto is a copy of example calculation (Schedule A, page 4) along with the
two worksheets of supporting calculations showing the allocation the budgeted
revenue and Mcf to the rate class billing blocks.
As noted on Schedule A, page 4,the revenues and Mcf deliveries were not budgeted
by billing blocks in the 1996-97 budget period, as a result, the budgeted revenue and
Mcf for each rate class billing block was estimated based on the bill frequency
analysis of actual results during the same period.
On Worksheet page 1, actual net revenues were determined by billing blocks for
each rate class by applying the effective rates to the actual billing determinants. The
percentage of total Mcf and total revenue for each billing block of each rate class was
then determined. The customer charge billings and the Mcf billings were combined
in determining the revenue applicable to the first b h g block.
Worksheet page 2, shows the budgeted Mcf and budgeted revenue apportioned
among the billing blocks on the basis of the percentages derived on Worksheet page
1. The calculation of budgeted Mcf and budgeted revenues by billing blocks were
then carried forward to Schedule A, Page 4. Please note that the first 2 blocks
shown on the worksheets were the 0-200 and 201-1000, respectively, the fixst billing
block in the rate was 0-1000. Therefore, they were combined to correspond with the
tariff when carried forward to Schedule A, Page 4.
On Schedule A, page 4,the amount to be charged in the example calculation
($1,535,563) is apportioned to each rate class billing block based on the percentage
of calculated net budgeted revenue in the billing block to total net revenue. As an
example, the revenue contained in the first 1000 block of the residential class was
53.34% of total net revenue. By applying the 53.34% to the $1,535,563 amount to
be charged under the AAC,$819,090 was assigned to the residential class’ first billing
block. The unit charge per Mcf for each rate class billing block was derived by
dividing the assigned amount by the Mcf ($819,090 + 2,626,700 Mcf = 0.3118/Mcf).

WITNESS: Randall Walker
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Assume that the customer charge revenue was attributed to billing blocks on the
47.
basis of net revenue recovered from the applicable b 3 h g block.
(a) Provide a revised Schedule A, page 4 that reflect this assumption.
(b) Provide all workpapers and show all supporting calculations used to prepare the
revised schedule.

RESPONSE:
Attached hereto is a revised copy of example calculation (Schedule A, page 4)with the
customer charge revenue apportioned to the billing blocks on the basis of the net revenue in
each block. Also attached are the supporting calculations as requested in part (b).

WITNESS: Randall Walker
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48 (a) Does Alabama Gas Company’s current Rate Stabilization and Equalization Plan
include a weather normalization component?
00) Ifyes,
(1) Did Delta consider including such a component in its proposed plan? Explain.
(2) Provide an analysis of the impact normal weather would have had on Delta’s
revenues, net income and return on equity for each of the last 10 years if such
mechanism had been in place.

RESPONSE:
48(a)

It is our understanding that Alabama Gas’ weather normalization rider is a separate
tariff mechanism and is not a component of their Rate Stabilization and Equalization
Plan.

WITNESS: Randall Walker
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June 29,1999

~

DeltaNatural Gas Company, Inc.
Case No. 99-046

Dear Ms. Helton:
We enclose for filing an original and eight (8) copies of the Notice of Delta Natural Gas
Company, Inc. of the Filing of Proof of Publication in the above-captioned case. We would
appreciate your placing this Notice with the other papers in this case. Thank you for your kind
assistance in connection with this matter.
Sincerely,

Robert M. Watt, 111
rmW
encl.
cc:

Mr. John F. Hall (w/encl.)
Counsel of Record (w/encl.)

-

-

-

Hon. Helen Helton
Executive Director
Public Service Commission
730 Schenkel Lane
P.O. Box 615
Frankfort, KY 40602
Re:

-

-

-

-

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:
DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
EXPERIMENTAL ALTERNATIVE
REGULATION PLAN

)

CASE NO. 99-046

3

* * * * * * * * * *
NOTICE OF FILING PROOF OF PUBLICATION

e

F73

"F-j

9

Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. hereby gives notice of filing proof o@%lictd&n of the
0:,.

*%

@

notice of the pendency of this proceeding. Copies of the affidavits of publication of such not'ig
are attached hereto.
Respectfully submitted,
STOLL, KEENON & PARK, LLP

Robe; M. Watt, I11
201 East Main Street, Suite 1000
Lexington, KY 40507
606-231-3000
Counsel for Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I

This is to certify that the foregoing pleading has been served by mailing a copy of same,
postage prepaid, to the following persons on this Zsflday of June 1999:

Gerald Wuetcher, Esq.
Public Service Commission
730 Schenkel Lane
P.O. Box 6 15
Frankfort, KY 4060 1
Elizabeth E. Blackford, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
1024 Capital Center Drive
Frankfort, KY 4060 1-8204

Robert M. Watt, I11

2

DELTA NATURAL GAS COMPANY, INC.
PSC CASE NO. 99-046
ATTACHED LEGAL NOTICE PUBLISHED IN THE FOLLOWING:

Barbourville Mountain Advocate, P. 0.Box # 190, Barbourville, KY 40906
Published May 27,1999
Bath County News Outlook, P. 0. Box #577, Owingsville, KY 40360
Published May 27,1999
Berea Citizen, P. 0.Box #207, Berea, KY 40403
Published May 20,1999
Bourbon Country Citizen, P. 0. Box # 158, Paris, KY 40361
Published May 26,1999
Central Record, P. 0.Box #492, Lancaster, KY 40444
Published May 27,1999
Citizen Voice & Times, P. 0. Box #660, Irvine, KY 40336
Published May 27,1999
Clay City Times, P. 0.Box #547, Stanton, KY 40380-0547
Published May 27,1999
Flemingsburg Gazette, P. 0. Box #32, Flemingsburg, KY 41041
Published May 26,1999
Jackson County Sun, P. 0.Box # 130, McKee, KY 40447
Published May 27,1999
Jessamine Journal, P. 0. Box #8, Nicholasville, KY 40340-0008
Published May 27,1999
Leslie County News, P. 0. Box #967, Hyden, KY 41 749
Published May 27,1999
Lexington Herald Leader, 100 Midland Avenue, Lexington, KY 40508
Published May 25,1999
Manchester Enterprise, P. 0. Box #449, Manchester, KY 40962
Published May 27,1999
Menifee County News, 722 West First Street, Morehead, KY 40351
Published May 26,1999
Middlesboro Daily News, P. 0. Box #579, Middlesboro, KY 40965
Published May 25,1999
Morehead News, 722 West First Street, Morehead, KY 40351
Published May 25,1999
Mt. Sterling Advocate, P. 0.Box #406, Mt. Sterling, KY 40353
Published May 27,1999
Richmond Register, P. 0. Box #99, Richmond, KY 40475
Published May 25,1999
Sentinel Echo, P. 0.Box #830, London, KY 40743
Published May 26,1999
Sun Courier, P. 0. Box #250, Pineville, KY 40977
Published May 27,1999
Three Forks Tradition, P. 0. Box #436, Beattyville, KY 41 31 1
Published May 26,1999
Times Tribune, P. 0. Box #516, Corbin, KY 40702
Published May 25,1999
Whitley Republican News Journal, P. 0.Box #418, Williamsburg, KY 40769
Published May 26,1999

f ;&?
the Barbourville Mountain
Advocate, paper bf general circuldtion, printed and published at Barbourville,Kentucky, do solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to
the files of said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of
Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Barbourville
Mountain Advocate on the following date: May 27,1999.
1,

Signaturei

lwrmumK
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
My Commission expires: !I-\ b -q
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Notah Public

I

0
The Barbourville Mountain Advocate, Tt

LE(5ALAND‘ BUBLIC’ NOTICES

T

Advocate
NOTICE OF
INTENTION TO MINE
PURSUANT TO
APPLICATION NO. 861-0454
In acmrdance with the provisions
of KRS 350.055, notice is hereby
given thatCandleRidgeMining.Inc.,
517 Beechwood Drive, London, KY
40744 has applied for a permit for a
surface coal mining and reclamation operation affecting34.90acres
located 4.5 miles west of Gray in
Knox County.
The proposedoperationisapproximately0.1 mileseast from thedunction with Liberty Church Road and
Negro Creek Road and located 0.01
miles East ofNegm Creek. The latitudeis36-55-11 and thelongitudeis
64-02-01.
The proposed operation is located
on the Corbin U.S.G.S.7 1/2minute
quadranglemaps.Theoperationwill
use the combination contour-auger
method of surface mining. The surface and mineral to be disturbed is
ownedbyWilliam Smith and Wayne
Dixon.
The application has been filed for
public inspection at theDepartment
of SurfaceMining Reclamation and
Enforcement’sMiddlesboro~gional
Office, address 1804 East
Cumberland Ave.. Middlesboro, KY
40765. Written comments, objections, or requests for a permit conferencemust be filed with the Director of the Division of Permits, #2
Hudson Hollow, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
The written comment, objection,
or request for a permit conference
must referencethe above permit application number and be received
within 30 days of the final weekly
advertisement.
37tlc

justment Factor would perform trueup calculations to ensure that Delta
ISnot over or under earningbased on
operating and financial reBUIW.

The experimental Alternative
Regulation Plan may result in either
increases or decreases in the price of
gas service in order to bring Delta’s
earningswithin the rangeestablished
by the Public Service Commission.
However, changes in the Annual
Adjustment Component cannot result in an increase of more than 5
percent of total revenue.
The matters set forth above are
those matters proposed by Delta.
However, the Public Service Commission may issue an order or orders
that differ from theforegoingpropo~
als.
Notice is further given that any
corporation,association,body politic
or person with a substantial interest
in the matter may request to intervene by motion within 30 days aRer
notice of the foregoing proposed action is given; intervention may be
granted beyond the thirty (30) day
period for gwd cause shown. The
motionshallbesubmitted to thePubIicServiceCommission,730Schenkel
Lane, P.O. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602,and shall set forth the
grounds for the request, including
the status and interest of the party.
Any person who has been granted
intervention may obtain copies of
Delta‘s applicationand testimony by
contactingJohn F. Hall, Delta Natural Gas Company. Inc., at the address and telephone number shown
below. Acopy of the applicatian and
testimony shall be available for publicinspectionat theoficesofDeltaor
the Public Service Commission at
the addresses and telephone numF 40tlc bers shown below.
Delta Natural Gas CompanjI, Inc.
3617 Lexington Road
Winchester. KY 40319
NOTICE
606*744-6171
Notice is hereby given that Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. (“Delta?
seeksapproval by thePuhlicService
Public
730 Schenkel Lane
Commission. Frankfort, Kentucky,
OfanexperimentalalternativeReguP.0. Box 615
Frankfort,
KY 40602
lation Plan.
he proposed~lternativeRegula502-561-3940
38tlc
tion Plan would establish on an experimentalbasisforaperiodofthree
years a process for ensuring that
PUBLIC NOTICE
Delta is not over or under earning Kentucky Army National Guard
with respect to its gas utility operaNOTICE OF AVAILABILITY
tions. Subjecttocertain performance
Finding of No Significant Impact
constrainta,the experimentalAlterThe
National Guard Bureau has
native Regulation Plan could result
a Finding of No Significant
in charges or credits during the. issued
on the implementatiorlof an
Impact
three-year period,to bring Delta’s
Integrated
Natural’ Resourze. Manearnings within the range estabPlan for theKentucky Army
lished by the Public Service Com- agement
National
Guard
Training Site near
mission.
Kentucky. The Finding of
The proposed Alternative Regula- Artemus,
No SignificantImpact fully complies
tion Plan wouldconsistofthreecom- with appropriate provisions of the
ponents: (1) an Annual Adjustment National Environmental Policy Act.
Component, (2) an Actual Adjust- Printed copies of this Finding of No
ment Factor, and (3)a Balancing Significant Impact are available for
Adjustment Factor. The Annual public review at the b o x County
Adjustment Component would ad- Library, 206 Knox Street,
just rates for an upcoming fiscal Barbourville,
KY, and the Knox
year to bring Delta’s rate of return County Clerk Ofice, Courthouse,
on equity within the range found to Barbourville. KY.
fair,just andreasonablebytheComINFORMATION
mission, subject to certain perfor- ISADDITIONAL
AVAILABLE BY CONTACTmance constraints. The Actual Ad- INIS
justment Factor and Balancing Ad-

_.^

given that Rockhold Coal Co. Inc..
P.O.Box727,London.KY40741has
applied for a permit for an Auger
coal mining operation located 2.0
miles Southwest of Wilton in Knox
County.Theproposedoperationwill
disturb 6.17 surface acres and will
underlie 22.30 acres, and the total
NOTICE OF
area within the permit boundary
INTENTION TO MINE will
be 28.47 acres.
PURSUANT TO
Thepmpsedoperation isapproxiAPPLICATION NO.861-0453 mately 4.0 miles Southeast of KY
ATIACHMENT 1O.Z.A
RT. 6. Junction’s with KY RT. 26
In acmrdancewith the provisions and located 0.04miles East of Little
of KRS 350.055,notice is hereby
MAJ Phil Miller
Public AfTairs Officer
Boone National Guard Center
Frankfort, KY 40601
38tlc

~______

EXTENSION/FARM NEWS

Knox County 4-H Camp to be
Kevin Rossman. the County
Extension Agent for 4-”Youth
Development, would like to announce that the Knox County 4H Camp will be held the week of
June 21-25,1999at the Feltner
4-H Camp in London. Knox
County youth who w a n t to attend 4-H camp this year need to
get your information forms in
by J u n e 11.Our camp is filling
up fast and we do not want anyone to miss out. We only have a

Name

Allord. Linda

Tax Due

306 26

limited amount of space left for
camp this year and it is very
important that you get your applications into the office a s s w n
a s possible to reserve your spot
in camp. Payments can be made
on each camper a s long a s camp
is paid in full by J u n e 11.Registration papers have been given
out in every school in Knox
County and additional registration papers are available in the
KnoxCounty CooperativeExten-

sion Service Ofice, located in foods, reci
the Parkway Shopping Center ball and s
more. YOI
next door to the Pet Shop.
Camp only costs $70 for each new life 1,
camper. We have a great week just a bel
with lots of fun and activities you can h
If you \
planned. ItwiU beaneducational
and fun-filled week. Don’t miss mation, cc
out on fishing, canoeing, arts and Cooperati
crafts, fvst aid, swimming, ob- ofice a t
stacle course, nature, volleyball, 3110.0~1
cheerleading, tennis, soccer, a.m. to 12
rocketry, archery, basketball, fun p.m. Mon

Kevin Rossrnan

I

Knox County 4-H Agent

It’s that time again to stitch
up your winning welding ring
quilt, fatten u p your portly
prized sow and frost u p GreatGrandma’s secret recipe for the
best bunt cake in the county.
That’s right, folks, the 1999
Kentucky State Fair, billed as
“Everybody’s State Fair,” is just
around the corner with 28 competitive entry departments, offering people with a variety of
talents a chance to win a blue
ribbon.
The deadline for entering everything is July 1, except livestock by July 10 and rabbits by
July 19.
The 96th Annual Kentucky

State Fair will be August 19-29
a t the Kentucky State Fair &
Exposition Center in Louisville.
Entry forms, d e s and guidelines for special cooking contests
and competitive entry depart-

mentsarelistedinthe1999Kentucky State Fair entry catalog.
The catalogs are free and will be
available a t all County Extension Oflices in early June.
They may also be requested by
writing to Kentucky State Fair
Entry Department, P O Box
37130, Louisville, KY 402337130. Or call (502) 367-5190.
Send
e-mail
to
mbrben@mail.state.ky.us.
. - h r mask of the 28 antry de-

partments, the entry fee will be sents On(
$4 per department; livestock Cooking, I
entry fees will vary by category. bon Cmki
Entries in the dairy products, conti@ C
ham, home brew and wine de- Mark‘s F,
partments are free. Most of the C o n t e s t ,
categories are open to competi- SPAM@I:
tions. Also,competitiveentryde- P i l l s b u r j
partments have undergone mi- C r u s t Ch
nor changes this.year.
Farm@
There is one additional cat- Golden B
egory for counted cross-stitch, S h e d d ’ s
and new categories in hobbies Crock@ N
and antiques.
Sure-Jell1
Special cooking contests will Fleischmi
return to the 1999 Kentucky Ever Brei
State Fair, includina the Arch- LAND 0 1
wa@ Sweepstakes Cookie Con- “Sweet T I
test,TheCookbookCottagePre- onship.”

. .

.

.

Legislation discourages violent movies from being filmed on fede
US.Senator MitchMcConnefl must include a consideration of rently grants permits to Holly- privileges
(R-KYJ introduced legislation whether the film glorifies or enlast Wednesday, which passed
the Senate by a vote of 66 to 34,
that encourages Hollywood to
take responsible steps to protect our children. McConnell’s
amendmentto theJuvenileJustice Bill 6.254) requires that
whengrantinganypermitsnecessary for filming a move or TV
showon federalpropercy orwith
federalequipment- therelevant
agency’s approval criteria now

1998 Delinquent Tax Payer List

City of Barbourville

Indian Creek. The latitude is 36-51- Cumberla
40965. M
44 and the longitude is 84-01-22.
The proposed operation is located tions, or I
on the Rockhold U.S.G.S.
7 112 ference m
minute quadrangle maps. The sur- tor of tht
face area tobe disturbed is owned by Hudson I
Edward Moore. The operation will tudty 406
The m
underlie land owned by Edward
or reques
Moore.
The application has been fded for must refei
public inspectionat the Department plication
advertise1
30
forSurfaceMiningReclamation and within
Enforcement’sMiddlesboroRegional
Office, address 1804 East

Name

dorses wanton and gratuitous
violence.
“America’s children are exposed to incessant and endless
hours of violent movies and television productions each year,”
said McConnell. “Exposure to
this violence desensitizes our
children to brutality and killing
andgives them’glamorous’murderous acts to emulate.”
The federal government cur-

1998 Delinquent Tax Payer List
City of Barbourville

wood allowing them to film on production
federal property, or allowing activities I
them to borrow federal equip- US.Cover
ment -such asjeeps or weapons
“This am
-- to use in those films. Many theFedera
government agencies currently assist Hot
decide whether or not to grant a violence,”
”use permit” to a film or TV pro. federaloffa
duction based on the nature and ardsofouri
messageofthe proposed produc- property SI
tion. For example, the Depart- promotean
ment of Defense already decides violence.”
whether togrant federal filming
1998 Delinquent Tax Payer Li

Tax Due

Hale, Bobby Jean ............................................................................

72.62

Name

City of Barbourville

Morris, CliffordRay 8 June .......................................

I
..................................
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I,
x2?, Editor of the Bath County News
Outlook,paper of ge&ral circulation, printed and published at Owingsville, Kentucky,
do solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files
of said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Bath County News
Outlook on the following date: May 27,1999.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
My Commission expires:
c

day of

,L

, 1999.

1, _T&Jk

______-__-_:
L. F L l l I A h_-_-_-----------s
Editor of the Berea Citizen,
I

paper of general circulation, printed and published at Berea, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
hereto was published in the Berea Citizen on
Natural Gas
the following

Signature

Subscribed and sworn to before me t h i s a K d a y of
My Commission expires:

/fhf/
w

Notdry P14fjlic

,kT

,1999.

w

@-

1,
1
,&he
Bourbon County Citizen,
paper of general circulation, printed and published at Paris, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Bourbon County
Citizen on the following date: May 26,1999.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this26 day of
My Commission expires:
yd-g---d&43 .

Notary Public

U

.

(

'

._

1

& &id

&.m,

of the Central Record,
paper of general circulation, printed and published at Lancaster, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative RegulationPlan of Delta Natural
Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Central Record on the
following date: May 27,1999.
1, .

v

n

lwIAmmK
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23
-r - J - o ~ 3
MYCommission expires:

2

Notary Public

day of

k=p

, 1999.

i

downs. Now YOU can buy a
car or truck from a name you
trust.
Chevroleth i c k has a credit plan for
everyone, no matter what
Bankrupt - Bad Credit - No
Credit.
Call Debbie for details
SPIRIT
Chevrolet-Buick
734-7736 or 236-8839
1-800-880-7736

-

?,n.?,s:

...................................

(5-27-ltp)

YARD SALE
on
parking bl. 9 - 3. Lots of everything induding vinyl and carpet remnants. ($27.11~)

ij'iiiycici;~
.............................
7 110 Hillcrest. Lots 01 furniture, baby
clothes and more.
(5-27-llp)

.....................................................................

II
I

Financing

Good Credit
I

a

Credit Problems
Bankruptcy

Financing
For
Everyone!

j Call Today!!

I

Subscribe To
The Central Record
L-

Whatever
your credit
situation.
we can help
YOU get
your credit
established or re-established

--

TODAY!

USA Motor Co., Inc.
1078 Danville Rd.
Harrodsburg, KY 40330

734-2211
808-745-7635

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Deita NaturalGas Company, Inc. ('Della') seeks approval
by the Public Service Commission. Franklorl. Kentucky, 01 an experimenlalAllemalive
Regulation Plan.
'
The proposed Alternative Regulation Planwould establish on an experimental basis
lor a period 01 three years a process for ensuring lhat Della is not over or under eaming with respect to its gas utilily operations. Subjecl lo certain performance conslralnls,
the experimenlal Allemalive Regulalion Plan muld result in charges or credils during
the three-year period to bring Della's earnings within the range established by the
Public Service Commission.
The proposed Allemalive Regulation Planwould consist 01 lhree components: (1) an
Annual Adjustment Component, (2) an Actual Adjustment Faclor. and (3) a Balancing
Adpslment Factor. The Annual Adjustment Component would adjusl rates lor an
upcoming fiscal year to bring Della's rate of rehm on equily within the range lound lo
lair, ius1and reasonable by the Commission, subject to certain pedormanceconstrainls.
The Actual Adjuslmenl Factor and Balancing Adjustment Factor would perform true.up
calculationsto ensure thal Delta b not over or under earning based on actual operat.
ing and financial resuils
The experimental Allemathe Regulation Plan may result in either increases or
decreases in the price 01 gas service in order 10 bring Della's earnings within the range
established by the Public Sewice Commission. However, changes in the Annual adjustment Component cannot resull in an increase of more lhan 5 percenl 01 total revenue.
The matlers set forlh above are those rnallers proposed by Della. However, Ihe
Public Service Commission may issue an order or orders lhat diner lrom Ihe foregoing
proposals.
Notice is further given lhat any corporation,assofiation.body politic or person wilh a
substantial interest in the matler may request to intervene by motion wilhin 30 days
afler notiu) of the loregoing proposed action b given; inlewention may be granled
beyond the lhiw (30) day period for good cause shown. The motion shall be submitled
to the Public Service Commission, 730 Schenkel Lane, P.O. Box 615, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40602, and shall set lorth the gmunds lor the request. including the status
and interest 01 the paw. Any person who has been granled intervention may obtain
copies 01 Della's application and testimony by conlacling John F. Hall, Della Nalural
Gas Company, Inc.. at Ihe address and teleptane number shown below. A copy of Ihe
application and testimony shall be available for public inspeclional the ollices of Delta
or the Public Service Commission at Ihe addresses and telephone numbers shown
below.
Della Nalural Gas Company, Inc.
Public Selvice Commission
730 Schenkel Lane
3617 Lexington Road
Winchesler, Ky 40319
P.O. Box 615
606744-6171
Franklorl, KY 40602
502-564-3940
(5.27.1tc)

on the National Reg&

of l%s&ric P&t
listing by the Secretary 01 the Interior, in
(e) Objections have been made by a Federa
'

Objections must be prepared and submitted i
cedure (24 CFR part 58) and may be addres:
Local Government, 1024 Capital Center Drive,
Objections to the release of funds on basis 0'
be considered by the Kentucky Department (
received after June 29. 19% will be considei
Local Government.
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act 01 197
vision 01 access to the hearing impaired thrc
Devices for the Deal (TDDs). As a result, an t
vide access lor deal persons to CDBG Progra
1-800-247-2510. A
n 'Interpretet will ccnnecl 11
Garrard County Fiscal Court
15 Public Square
Lancaster, Kentucky 40444

QUESTIONAYERS
by William Jerry
LGeronimo was the leader of which
2.Who was James Butler Hickcok?
3.Which tribe was said to be the grei
4.What was "Buffalo Bill's" real nam
&What indian invented the Indian a
6.Which tribe is most famous for the
(answers)
1.Apache.
2.Wild Bill H i c k c o k .
3. C r e e k
(.William E Cody.
5. Sequoya.
&Navaho.

I,

+LlAA&

u&

, Editor

of the Citizens Voice & Times,

paper of geneyal circl/ulation, printed and published at Ivine, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative RegulationPlan of Delta Natural
Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Citizens Voice & Times on
the following date: May 27,1999.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
/ 6 - LA ??
My Commission expires:

YN. day of

,1999.
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L

NGary Public
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z
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Editor of the Flemingsburg Gazette,
lished at Flemingsburg, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Flemingsburg
Gazette on the following date: May 26,1999.

kJQwmwz
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
My Commission expires: 07 -0'7-0
/

29&day of ba/z&O ,1999.

--, . . - ..
HVlS3VUltld
NOIlN3llW
3660-LPLJabed----OS16

JI!-+-r

VVYr

--BIO
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NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. (“Delta”) seeks approval by the
Public Service Commission, Frankfort, Kentucky, of an experimental Alternative Regulation
Plan.
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plan would establish on an experimental basis for a period of three years a process for ensuring that Delta is not over or under earning with respect to
its gas utility operations. Subject to certain performance constraints, the experimental
Alternative Regulation Plan could result in charges or credits during the three year period to
bring Delta’s earnings within the range established by the Public Service Commission.
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plan would consist of three components: (1)an Annual
Adjustment Component, (2) a n Actual Adjustment Factor, and (3)a Balancing Adjustment Factor.
The Annual Adjustment Component would adjust rates for an upcoming fiscal year to bring
Delta’s rate of return on equity within the range found to fair, just and reasonable by the
Commission, subject to certain performance constraints. The Actual Adjustment Factor and
Balancing Adjustment Factor would perform tme-up calculations to ensure that Delta is not over
or under earning based on actual operating and financial results.
The experimental Alternative Regulation Plan may result in either increases or decreases in
the price of gas service in order to bring Delta’s earnings within the range established by the
Public Service Commission. However, changes in the Annual Adjustment Component cannot
result in a n increase of more than 5 percent of total revenue.
The matters set forth above are those matters proposed by Delta. However, the Public Service
Commission may issue a n order or orders that differ from the foregoing proposals.
Notice is futher given that any corporation, association, body politic, or person with a substantial interest in the matter may request to intervene by motion within 30 days after notice of
the foregoing proposed action is given; intervention may be granted beyond the thirty (30day
period for good cause shown. The motion shall be submitted to the Public Service Commission,
730 Schenkel Lane, P.O.Box 615,Frankfort, Kentucky 40602,and shall set forth the grounds for
the request, including the status and interest of the party. Any person who has been granted
intervention may obtain copies of Delta’s application and testimony by contacting John F. Hall,
Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc., at the address and telephone number shown below. A copy of
the application and testimony shall be available for public inspection a t the offices of Delta or the
Public Service Commission a t the addresses and telephone numbers shown below.
Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc.
Public Service Commfssion
3617 Lexington Road
730 Schenkel Lane
Winchester, KY 40319
P.O. Box 615
606-744-6
171
Frankfort, KY 40602
502-564-3940

0
0
THEJACKSON COUNTY
SUN
P.O. Box 130
McKee, Kentucky 40447
Phone (606) 287-7197

Jackson County Sun, Inc.
Publisher

I, George Ferrell, editor of The Jackson County Sun newspaper, do hereby certify that
from my own knowledge and a check of the files of this newspaper that the advertisement

was inserted in The Jackson County Sun on the following
dates:

Date:

Page:

Column:

Date:

Page:

Column:

Date:

Page:

Column:

Signature:
Subscribed and sworn to me by

this

19391
Notary Public:

My Commission Expires:

ll-l? -45

17

day of

i-7
RECEUVEB
JUN 11 1999

507 N o r t h M a i n S t r e e t

-

N i c h o l a s w i l l e , K e n t u c k y 40356

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF JESSAMINE
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State,
this

qh

day of

QLiM
I

9

1999,

,personally known

came

to me, who being duly sworn, states as follows: That he/she is

W

of T h e Jessamine Journal in Nicholasville, Kentucky,
and that said publication of
printed the advertising for

)

27;l?99

KC/

-

concerning a notice to the public occupying the following space:

x 415
(size of ad)

, Notary Public
W

My commission expir

:

........................................................
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, Editor

-

of the Leslie County News,

paper of general circulation, printed and published at Hyden, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative RegulationPlanof Delta Natural
Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Leslie County News on the
following date: May 27,1999.

Signoture

Subscribed and sworn to before me this I
c~
/c2&&/
My Commission expires:

Nbtary Public

! day o@
f-

,1999,

I cp'>>rX?,"r:>.

Easy Financing.
C a l l tyday for
availability:

e o e O O * O . O

.'Ad" e rt is.?.
'=,
- I t prays.:
O * . O . O * . O o O

I
\

NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO MINE
pursusnl ti, Applicaliiiit Nu.
866-8007. Renewal
11) accurd:ince cilh K R S
-.
350.n55,. nuliic is lierchy given
that ~lcdstx:Cual CUI~I~JI:~!~~~
1374 Highway 192 h l , Lulldon, Kenlucky 40741 h l S ilpli,rrcnewai "I:, Iwiniit lur
a washer cud processing lacilily affcciing23.50acres 1uc:tled
1.0 mile soulheail 0 1 Napicr.
mal cuiili.rcnce is r c c c i v d I,\,
Kentucky in Leslie County.
The ~ ( ~ e r i t l i oi sn nppmxinutcly 5.0 miles suiithc:~s~
lrw~
K Y 2008's junction wilh K Y
200') :and 1uc:itcd 0.2 imilus ciist
u l Gicitsy Creek. Tlic 1:iiitiitlc
is 36'5X20". The longiliidc i\
83'16'5 I".
TIICrrpeioliuii i s IK:IIC~O I lhc
~
Rlcdsuc USGS 7112 imiiiulc
qitadr;tngle iniip. Tlic surliicc
: m a dirlurhcd i s 111vncc1h y
Hledsa: Coal Curnur:ition

tlie
Accent

I
NAME

is on value"

APPLICANT

c

Quitting smokinl
greatly teduces ii person':
risk for developing can
cer. The risks for devel
opingcnncersof the luni
and pnncrcns slowly de
crease until. within I(
years, the risks are 30 I(
50 percent lower thar

P

E
:*"Where
I

-

Q: I am 60 and have bee
sntokiiig since h i g
school. Would quittiti
now help me?
A : Quitting smokin
helps people at any agt
Research shows tha
people age 60 IO 64 wh,
quit smoking are les
likcly to die during th
next 15 years than ~ o p b
who contiiiitc to smoke

I

OIRlllllATE

risks for developing can.

Due to a computer shutdo?
the Leslie County Clerk's
closed Saturday, May 29,
day, May 31 1999. Have c
Weekend. Sorry for any in(
James Lewis
Leslie County Clerk

vided H.U.D. approved housing for citizens o f
Leslie and surrounding counties. A n d we plan
to be here for many years to come to provide
housing for our elderly, disabled and handicap
citizens who want aclean, quiet a n d peaceful
place to call home.
We currently have several I bedroom apartments for rent, with all utilities paid except
electric. Rent is based on income and thcre is
no waiting tist at this time.
So i f you are in need o f an apartment wc urge
you to come by our office at 25 I Hickory SI.
in Hyden, Kentucky or call 606-672-3938 on
Mondays, Wednesday and Friday between 8:OO
a.m. and 4:OO p m

dd# 1-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
Handicap Accessible

Equal Housing opportunity

The Leslie County School
Safety Plan" is currently ava
review and comment. The dra
in the principal's office at ea
the school district central offict
plans that can be reviewed. 1
encuurage all parents, comn
business oiganizniims and an:
individuals to review the drai
comments or suggestions that
prove the overall safety of ours
will be available from May 17
28, 1999. I f you have any add
or comments about the draft
school district central office a

-

-

e

I
I

.

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for said County and State, this
,193-

J.-/dayd

weA

PemonsUy known to me, who, being duly sworn, states as follows:

05

(

Au m n W

of the Lmdmgtcsn Herald-Leader and that said publication of date
canidtheadvertising

(SEAL)

A

I

.

....-

r

.

.

I

,
_I

.

, Editor of the Manchester Enterprise,
I,
paper of general circulation, printed and published at Manchester, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication,that a Noticeof proposed Alternative Re.gulcrtionPlan of Delta Natural
Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Manchester Enterprise on
the following date: May 27,1999.

Signature

Subscribed and
My Commission expires:

t!mmmwc
24

Notary Public

day of =
,

1999.

A-1 a...The Manc.

,,er Enterprise...Manchester. Kentucky 40962...Thur.

, May 27, 1999

era1 owners or overlying areas loNOTICE OF
cated in the area of the underINTENTIONTO MINE
PURSUANT TO APPLICATION NUM- ground mining area. All underBER 826-5045, MAJOR REVISION#2 ground mining has been camIn accordance with KRS 350.070. pleted and NO further undernotice is hereby giventhat COBRA ground mining is proposed. The
COAL COMPANY, P.O. Box 889, underlying mineral owners:
Gray, Kentucky40734.hasapplied Joe CreechHeirs.Smith Heirs, Ethel
for a Major Revision to an existing Bowling etai. Sam Brumiey.Patricia
surface coal mining and reclama- Spuriock,Eversole,Joyce Hensley.
tion operation located 0.5 miles Roger Sizemore. Stanley Gray, Wilnorth of Garrard in Clay County. liam Gray, Jimmy Carnes, Willie
Ihe Major Revision will not add or Smith, Thomas Downey. Lewis
cfelete surface or underlying dis- Siremore,Arnold Henson, Duayne
turbance to existing permit area Sizemore. Allie and Lynn Stewart,
George Gibson, Charles Henson,
of 133.80acres.
The proposedMajor Revisionarea Vernon Wagers. Elvie Wagers, Lois approximately 0.6 miles south- gan Henson. Blair Heirs. Rosio
east from Kentucky 11's junction Sizemore.Dan Marion, Edith Harris,
with Kentucky 80 and is located Alex Smith, Bev Smith. Bill Carr,
0.40miles southeast of Sky Airport. Oscar and Virginia Sizemore, SuThe latitude is 37-07-02 and the son Hensley. Ben Smith, Fannie
Smith, Leeco. Inc. ond White Heirs.
longitude is 83-44-49.
-The proposed Major Revision is The major revision is being submitlocated on the Ogle and Hima ted to take an existing single
U.S.G.S.7 I /2 minute quadrangle bonded area and divide the area
map. The surface area affected into five different increments. This
b y this revision is owned b y Teddy major revision also proposes to
Smith, etal, Smith Heirs. etol. this change the current postmining
revision does not uffect any min- land use of to portions of Fish and
Wildlife and a portion to Industrial
Commercial, due to the surface
owners requests. No additional
property will be effected b y this
Major Revision.
lmage EntryisGROWING!And
The Major Revisionapplicationhas
if you have the ombition and
been filed for public inspection at
dedication to be a part of a
the Department for Surface Mingrowing company. then we
ing Reclamationand Enforcement
would like to talk with you!
London Regional Office, 85 State
Full-time,part-time and sumPolice Road, London, Kentucky
mer employment available.
40741. Written comments. abjecApplications are being actions. or requests for a permit concepted for the following posiference must be filed with the
tions:
Director, Division of Permits, #2
0 Dolo Enlry Operators (Train:
Hudson Hollow, US. 127 South,
ing provided with typing of
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601,
4Owpm)
'

Cierical/Mailroom Staff
Microfilmers (Experience
helpful)
o Sconning Operators (Experience with Windows 95 or
Windows-based programs
and scanning equipment
helpful)
Image Entry offers: competitive salary. excellent benefits.
and excellent odvoncement
opportunities.ImageEnlryhas
Q locution to meet your needs
with offices in Annville.
Oooneville.London.Manchester. Monticello and Mt.
Vernon. Please apply at:
'..I.. 4 . -Humun, Resource
o
o

London KV 40741
606-878-5508
604-878-5470(Fax)

BalancingAdjustment Factor. The
Annual Adjustment Component
would adjust rates for an upcoming fiscal year to bring Delta's rate
of returnon equitywlthinthe range
found to fair, just and reasonable
by the Commission. subject to
certain performance constraints.
The Actual Adjustment Factor and
Balancing, Adjustment Factor
would perform true-up calculations to ensure that Delta Is not
aver or under earning based on
actual operating and financial
results.
The experimentalAlternative Regulation Plan may result in either
increasesordecreasesinthe price
of gas service in order to bring
Delta's earnings within the range
established by the Public Service
Commission. However, changes
in the Annual Adjustment Camponent cannot result In an increase
of more than 5 percent of total
revenue.
The matters set forth above are
those matters proposedby Delta.
However, the Public Service Commission may issue an order or orders that differ from the foregoing
proposals.
Notice is further given that any
corporation. association, body
politic or person with a substantial
interest in the matter may request
to intervene by motion within 30
days after notice of the foregoing
proposed action is given: lntervention may be granted beyond
the thirty (30) day period for good
cause shown. The motion shall be
submitted to the Public Service
Commission. 730 Schenkel Lane.
P.O. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky
40602, and shall set forth the
grounds for the request, including
thestatusand interestafthe party
Any person who has been granted
NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that Delta intervention may obtain copies of
Natural Gas Company, inc. Delta'sapplication and testimony
("Delta") seeks approval by the by contacting John F. Hall. Delta
Public Service Commission. Frank- NaturalGasCompany.Inc.. at the
f a t . Kentucky.of an experimental address and telephone numbei
shown below.A copy of the appliAlternative Regulation Plan.
The proposed Alternative Regula- cationand testimony shall be avail.
tion Plan would establish on an able for public inspection at the
experimental basis for Q period of offices of Deita or the Public Serthree years a process for ensuring vice Commission at the oddresse:
that Deita is not over or under and telephone numbers showr
earning with respect to its gas below.
utility operations. Subject to cer- Delta Natural Gas Company. Inc
tain performance constraints. the 3617 Lexington Road
experimeri:ol Alternative Reguia- Winchester, Kentucky 40319
tion Pion could result in charges or 606-744-617 1
credits during fhe three-year pe- Public Service Commission
t
. w b r h 7 g 6 ? l t a 3 earnlngswithin 730 Schenkei LoneJa
t",spge established b y the Pu.b- PO Box 615
Frankfort. Kentucky 40602
IICService Commission
The proposed Alternative Regula- 502-564-3940
tion Plan would constst of three
HELP WANTED
Full-time.part-hmeapplyat Colter '
Diamond Center

c
nifee County News,
ublished at Morehead, Kentucky, do
ledge, and reference to the files of
said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Menifee County
News on the following date: May 26,1999.

l!muYmK

&day of

Subscribed and sworn to be
My Commission expires:

I

’

, 1999.
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Legal Notices

zed Cars
Notice
$500.Sport,
Notice is hereby given that Delta Natural Gas Company,
y, & Econ- Inc. ("Delta") seeks approval by Ithe Public Service Commission,
lars, Trucks, Frankfort, Kentucky, of an experimental Alternative RegulaUtility & tion Plan.
For current
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plan would establishon
:s call 1-800- an experimental basis for a period of three years a process for
48 Ext. 1183. ensuring that Delta is not over or under earning with respect to
its gas utility operations. Subject to certain performance constraints, the experimental Alternative Regulation Plan could result in charges or credits during the three-year period to bring
Delta's earnings within the range established by the Public
,
Service Commission.
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plan would consist of
three components: (1) an Annual Adjustment Component, (2)
an Actual Adjustment Factor, and (3) a Balancing Adjustment
Factor. The Annual Adjustment Component would adjust rates
for an upcoming fiscal year t o bring Delta's rate of return on
equity within the range found to fair, just and reasonable by the
Commission, subject to certain performance constraints. The
Actual Adjustment Factor and Balancing Adjust Factor would
perform true-up calculations to ensure that Delta is not over or
under earning based on actual operating and financing results.
The experimental Alternative Regulation Plan may result in
either increases or decreases in the price of gas service in order
to bring Delta's earnings within the range established by the
Public Service Commission. However, changes in the Annual
Adjustment Component cannot result in an increase of more
I
than 5 percent of total revenue.
The matters set forth above are those matters proposed by
Delta. However, the Public Service Commission may issue an
order or orders that differ from the foregoing proposals.
Notice is further given that any corporation, association,
body politic or person with a substantial interest in the matter
may request to intervene by motion within 30 days after notice
of the foregoing proposed action is given; intervention may be
granted beyond the thirty (30)day period for good cause
shown. The motion shall be submitted to the Public Service
Commission, 730 Schenkel Lane, P.O. Box 615,Frankfort, Kentucky 40602,and shall set forth the grounds for the request, including the status and interest of the party. Any person who
has been granted intervention may obtain copies of Delta's application and testimony by contacting John F. Hall, Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc., at the address and telephone number
shown below. A copy of the application and testimony shall be
available for public inspection at the offices of Delta or the Public Service Commission at the addresses and telephone numbers
shown below.
Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc
3617 Lexington Road
Winchester, Ky 40319
1
606-744-617
Public Service Commission
730 Schenkel Lane
P.O.Box 615
Frankfort, Ky 40602

1

Stockyard
Report

I

Federal-State market N e w s
Tuesday, May 18,1999
Federal-State Market News
T u e s d a y , M a y 18, New OK.
Stockyards, Maysville, KY, cattle receipts: 295: Total receipts
for the week: 543: C a t t l e
weighed at time of sale (compared to l a s t week) Slaughter
Cows and bulls firm to 1.higher,
feeder steers steady to 2. higher
feeder heifers steady.

.

Slaughter cows: Boners 80-85
% lean, 1025-1570 lbs. weight

and 38.-42.price, 43.-45.high
dressing. L e a n 85-90% l e a n ,
960-1050lbs. weight and 36~38.
price. Lean 85-90% lean, 6801025 lbs. weight a n d 32.-36.
price.
Slaughter bulls: individual
yield grade 1 1585 lbs. indicating 82 carcass boning percent
52.25,yield grade 1-21020-1955
lbs. indcating 77-79percent 44.-

48.25.
' F e d d e r steers: m e d i u m &
large frame #1 3004- lbs. 90.96.,400-500lbs. 81.72-92.,500550 lbs. 76.76-84.,600-700lbs.
67.-71.,couple 743 lbs. 65.,
small frame #1 400-500lbs. 75.83.50, 500-600 lbs. 68.-75.,
medium & large frame #2 375500 lbs. 75.-82.,500-600 Ibs. 69.75.,large frame #2 (Holsteins)
600-600lbs. 56.-62.,includes 11
head 506 Ibs. 62.,600-700lbs.
66.61.50,includes 3 head 688
lbs. 61.50, m e d i u m & l a r g e
frame #1 (bull calves) 350-465.
lbs. 83.50-91.,500-600lbs. 70.-

76.50.
Fedder heifers: medium &
l a r g e f r a m e #1 345-500 lbs.

73.75-76.50,500-600Ibs. 71.5075., includes 13 head 512 lbs.
72.85,few 600-720 lbs. 62.5069.,small frame #1 350-500lbs.
69.-75.,68.-72.50,500-625lbs.
61.-68.
Baby Calves: 32.50-110.per
head.

502-564-3940

m
A awards grant for family farm
The Kentucky Department of
Partners for Family Farms is
Agriculture h a s a w a r d e d a a non-profit organization t h a t
$200,000 grant to Partners for seeks to preserve farm life and
Family Farms for the develop- farmland.
ment of processing a n d direct
Grant monies will be used to

for Partners-for Family Farms.
"However, access to-USDAinspected rocessing facilities
'
has been a Emitin factor."
T h e group is (iooking for-a
+

0

.

0

E&ibrof
the Middlesboro Daily News,
blished at Middlesboro, Kentucky, do

.

solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Middlesboro Daily
News on the following date: May 25,1999.

Signature

l!lmwmw
Subscribed and sworn to before me thi&
MY Commission expires:
/#-/A

3

I

/

day of

1999.

Page 10 The Daily News, Middlesboro, Ky.

Public
Notices

Tuesday, May 25, 1999

Public
Notices

NOTICE
i

I

Notice is hereby given that Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc. ("Delta") seeks approval by the Public Service
Commission, Frankfort, Kentucky, of an experimental Alternative Regulation Plan.
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plan would establish on an experimental basis for a period of three
years a process for ensuring that Delta is not over or under earning with respect to its gas utility operations.
Subject to certain performance constraints, the experimental Alternative Regulation Plan could result in charges or credits during the three-year period to bring Delta's
earnings within the range established by the Public
Service Commission.
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plan would consist of three components: (1) an Annual Adjustment
Component, (2) an Actual Adjustment Factor, and (3) a
Balancing Adjustment Factor. The Annual Adjustment
Component would adjust rates for an upcoming fiscal
year to bring Delta's rate of return on equity within the
range found to fair, just and reasonable by the Commission, subject to certain performance constraints. The Actual Adjustment Factor and BalancingAdjustment Factor
would perform true-up calculations to ensure that Delta
is not over or under earning based on actual operating
and financial results.
The experimental Alternative Regulation Plan may result in either increases or decreases in the price of gas
service in order to bring Delta's earnings within the
range established by the Public Service Commission.
However, changes in the Annual Adjustment Component cannot result in an increase of more than 5 percent
of total revenue.
The matters set forth above are those matters proposed by Delta. However, the Public Service Commission may issue an order or orders that differ from the
foregoing proposals.
Notice is further given that any corporation, association, body politic or person with a substantial interest in
the matter may request to intervene by motion within 30
days after notice of the foregoing proposed action is given; intervention may be granted beyond the thirty (30)
day period for good cause shown. The motion shall be
submitted to the Public Service Commission, 730
Schenkel Lane, P.O. Box 615, Frank?ort, Kentucky
40602, and shall set forth the grounds for the request,
including the status and interest of the party. Any person
who has been granted intervention may obtain copies of
Delta's application and testimony by contacting John F.
Hall, Delta Natural Gas Company, Inc., at the address
and telephone number shown below. A copy of the application and testimony shall be available for public inspection at the offices of Delta or the Public Service
Commission at the addresses and telephone number
shown below.
Delta NaturalGas Company, Inc. Public Service Cornmission
3617 LexingtonRoad
730 Schenkel Lane
Winchester, KY 40319
P.O. Box 615
606-744-6171
Frankfort,KY 40602
504-$64-3940

NOTICE

fead aloud.
Copies of the bid documents will be available at
Central Office Building, 220 North 20th Street, Middl
boro, Kentucky.
Bids received after the scheduled closing time for reo
of bids will be returned unopened to the bidder.
The Board of Education reserves the right to reject
or all bids and to waive formalities.
Darryl Wilder, Superintendent
Middlesboro Independent Schools

INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Middlesboro Board of Education will receive sez
bids for maintenance and repair os school buses i
fleet vehicles until 11:OO a.m. eastern daylight savii
time on the 8th day of June 1999, in the Board Roon
Central Office Building, 220 North 20th Street, Midd
boro, Kentucky, at which time and place all bids will
publicly opened and read aloud.
Copies of the bid documents will be available at
Central Office Building, 220 North 20th Street, Midd
boro, Kentucky.
Bids reGeived after the scheduled closing time for rec
of bids will be returned unopened to the bidder.
The Board of Education reserves the right to reject
or all bids and to waive formalities.
Darryl Wilder, Superintendent
Middlesboro Independent Schools

Help
Wanted
GOSPEL SINGING

Hiring

over

the

May 29th, 7pm
Northside Baptist Church
Featuring: Hensley Chapel
Choir, Old Friends,
Lighthouse Singers & more.

driverdowner
operi
Home weekly. Apply by p
(423)869-9108 or in persl
0 Walker, Hwy 63, next B
well Valley Co-op. 8am-51

REVIVAL

Laurel Manor Health G
looking for RN availab

Faith Baptist Church, behind
Honda Shop. May 23 till ? 7
p.m. nightly. Special preaching & singing by Kennon
Roark from Barbourville. Evewone welcome.
REVIVAL

Middlesboro Pentecostal
Church, Thurs. 20th - ?
Services 7pm
Preacher: Rev. Carl Jones
Evervone welcome!
SINGING

Mt. Gilead Baptist Church will
have their regular 5th Saturday night singing May 29th,
7pm. Little Creek Baptist
Church will be guest singers
along with others. All singers
& everyone welcome. Rev.
Tony Massengill, Pastor.

Help
Wanted

-

OTR Truck drivers needed.

Must have clean MVR &
Community Trust Bank of Middlesboro, Kentucky for- CDL's. 3 yrs exp. Home most
merly Commercial Bank of Middlesboro, will offer for weekends. Apply in person at
cash to the highest bidder a Advance Convertamatic City Service behind Krogers.
20013 Floor Scrubber serial # 1153642 and a Clarke hi- Part time cook. davtime
speed floor buffer 2000RPM serial # QG1062.

work part-time,any shift.
terested apply in persor
phone calls. LMHCF i
EOE.
Looking for an auton
painter, 10 years experi
salary
negotiable.
(606)573-9234,8am-6pn
Needed over the road
driver. Please call 606
5009 or 606-337-2687.
4pm, Mon - Fri.

OBER GATLINEOR(

Gatlinburg,TN - All SeE
Premier Attraction will
conducting a job fair
Tuesday, May 25th 1
9am - 4:30pm at the 1
Inn Hotel located off o
East at 1252' North
Street. Interviews for
round or seasonal posii
will be conducted. Disc
meals, employee be
package, periodic rev
and reasonably pi
housing available in
employee center. EOE

.

.
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.
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.
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1aLegalNotices .

.

'

'I Betty J. Jones, formally of 120 S p d Street, Morehead, Continued
u Homes
120 Business
The experimental Alternative Regulation Plan may result in
Tri-State Beauty Ky 40351. Willnot be responsible for anybbta other than my
For Rent .
either increases or decreases in the price of gas service in order
senrlces
Academy i n Mor- own 88 of May 18,1999.
to bring Delta's earnings within the range established by the
ehead, Ky. i s ac8-Bedroom
Painting
.cepting enrollment 1 4 Legal Notices
Public Service Commission. However, changes in the Annual
for r e n t i n Inside a n d out. for Cosmetology.
I Charles A. Johnson of 2605 Greenbeid Road,.Morehead, Adjustment Component cannot result in an increase of more
wn. No pets., ~ ~ ~ f drywall,
i ~ g ,Financial aid availthan 5 percent of total revenue.
,own by , a p - gutter
F ~ able,
~ & Dislocated KY 40351. Will not. be responsible for anybbta other than my
The matters set forth above are those matters proposed by
,intment
ii .
784- estimates 784-3841. worker? Call 784- own as of May 1%1999.
Delta. However, the Public Service Commission may issue an
52.
order or orders that differ from the foregoing proposals. '
.
Septic Systems 6725.
14 m a l Notices
Notice is further given t h a t any corporation, association,
Bedroom
Erosion ' control' 13a'CampRAnd
I Ella Kay Click Lewis, 1232 Redwine M,West Liberty, KY 'body politic or person with a substantial interest in the matter
AaesSOries
41472. Will not be responsible for any debdither than my own may request to intervene by motion within 30 days after notice
of the foregoing proposed action is given; intervention may be
04848.
m e t e work, BaseF~~ sale
as OfMay 17, 1999.
granted beyond t h e thirty (30)day period fer good cause
shown. The motion shall be submitted to the Public Service
3 BR H~~~~
menta. 784-2131~
Travel Trailer 3 1 1 4
Notices
'
Commission,
730 Schenkel Lane, P.O. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentown, carport, Septic Systems by
. ' 8 Full self contucky 40602, and shall set forth the grounds for the request, inIA,
stovelref. ~~~~i~~ control, tained. 780-9833.
Notice
''
.Notice is hereby given that Delta Natqal Gas Company, cluding the status and interest of the party. Any person who
3011 way 606-784- Dozer, Dump truck
34.
Backhoe & ConInc. ("Delta") seeks approval by the Public Swice Commission, has been granted intervention may obtain copies of Delta's a p
work, B
~ ~ cars
~ Frankfort, Kentucky, of an experimental Alternative Regula- plication and testimony by contacting John F. Hall, Delta NatBedmom Brick
ural Gas Company, Inc.. a t the address and telephone number
784-2613
ick house w i t h
t i o ~ ~ ~ m p o aternative
sed
Regulation Plm'would establish on shown below. A copy of the application and testimony shall be
rport
located InChurch
available
for public inspection a t the offices of Delta or the PubHondas, Chevys, a n experimental basis for a period of three pears a pmcess for
ar Cave Run
*ices
Jeeps and Sport ensuring that Delta is not over or under earning with respect to lic Service Commission a t the addresses and telephone numbers
ke: Across from
utility! Good con- Its gas utility operations. Subject to certaii performance con- shown below.
ditionl Call now! 1- straints, the experimental Alternative Regulation Plan muld reDelta Natural Gas Company, Inc
Old O u t Post
UNITED
3617 Lexington Road
ilding.
Open
Pentecostal
8oo-772-7470 Ext, sult in charges or credits during the three-& period to bring
Church
ne 1, 1999 876Winchester, Ky 40319
Delta's earnings within the range established by the Public
606-744-6 17 1
19.
N o r t h T o l l i v e r , 7832.
Service Commission.
Public Service Commission
ouse For Rent Wed., Sat., and carsF~~~ $500
The proposed Alternative Regulation Plac would consist of
730 Schenkel Lane
bedroom home, Sun., 7 p.m. Sun- police impounds, three components: (1) an Annual Adjustmect Component. (2)
P.O. Box 615
th fenced back d a y School 10 repos g, tax sei- an Actual Adjustment Factor, and (3) a Balrncing Adjustment
Frankfort, Ky 40602
.d, Close to town a.m.
Founder zures, F~~ listings Factor. The Annual Adjustment Component vould adjust rates
502-564-3940
Pastor c a l l N ~ 1-800~ ! for a n upcoming fiscal year to bring Delta'arate of return on
in nice neigh- and
D e a n , 319-3323 x2156, equity within the range found to fair, just andreasonable 6y the
Call 784- %~gd145. Estab- CAN
Commission, subject t o certain performanceconstraints. The
'
Is Your Chili
,
.
!2.
lished M a r c h 1 ,
Actual Adjustment Factor and Balancing Adjust Factor would
On Drugs
SmalllBR
1959.
Honda's From perform true-up calculations to ensure that Delta is not over or
Yw have th
under earning based on actual operating and financing results.
$500
use completely
Advance Technology
Place Your Ad Today, And
784- 122
Police impound,
Continued
.mished.
TEST KITS" Mdlp
Receive 2 FREE Yard Sale
accumcyh hej
'3.
I
and tax repos. Call
DNg KU $2995
-e IUu 800-319-3323 ext
Signs! Just Call: 784-6868
Watching
children
4774
Small 2 BDR
Amphatmines.
Atmhot KilSt295
i s h e r l d r y e r in your own home?
Em Kils U9.95:
Hondas
ik-up. 112 a c r e If you are licensed,
Make your chedc or I
, 1 112 miles certified o r a n en- $100, $500 & up.
ADVANCE
P.O.1
m
G u a r d i a n . rolled provider, we Police Impounds.
!an no p e t s , can help you with Honda's Toyota's,
Walerlnwn.
the
Kentucky
Child
Cbevyqs,
Jeeps,
jOlmonth plus
C a r e Food Pro- and Sport utilities.
ities 783-1769.
gram. You can be Call now! 800-722me b e d r o o m reimbursed UP t o 7470 Ext. 6332.
i s e . S h a r k e y $3.04 p e r d a y per CAN
a. Call 780-0159. child for t h e food
you may already
SeizedCars
I Miscellaneous be serving, Call us: From $500. Sport,
Place Yours Today, And
For Rent
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 2 4 - 4 5 3 1 Luxury, & EconReceive 1 FREE Yard
Ashland Child De- omy C a r s , Trucks,
1 Bedroom
Sale Sign! 784-6868
velopment Center 4x4's Utility
.iler w i t h deck. for more informa- more. For c u r r e n t
s e t o town. Call tin"
listines call 1-800-4322.
311-5048 Ext. 1183.

ENROLL NOW!

~

.
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'

)

I

1

11.
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~ ~ ~ ~ 2 5 ~ ~ p ~ n ~ ~ :
1

IT'S YARD
SALE TIME!!

.--.'

SALE TIME!!

Mobile Homes
For Rent

irjSchwlingl

..

Tmininn
-......=

CAN
1%

APPLICATIONS

TN&

Earn A Legal

:-3Bedroom
college
degree
For Sale
$le Home for quickly, Bachelors, '94 Ford R a n g e r
:780-4848.
Masters, Doctor- Splash. V-6 a u t o

.

.

?n nnn -:

DI-..~.

For one, two, and three
bedroom apartments.
Monday thru Friday

,

,

~

1I

;._._ D. Honda's,
from wealthy families unloading
Toyotas Che s Jeeps
millions to help minimize
s p ~ ! i i ! t i e s ~ a ~ l ~ ~ ~ their taxes. Write immediately:
470, ext. 7.333
Fortune.

.,
I IZW

11 m a

I,

GI\enGreerrlP

PKb\ ishe c
, W h w f the Mt. Sterling Advocate,

paper of general circulation, printed and published at Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication,that a Notice of proposedAlternative RegulationPlan of Delta Natural
Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Mt. Sterling Advocate on
the following date: May 27,1999.

lwuuwwG
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Z b M day of
7
MY Commission expires: 7-19-7

D*am* &fl

Notary Public

P

e
I

Mt. Sterling Advocate

COMMONWEALTHOF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICETO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by the
Department of Highways in the Division of Contract Procurement andor
Ihe Auditorium located on the 1st
Floor of the State OHice Building
FranMorl, Kentucky, until 1O:OO A.M..
EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME on the
day of
at which time
>ids will be publicly opened and read
'or the improvement of:
WGOMFRY-POWFI
COUNF D O 099
~ o w - 0 1 3 . FDM
J87 0213 000-001; The SlantonHaunt Sterling Road (KY 213) from
1.OOO mile north 01 Paint Creek Road
:a 0.800 mile north of the Montgomsry County Line. a distance of 2.700
dlometer. Grade, Drain, and Asphalt
Surface.
FEO4 121 OW99 0000088: Water3ome paint striping on various routes
n Anderson. Bourbon. Boyle, Clark.
Fayene. Garrard. Jessamine. Madlson. Mercer, Montgomery. Scott. and
doadlord Counties (District 7), a dblance of 1.288 miles.
Bid proposals for all projects will be
svailabte unlil 9:00 A.M., EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME, FRIDAY,
at the Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid proposals for all
omjects will be available at a cost Of
610 each and remittance payable to
the State Treasurer 01 Kentucky must
accompany request for praposak
(NON-REFUNDABLE). BID PROPOSALS ARE ISSUED ONLY TO
PREQUALIFIEDCONTRACTORS.
Specimen proposals for all projects
will be available to all interested parlies at a cost of $10 each (NON-REFUNDABLE). Specimen proposals
:annot be used for bidding.

rm.

In compliance with KRS355 the
Mount Stefling National Bank will sell
for cash or personal check at Back's
AUIO
Auction, 1281 Winchester
Road, MI. Sterling. Montgomery
County, Kentucky, Saturday. June 5.
1999 at 6:W p.m. a 1990 Chevrolet
Blazer vehicle identification number
lGNCTt8ZOL8124358. For further
information on this vehicle call 498-

3800.
.-

INVITATIONTO BID
Bids will be received in me Oftice of
the Superintendent, Montgomery
County Board of Education. 212
Norlh Maysville Street. MI. Sterling.
Kentucky 40353, to furnish the lollowing items for the Montgomery
County Schools.
Bid No. 19990415
Item@)Materials and Labor for Construction of Livestodc Barn
All bids must be sealed and clearly
marked as Montgomery County
Schools Bid with the appropriate bid
number and item concerned and received in the W i e al the Superintendent no later than l l : W a.m..
Thursday, June 3.1999. .
The Board of Education reserves the
right to waive defects and inforrnalities in bids, and/or to reject any or all
proposak as may be deemed to its
interest. and to award by item, combination of items. or lot.
Bid forms and/or specifiiations are
available at the Agriculture Department of Montgomery Cpunty High
School by contacting Joe Myers at
497-8131,
iN"l.TA-TEN-.v-om

1 LEGAL NOTICES

1 LEGAL NOTICES

1 LEGAL NOTICES

1 LEGAL NOTICES

.

The Montgomery County Fiscal Court
held the second reading and adoption of an ordinance relating to PORNOGRAPHIC MATERIAL on May 18,
1999.
SUMMARY: This ordinance requires
that all pornographic material. which
has not already been defined as illegal by law, be enclosed in plain wrappers or securely placed out of the accessible viewing of minors.
A copy of the adopted ordinance with
full text is available for public inspection in the onice of the County Judge
Executive during normal business
hours.
PG MontgbmdGcouiiy'iiicii Court
held the second reading and adoption of an ordinance relating to the
creation of a commission to be
known as the MI. SterlingMontgomeN Countv Tourist and Convention
ccimmissidn.
SUMMARY This ordinance defines
the composition and terms for this
board.
A copy of the adopted ordinance with
lull text is available for public inspection in the oflice of the County Judge
Executive durin, normal business
hours.

.

e Public Service
Schenkel Lane,
anklort, Kentucky
I sel loRh the

set forth above are

Caswell Prewitt Rea
sox North

208

Visit w at our n e w w e b page: www.CaswellR.ewitI

Great Investment

. -.

-

.

The City of Mount Sterling will be accepting bids lor the finishing of the
Park Wall on Main Street. Bids will
Hoberl Owens, Jr. dba Choices. mail- be accepted until June 4, 1999, at
ing address 318 E. Locust SI.. MI. 1:W p.m., at which time the bids will
Sterling, KY 40353 hereby declares be opened at C i Hall. Specificahis intention to apply for a retail beer tions may be obtained at City Hall, 33
license no later than JuW 1. 1999. N. Maysville Street,' Mount Sterling,
The business to be licensed will be Kentucky.
located at 318 E ILocust St, MI Sterling, KY 40353 doing business as ..
Choices. The owner@) are as fol- Montgbmeiy c&n~T&Eeparliieii
lows. Owner, Hobert Owens. Jr. of District 1 is requesting sealed bids on
222 Tenny Ave.. MI. Sterling. KY a 10 horsepower single phase
breathing air compressor and fill sta40353.
Any person. association. corporation, tion. Specification can be picked up
or body politic may protest tha grant- at Central Fire Station, 805 Indian
ing of the ficense(s) by wriffng the .Mound Dyive, .MI. Sterling. Kentucky..
Department 01 Alcoholic Beverage Bids will be opened June 6, 1999 at
Control, 1003 Twilight Tr. A-2. Frank. 12:OO noon. The Montgomery Counfort. KY 40601, within 30 days of the ty Are Board reserves me right to reject any and an bids.
date of this legal publication.

I

I
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1826-28 Foxwav Drive

I

Brick duplex contains
Include. I B h , LR, ani
hest, central air. Put
/Currentlyrented.

Brick duplex contoins 726 q. ft. per side.
lncluedei 2 BRs. LR. and bnth per m i l . Nice
Ieondition.
Cna heat.
Wa:er
and asver.
Currently rented.
$65,000

Brick duplex contains I
side. Includes 1 B b ki'
nod LR. GM nnd elect
Public water and sewer.

Public water nnd sewer. Currently renled.

W-

Bad things can happen to good people.
If you've been ill, gone through a divorce or have
simply gotten behind on your bills, you're not alone.
Over 50% of the adults in America don't qualify for
conventional automotive financing.

2059 Bunker Hill Road

I

That's were we can help:
o

We can get you approved over the phone with a simple
confidential toll free call.
L

*

-L-a-LII-L ..____
.
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1
1
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Sun. May 30
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flastnng and leak repair,.

*VINYLSIDING

(

All Work Guaranteed

(

-

Free Estimates Insured

REFINANCE
FAST1 OVER the
.
phone! Need second chance? Credit
problems, bankruptcy. IoreClOSUreS.
OK! Starting under 7%. APR 8.973.
platinum Capital. Nationwide lender.
Treating new decks to prevenl 8c13.699-LEND. w.platinumcapiacking and warping.
tal.com
( 'eaning vinyl siding, fences ind
,+SSELL BACKHOE AND -dump
patios.
truck - All types of work. Septic sys.
Removing black root fungus.
ferns. Water lines. Insured. Call
Randy Russell 606-362-4106 or toll
Free Demo Free Estimate
free 1-888-634-6097.
.
- . - . -...
STAMPER'S PLUMBING
498-1881
lk Remodeling. 24 hour service.
Master license #5714. 745-5977
CREDIT CARD BILLS1 'Free 'Free T.H-E ALTFRATT0N SHO-P 'Wji a0 al'Free! One low payment pays your
terations
at 26 West Locust Street.
bills! Cut interestmarassment! Eight
years in business1 NACCS 1-800- Phone 498-1588.
.. .- .- .881-5353, ext. # i l l (not a loan com- VACUUM REPAIRS. Electrolux, Kirby Rainbow, Hoover. Eureka. Bags
~ ~ k 0 O F l N new
G and otd rook. 8 belts. Pick up 8 delivery. 498-6781
Free estimates, insurance, licensed. ii&@
MASONW BLOCK &
All types of roofing work and llashing BRICK
Any type. underpinning.
done. 497-9605
basements,
foundations,
brick
DAvES.TflEE AND Shrub Trimming homes, elc. Gary 606-662-9652 or
Services. Free estimates. 606-768- Anthony 725-5652 alter 6:OO p.m.
3509
WHEN THE BANK says no, call us.
DECKS BUILT TO meet your needs. Consolidate debt. 100% and 125%
loans. purchase and refinance.
Call for free estimate, 498-9017.
ID YOU KNOW ali satellite dishes turned down elsewhere? Little or no
'e not the same? Call 744-8993 lor equity. Loans for all credit. Midwest
National Mortgage Banc. InC.. Call toll
formation on the best price and the
free, 888-548-8308. HUD license
os1 channels.
a79840-00005.HUD license # I 15010603
FARMMOWING
~~

4

-

~

STEEL FIBERGLASS

....._........

6 Panel Sleel
$75
9 Lila Sled ................
$119
6 Panel Fiberglass.....$145

5 Sled Palio .............
$275

I

__

Home and Business. Also, our "Can-

A

"GET MARRIED' Smoky Mountains.
areas most beautiful chapels, or-

Ipdging800-634-5814. ,
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIT old
fashioned wedding chapel overlook-

and Service
Free Estimates

Phone
606-674-6855

..__...
-.

,

7

1

Mobile Homes

'

OWN

CHILD CARE, YOUR home weekdays. 3 years experience daycare.
CPR and lirst aid certified. 497-0835
L60XiWG35iM i Z n - F m o i I
er to babysit toddler in my home
three days per week. Great pay.
good hours. Must have references.
interested please call after 6 PM.
98.8190.
BAByslyf-ER
Tn my kame,

1.'
NEED

lhree days a week, 8:30-530, 5 8 4
year old. References a must. Call
Melanie Hall, 498-0536 or 498-1414.
N~T-E .
l
.pAKEKT-s.
~
:
K-e"tci-ky

. State Law requires licensing for child
care facilities providing care for four
or more children not related to the Iicensee by blood, marriage or adop
tion

12 HELP WANTED
$$ MEDICAL BILLING O f
FulVoart time processors needed
ASAP! NO experience necessary.
Home PC required. Up to $45Klyear.
1-800-600-1844#5513

jis'ARsEARc"."

,

Singers, bands, groups.
All
styledages. Major record label executives seeking new aftist's. Coming
to Lexington11 . 901-427-2639/4279514
Star
$7.5
$7.8
Littit
age!
Fri.,
pora
ter.

10 BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

nATA
.... ENTRY
.. ON VnUr PC. h a l
judgment notices. ' $2000-$460
monthly po'ential. Part time/fulltime.
Reply to A'II, 7231 Boulder Ave.. Box
t 05, Highland, CA 92346 www.aviatho
me.c0m
Call or leave message.
.
..
MOMS REPLACEvOUR citient inJames Brashear.
come and stay home with your lami606-768-6588.
C. Call now for tree inlormalion, 1iO0-678-9196,ext. 3051.
FREE MORTGAGE ANALYSIS! Bill
VOUR OWN apparel, shoe,
consolidation, home improvements. westemwear, lingerie, bridal, gift or
cash out. refinance. land contract $1.00 store. Includes inventory, lixPayoffs. credfi problems. No cost to tures, buying trip, training. Minimum
prequalify. Call Jennifer Baumer at investment $18,900, Call Liberty OpGuardian Mortgage. 877-339-9903.
portunities, 501-327-8031.
HANDY RENTALS >o&k rest.
rooms, rental and sewice, Call 1.
panding in your area. Salesper888-858-6300.
snn's dream!! National carnuany 01. ..-.._
-... . .
..
17'sV I Xur I IMC:
ie-iin; a service everyone neecis
We do sun decks. porches, garages.
and can afford. Competitive comCall Vinson Construction,
missions with renewal income p0498-0905 or 498-4829.
tential. Training provided. Call Phil
Madrid, Independent Associate toll
free at 1.888-773-5425 or local
606-499-0339for tull details.

BRASHEAR'S
FARM MOWING SERVICE
Reasonable Rates

Sales. Personal Appoinimenls for

11 CHILDCARE

8 BUSINESS SERVICES

8 BUSJNESSSERVICES

~

-

I&ahUO

Midrng Welders
hinun
Machine Operu=r
* CNC Machine Operalcm

iia

'

NEE
tion.
catii
a i

.

: ~ c ~ ~ ? s e m H y
Mdnrenansc

Son

p+-r,own

IIni.MaldOperaon

saw
lent
E-1;
403!

.-

AF

The
%r

Wet
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$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $$ The

JOB FAIR
$

NESCO Service C o m p w
IC ccekineoualified

$

Cali
Mai
21,
mai

free
.4: _,__

c
, Editor of the Richmond Register,

paper of general circulation, 6rinted and published at Richmond, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc.attached hereto was published in the Richmond Register
on the following date: May 25,1999.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
My Commission expires:
9-\3 - U O \

day of
,+.

1999.

-

Ndary Public
N

I , .

..

-E

,-4

clclcl

ederal aD
- -

for

by JAMES PRICH-..,ARn
Associated Press Writer
The Kentucky Department of
Advocacy planned t o appeal t o the
U.S.Supreme Court, if necessary, t o
prevent rlmth-mw
Flrlwm-rl cution wi
__..inmntp __..___
Tmn U
c
,,arper
Jr. from being execgte
as scheduled today.
Harper, 50, who wou
commonwealth's firs
inmate t o receive a 1
was set t o die at 7 p.m. CDT at t
Kentucky State Penitentiary
Eddyville.
A federal appeals c
denied a request by two pu
defenders seeking a stay of execu
for Harper, who would prefe
waive his remaining appeals a
executed. Convicted of murderi
adoptive parents in J
,in 1982, he has said
;die now than spend his re
:years behind bars.
I Randy Wheeler and Susa
!of the state ,Department

______

_______

yyu

,petency hearing last week
;believe he is mentally ill a
)n't be allowed t o make th
i U.S. District Jud
:McKinley in Louisvi
:agreed and ruled We

----

-

I-

Notice is further given that any corporation, association

I Politic or Person with a substantial interest in the' rn&r:h

-

I

'

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LEXINGTON - Members of the
University of Kentucky's faculty governing
board voted t o ask the state attorney genera1 whether proper procedures were fol.lowed
in extending
Wethington's
contract. President Charles

meeti!
Be!
Wethi;
tract ir
holdiq
was 1;
Thf
discu?
dismii

ural Gas Company, Inc.

Ten members of the Senate Council gener,
voted unanimously Monday to seek the tions 606-744-6171
opinion. At issue is whether the school's
Se:
trustees acted properly when they met ___
d i s- m t
behind closed doors on May 4 to decide to Weth'
extend Wethington's
contract from 2001 to $229i
2003.
cent. lq
"This will resolve whether or not that
Wd,-&
meetinp met the standards of the opt2n $36) 7I f W U I n run

1

,

502-564-3940

I

d

.

- .'21;7
...>.

Editor of the Sentinel Echo,
at London, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Sentinel Echo on
the following date: May 26,1999.

d3..sIz--8
Signature

Subscribed and
My Commission expires:

s-

of *
,

1999.

Editor of the Pineville Sun Courier,
I,
d at Pineville,Kentucky,dosolemnly
paper of
swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Pineville Sun
Courier on the following date: May 27,1999.

tk

Subscribed and sworn to before me this hz_ day of ,MY Commission expires:
/pa001

khsj

.

.

1999.

I.

1

,
-

r

Notary Public

\

\\
1

AFFIDAWTOF PUBLICATION

, Editor of the Three Forks Tradition,
1,
paper of general circulation, printed and published at Beattyville, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta Natural
Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Three Forks Tradition on the
following date: May 26, 1999.

Signature

NOTAW PUBLIC
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
My Commission expires:
3-13-

.q

a01

Notary Public

day of

x
p
.e

, 1999.

c

9%
fldL-,

1, ___Editor of the Times Tribune,
paper of g era1 circulation, printed and published at Corbin, Kentucky, do
solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files of
said publication, that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Times Tribune on
the following date: May 25,1999.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this &?'

day of

hv?

,1999.
<

My Commission expires:

Ndce Is hereby glven that
Della Natural Gas Company
Inc. (~eita? seeks appmai
by the Public Service Commission. Frankfort. Kentucky. of
an emerlmenlal Memathre

C of Am
ventually all
saurs,"said
br of "The
Cheater." "I
case now."
r advocates
dd there are
idure as an

,
,

year period lo bring

I

stabilizl
after nl
decline
but SI
opened
"It's
back, b
Mark 1
founde
h e - i n s has assoai

I

hrift Store
9-5Sat.

tablished by the Public
Commission

I

ulstlon Plan would co
three components. (1)

Adjustment Comwnent WOUI
adjust rates for an upcoming
"scalyeartobringDelta'srate
of retllm on eauilv within the
range found to lair, just end
reasonable by the Commissbn, subiect lo certain performance constraints. The AChml Adiustment Factor and
Balancing Adjustment Facroi
mwld perform true-up calculaUons to ensure rhal Delta IS
not over or under aarnmn

ii

Ff
i

I

To RESPOND to an ad, call

I

snn
nnnn '
JUU-4U/-ZUUJ
An7

L - -

9 oer minute. Must-be 18 years or older.

1
ister for a

I

I

I

1
J

either increases or

sion. However, changes in t
Annual Adjustment C d m p
nent. cannot result in an increase of more than 5 percent
of total revenue.
he matters set form above
are those matters pmwsed bv
Delta However. the Public
Service Commission may ISSUB M order or orders that differ from the foregoing p r o w

".".
.3h

Notice is furlher given that any
mrporabon, associelion. body
polnic or person wlth a sub-

Ik S~MCX Commission 730
Schenkel Lane P 0 Bo; 615
Frankfort Kehtucky 40602'
and shaiiset form ~e ground;
for the request Including the
btatus and lnle&st of the party Any person who has been
granted lntewentlon may ob!lain copies 01 Delta's applicaUOn and tesUmony by contacting John F. Hall, Delta Natural
f Gas Company Inc et the eddress and teiephone number
'shown below. A copy of the
' appll~tlonand testimonJ shall
be available for public inspection at the offices of Delta or
the Public Service CommlsSiOn at the eddresses and telePhone numbers shown below.
Delta Natural Gas
'

.

3617 Lexington Road

Winchester. KY 40319
Public Sewice Commission

730 Schenkel Lane

AIMS SERVICE INC.
ST.. CORBIN KY.

1-8Wbl-lS74

&le
Carin * Quality
Free Consugtation

-

arm compldtion, medical proof
earing preparation, appeals.
sturn to the Social SeCUfity OffiO
,n.We Do The Work For You.

c
of the Whitley County News
I circulation,printed and published at Williamsburg,Kentucky,
do solemnly swear that from my own personal knowledge, and reference to the files
of said publication,that a Notice of proposed Alternative Regulation Plan of Delta
Natural Gas Company, Inc. attached hereto was published in the Whitley County
News Journal on the following date: May 26,1999.
, Editor

-

Signoture

Subscribed and sworn to before me thid f l d a y o f
D/
My Commission expires:

/+

w
r
y jfublic

/ c/

,1999.
/

NLWS IOUMAL

matter may request .
t o Intervene by
motion within 30
days after notlce of
the foregoing proposed action i s
given: lnterventlon
may be granted
beyond the thlrty
(30)day period for
good cause shown.
The motion shall be
submitted t o the
Publlc
Service
Commission, 730
Schenkel Lane, P.O.
Box 615, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40602, and
shall set forth the
grounds for the
request, lnciudlng
the status end lnterest of the parly. Any
person who has
been granted Interventlon.may, obtaln
copies of Delta's
application and testlmony by contacting
John F. Hall, Delta
Natural
Gas
Company, Inc., at the
address and telephone
number
shown below. A
copy of the appllcatlon and testimony
ahall be available for
public lnspactlon at
the offices of Delta
or the Public Service
Commlsslon at the
addresses and telephone
numbers
shown below.

Classifieds
from page C-9
plpe; thence S 1
degree 00' W, 5 feet
I westwardly from and
parallel to the west
/
llne of Lot #2, 125.00
feet l o a pipe In the
1
north line of 8th
1 Street; thence N 89
degrees 00' W. along
1
the north llne of 8th
Street. 72.50 feet to
the
baglnnlng.
NOTE This property
1
Includes 20 feet of
Lot #3, ell of Lots #4
and #5, and 2.5 feet
1 of Lot #6 In Block G
I,
of Lee Helghts
C
Additlon.
Belng the aame
I properly acquired by
Deborah S. Slone
trom Bowman and
r Smith Builders, Inc.
I by deed of coni veyance dated July
d 23, 1986 and of
record in Dead Book
315,
Page 425,
S
County
o Whltley
Court
Clerk's
Office.
d
1,

e

n
d

d
S

d
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TERMS OF SALE
1. The above property, or a sufflclent
amount thereof t o
produce the sum of
money so ordered to
be made, shall be
sold.
2. On the date of
sale, the purchaser
shall either pay cash
or, with surety on a
bond approved by
the Commlssioner,
may pay 10% down
wlth the balance In
30 days wlth Interest
at 12%. Slgnatures of
principal and surety
on the bond shall
have the effect of a
judgment.
3. The purchaser
shall be required t o
assume and pay all
taxes or asaessments upon the
property for the current tax year
and
all
subsequent
years. All taxes o r
assessmants upon
the properly for prlor
years shall be paid
from the sale
proceeds I f properly
clalmed In wrlting
and flied of record
by the purchaser
prlor to payment of
the purchase prlce.
4. If the property
does not bring twothlrda
of
Its
appralaed value, a
one year right of
redemptlon will exist
pursuant to KRS
426.530.
5. This property Is
sold subject t o the
right of redemption,
If applicable, provlded In 28 USCA Sac.
2410.
Dated this 13th day
of May, 1999.
CATHY E. PREWITT
MASTER
COMMISSIONER
WHITLEY CIRCUIT
COURT
CUMBERLAND
FALLS HIGHWAY
AT TANGLEWOOD
DRIVE
P.O. DRAWER 724
CORBIN, KENTUCKY
40702.(606) 528-7177
NOTICE
Notlce Is hereby
given that Delta
Gas
Natural

-MAY 16.4999 -C-7

Company,
Inc.
("Delta")
seeks
approval by the
Public
Servlce
Commlsslon,
Frankfort, Kentucky,
of an experlmental
A l t e r n e t l v e
Regulation Plan.
The
proposed
A l t e r n a t l v e
Regulation
Plan
would establish on
an
experimental
bask for a perlod of
three
years
a
process for ensuring
that Delta Is not over
o r under earning
wlth respect l o i t s
gas utllity operations. Subject to certain performance
constralnta,
the
experimental
A l t e r n e t l v e
Regulatlon
Plan
could rasult In
charges or cradlts
during the three-year
period to bring
Delta's
earnlngs
within the range
established by the
Publlc
Sarvlce
Commission.
The
proposed
A l t e r n a t i v e
Regulation
Plan
would consist of
three components:
Delta Natural Gas
an
Annual
j u a t m e n t Company, Inc.
Component, (2) an 3617 Lexington Road
Actual Adjustment Winchester. KY
Factor, and (3) a
B a l a n c l n g <:?;44-6171
Adjustment Factor.
Publlc Servlce
The
Annual
A d 1 u ' s t m e n t Commlsslon
Component would 730 Schenkel Lane
adjust rates for an P.O. Box 615
upcoming flscai year Frankfort, KY 40602
to brlng Dalta's rate 502-564-3940
21-1-8
of return o n equlty
within the range
PUBLIC
NOTICE
found t o falr, Just
Budget hearing
and reasonable by
regarding proposed
the Commlsslon.
use of County Road
subject to certain
Aid And Local
performance conGovernment
straints. Tha Actual
Economic
Adjustment Factor
Assistance Funds
and
Balancing
Adjustment Factor
would perform trueA publlc hearing
up calculatlons t o w i l l be held by
ensure that Delta Is Whitley County In
not over o r under the Fiscal' C d h t
aarnlng based on Room at the Courtactual operatlng and house on June 11,
flnanclal results.
1999 81 9:OO AM for
The experlmental the purpose O f
A I t e r n a t I v e obtalnlng CltlZenS
Regulation Plan may comments regarding
result In either the possible uses of
increases
o r the County Road Ald
decreases In the (CRA) and Local
prlce of gas service G o v e r n m e n t
in order t o bring E c 0 n 0 m I C
Delta's earnings Assistance LGEA)
wlthln the range Funds. All Interested
established by the Persons In Whitley
Publlc
Servlce County are Invited to
C o m m i s s i o n . the hearing to subHowever, changes in mlt o r a l o r written
the
Annual comments on posslbla uses of (ha CRA
A d j u s t m e n t
Component cannot and LGEA Funds.
result In an increase Any person(s) who
of more than 5 per- cannot submit wrltcent of total revenue. ten comments o r
The matters aet attend the public
f o r t h above ere hearlng but wlsh t o
those matters pro- aubmit comments,
posed by Delta. should call the Office
the
Whltley
However, the Publlc of
Servlce Commission C o u n t y
JudgelExecutIve
at
may Issue an order
by
or orders that differ 606-549-6000
June
2,
1999
so
that
from the foreaolno
arrangements can be
proposals.
Nollce 1s further made to secure their
olven that anv coroo- comments.
ration, aasohatibn,
body polltlc or per- MIKE PATRICK,
son with a aubstan- WHITLEY COUNTY
tial Interest In the JUDGEEXECUTIVE
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lassified advertisements
!adline is noon Monday.
.assifieds must be pre-paid.
:or more information call:

1-0643 528-9767
Nagonlit
3n imineor a partin their
:e and a
gent i n
4
n office.
?e years
rience a
ter comary, and
benefits
full-tlme
. Please
rsume to
ton Pike,
4 37922.

21-1-B

' E T
j NEEDime Top
natl. Will
om and
'71-2900

es

IEEDED.
d. duty
I equipand gas
ler own
e transNd comwages.
i13-703lzllgx
'RACK2ATOR
ust be
. For a
sewer
Please
883.

El!M

de

PICKnplale.

-9345.
HEL3e and
r both.

j

L

one
bath.
studio
5-549-

1989 5TH WHEEL
ARIES - Excellent
condition, AIC with
hook-up. 606-5492597
5-rn

REFRIGERATORS
FOR SALE S175.
Phone 523-0927

-

SAVETHOUSANDS
while protecting your
Investments! Must
sell 3 NEW Arch
Type Steel Buildings.
25x30,
35x50.
Undelivered orders
& repossessions.
Easy tinancing. Call
today for availability:
1-800-991-9251. 2 1 . a

~

Child Care
TIRED OF THE
IMPERSONAL CARE
that day care's offer
where your child has
to wait his turn for
attention? Your child
can receive personal
attentlon from a caring adult, Christlan
lady with experience
In
chlld
care.
Weekdays only.
528-7803

See Classifieds,
page C-9

Image Entry is GROWING! And i
you have the ambition and dedica
tion to be a part of a growing corn.
pany, then we would like to talk
with you! Full-time, part-time anc
summer employment available
Applications are being accepted foi
the following positions:

-

Data Entry Operators (Training

provided with typing of 40 wpm)
ClericaVMaiiroom Staff
Microfilmers (Experience helpful)

Scanning Operators (Experience
with Windows 95 or Windowsbased programs and scanning
equipment helpful.)
Image Entry offers: competitive
salary, excellent benefits, and excellent advancement opportunities.
Image .Entry has a location to meet
lour needs with offices in Annville,
3ooneville, London, Manchester,
Wonticello. and Mt. Vernon.
aiease'appiy at:
Human Resources
Image Entry, Inc.
715 North Main Street
London,KY 40741
606-878-5508
606-878-5470 (Fax)

I

Equal Employmenl Oppodunity Employer

crtf

OPENING FOR

-

TIME & PART TIME LPNs 11
rg Nursing Home has a need for full time and
.PNs. Excellent starting wages and good bene9-4321 for further information.
aL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

